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Tuesday Morning, Dec. 5, 1865.
The Constitutional Guaranty of a Republican Form of Government.

The Boston Daily Advertiser publishes a
very able paper from the Hon. Robert Hale
Owen, in which that gentleman, in view of
the early assembling of Congress and the
weighty questions it will be called on to consider, invites the attention of members elect and
of the public to that clause of the constitution
guarantying a Republican form of Government, and to
which

will,

he

a practical recommendation,
thinks, if properly brought for-

ward, command two thirds of the votes

in eith-

House.
Mr. Owen prefaces his subject by paying a
high compliment to the spirit and intentions
ot President Johnson in his recent re-con-

er

that it

expresses his-opinion
is seldom unwise to teuder the olive branch
struction

policy,

to the

even

unworthy,

and

that

clemency

»
should first be tried; and adds:
The South, wedded to her idols, has not responded to the magnanimous overtures of the
President.
Such I doubt not, will be the
judgment of Congress. Upon that judgment
I believe Congress will act;and, if it does, no
impediment, I feel assured, will be thrown in

its way

by our

Chief Magistrate.

Further in elucidation of his position, Mr.
Owen says:
It is the people of the whole nation through
their national government, not the people of

any one state through their convention or
their state legislature, who have the right,
and upon whom is imposed the duty, to see
that state governments are, and remain, repubhean in form. (Art. IV., Sec. 4.) And
the whole people, not the people of a single
state, are by the Constitution made the judges
of what is a republican form of government.
If

state of the Union were to

proclaim a
right to
monarchy, Congress
reject her representatives. But a republican
form of government may be subverted by indirection as surely as by proclamation of a
monarchy. A State has a right, within certain
limits, to decree the qualifications of her votes;
hut when any such qualification is pushed beyond the point of republicanism, it devolves
upon the national govermnent to enforce the
constitutional guaranty.
A state, if It see fit, may require a property qualification; as that a voter shall be a taxpayer or a householder; but if it push the
principle so far as to require that he shall possess a hundred thousand dollars, then large
masses are disfranchised, and the republican
form of government is violated thereby.
A state, if it see fit, may require a literary
qualification, as that a voter shall be able to
a

would have the

_PORTLAND,
A

ple:

which

cult to get a seat.
At Berne I found the
church locked, and I was refused admittance
because I was not there within a quarter oi an
hour after the service had begun. In Amsterdam it was a little better.
I was allowed
within the porch, but the doors admitting to
the seats were ail locked. The minister goes
through his duties like a lesson of which he
wishes to get rid; and as he does not like to he
disturbed, those who come late are locked out.

Robert Dale Owen.

New York, November 22,1S65.
The Election of Stuart Mill.

doubt

his well-known sentian election from a

ments, could have secured

constituency.

That

as

gaged driving piles, while a third set, with a
centrifugal pump, were pumping out the water, a very copious stream of which wa3 flowine
from the pump.
The pile driving was done
with the rudest machinery, such as would in
England be superseded by the winch or steam
engine. Here the object seems to be to employ men, not to supersede their labor with
machinery.
“The Protestant churches are rarely open
except on Sundays, and.cven then it i3 diffi-

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Massachusetts

well

they

into concessions alike perilous and
betray
dishonorable. We are in danger of this. One
of the wisest of modern writers on public affairs has said: ‘"When a nation lias been wearied by long strife, it will submit to duped for
the sake of peace.”

Mill, witli

as

sometimes women. The tow rope has a flat
board, which is placed over the chest, and
thus the boat or barge is drawn along.—
Horses are seldom used. Indeed, if one man
can pull one of these boats along, it would be
false economy to use a horse, which consumes
as much food as seven man to do the work.—
Thesefboats in order to turn in a small space,
and to afford considerable storage, are built
have a
very square at the bows, and
very old fashioned look, but they do a very
large amount of work. Amsterdam may be
said to be built in the sea; all her buildings
are built on piles.
The palace alone required
13,603. In passing along through the city I
noticed the foundation whicli was being prepared for a house. Two sets of men were en-

us

whether Mr.

used for the sea voyage

trade, carry about one hundred tons.
They are rigged with two masts, placed considerably apart; at sea, and sometimes inland
or on the rivers,
they use their sails. At other
times they are propelled with long straight poles
used by the athletic boatmen, who placing the
end of the poles against their chests, and
walking backwards, urge their boats forward
at considerable speed. Inland, when the sails
cannot be used, they are drawn by men, or

of govern-

expresses

are

internal

eagerness for tranquility, then,

The Boston Transcript

One tablebe equal to

one

egg.
Odors from boiling ham, cabbage, etc.,

are
or a

city which lies nearly at the south of
Zuyder-Zee, has direct communication by the
sea with almost ail the provinces, and thus
she had become the mart for their produce
long before railroads had introduced a new
means of communication, which has not even
yet superseded the vast inter-communication from one to two drachms three or four times
by water, which existed in this very extraor- a day. The remedy should be given upon the
dinary country, almost every field of which may first manifestation of the disease.
A western fanner says washing the hands
be reached by water, and the manure from the
in warm dish-water at night will prevent their
cities is thus, at verv slight cost, spread over
the most distant fields.
The large barges
chapping in husking time. He soaks liis

us.
our

Eggs for cooking purposes
spoonfull of com starch is said to

prevented by throwing red pepjier-pods
lew pieces of charcoal into the pod.
Pigeons are hatched in eighteen days, chickens, "twenty-tom; turkeys, twenty-six; ducks
and geese, thirty.
The hypo-sulphate of soda is recommended
The dose
as a cure for glanders in horses.

“The

ment, to say nothing of its certain result; it
would be the signal for an insurrection among
the Irish alt over the land.
The public desire is strong that fraternal relations between the lately warring sections of
our country should be speedily re-established.
That is well. To be reconciled to a brother is
Peace is a God-like
better than an altar-gift
visitor. l$ut if she come with her white robes
sullied with injustice, brief will be her sojourn
Let not

SKETCH OF LIFE IN HOLLAND.

—

States ljave the right to pass laws regarding
But a state has no
vagrants and paupers.
constitutional right to incorporate in any such
laws,or in any laws whatever defining the civil
rights of free persons, a provision restricting
their effect to any particular race of men. A
state cannot, for example, constitutionally
enact a vagrant law that shall apply only to
citizens of Irish descent.
Such a law would

among

THE FABM—THE GABDEN—THE HOUSEHOLD.

A correspondent of an English journal
pleasantly describes Amsterdam and its peo-

lawry.

republican form

MORNING, DECEMBER 5, 1805,

Agricultural Items.

Amsterdam and the Dutch.

will be introduced in the early days of
next Congress,
by one of its ablest members;
and that it will find favor in the highest quarters.
It is not all that, in justice, we
ought
to secure; it may be all that, in
practice we
shall be able to obtain.
Nor, if such amendment is incorporated in
the Constitution, can it be alleged that the
North seeks to impose on the South provisions as to suffi-age which some northern states
are themselves unviilling to
adopt. Public
opinion in the North will sustain it. Nor yet
will there be pretence for assertion that state
rights ate invaded, since the measure affects
voters for Federal officers
only.
The North has the power, by making such
an amendment a condition of
rcadmissiou, to
secure its adoption.
Site will evince little prudence or foresight if she suffers that power to
pass from her hands.
As to the civil rights of the
negro, if Congress admit a single ex-insurgent state without
seeing to it that these are constitutionally secured, the representatives of the nation will be
doing worse than to neglect their duty In
guarantying a republican form of government;
they will be making the nation an accessory
to an outrage on civilization. To deny the
negro the right to testify in a court of justice
is an act not of disfranchisement hut of out-

ure

be in violation of a

TUESDAY

paper

hands well in the water, and mbs in the
greasy scum, well, dries his hands at the fire.
Every fanner should have an ice house, and
now is the time to make it.
Nature wifi very
soon lurnish the material to fill it, and the
luxury next summer will amply repay the
structure and the small expense of filling.
Five cents worth of either lunar caustic, or
caustic of potash, will cure warts on the teats
of cows. Keep the .caustic in a vial; take a
stick of it, wet the end with water or spittle,
and mb it on the warts. Two or three applications will suffice. Be very careful with the
caustic of potash or it will cat too deep aud

make

a

sore.

The Country Gentleman says:—Having a
horse that would kick everything to pieces in
the stable that he could' reach, and having
found a remedy for it, (after trying many

things, such as fettering, whipping, hanging
chains behind him to kick against, &c.,) I
send it to you. It is simply fastening a short
trace-train, about two leet long, by a strap, to
each hind toot, and let him do his own whipping if he cannot stand still without it, and
he wifi not need to have boards nailed to bis
stall every day.
The London Header states that a new
method of destroying the insects which infest
old trees has been employed with success by
11. Hebert, who it appeal's has thus saved the
old limbs of the Boulevard d,Enter from decortication. M. Roberts first shaves off a little
of the old bark, in order to facilitate the oj>eration; he then impregnates the whole of the
trunk of the tree with a concentrated solution
of camphor in alochol; this not only destroyed
all the insects then in them, but since, not a
single insect has attempted to penetrate the
Apple Snow.—Put twelve very tart apples
in cold water over a slow fire. When soft,
take away the skin aud cores, and mix a pint
of sifted white sugar; beat the whites of twelve
eggs to a stiff froth, and then add them to the
apples and sugar. Put it in a dessert dish,
aud ornament with myrtle and box.
Remedy fob Cbie-Biting.—Get a piece
of tliin iron, an old wheel tire, say one and
three quarters or two inches wide, and raise it
in a parallel position about an inch above the
edge of the front aud back side ot the feed
box, by fastening it at the end, and bracing it
in the middle; and placed in this position the
animal has nothing but the sharp edges of the
box to catch hold of.
Benzine ab an Insecticide.—As our
houses aud gardens are always more or less
infested with vermin, it is satisfactory to know
that benzine, an article well-known aaA detergent, is efficacious as an insecticide; Two drops
are sufficient to suffocate the most redoubtable pest, be it beetle, cockcliaffer, spider, slug,
caterpiller, or other creeping thing. Even rats
and mice decamp from any place sprinkled
with a few drops of benzine, A singular fact
connected with this appiicatian of benzine is,
that the bodies of insects killed by it become

The churches are provided with large, heavy,
ponderous
looking Bibles, fastened with two
The accounts we have had of the election of
imposing looking clasps. The catechism and
members of Parliament for Westminister are
are
prayers
placed at the end, instead of the
interesting in many ways, and in regard to ane
of the candidates raise the question whether,
“They do not allow families to sit together
had he been on this side of the Atlantic, he
in pews; all the women are placed in the cencould have been chosen a representative to tre of the church and the men
at each side.—
our own State Legislature.
We allude of The men wear their hats even
during the sercourse to the philosophical, thoughtful and elvice, and neither men nor women stand up
oquent radical, John Stuart Mill. Some of during the singing of tho psalms, which ocread the constitution of his country: but if it
the answers he gave to inquiries put to him,
curs three times in the service, and collections
push the principle so far as to require that he and the opinions he was known to entertain are made
during the sermon. The collectors
shall understand Sanscrit or read Homer in
on several points of political and social policy,
have
implements like landing nets with long
the original Greek, then large masses are dismark him a3 a little too ultra tor our proverbthe
net is lined with black velvet.—
franchised, and the republican form of govern- ial ultraism. Moreover his independence and handles;
The net is poked in succession under each
ment is violated thereby.
adherence to his own convictions, popular or
person’s nose to receive the contribution. Two
Lam,
lit, may icijuiic
ijui»iiuLaunpopular, would have serionsly affected his collections were made on Sunday
morning.
tiou of birth, as that a foreigner shall have
availability.
What tbeir object wa3 I did not learn, save
been a three-year resident before he is entitled
Mr. Mill avowed himself in sympathy with
that
one
set
of
the
was
marked
with K, so rigid their wings, legs, etc., will break rathbags
to vote; but if it shoulcFpush this principle so
the temperance movement and regarded
and the others were plain. Most of the con- er than bend, If touched. Next day, howevfar as to disfranchise all persons of foreign drunkenness as ruinous to the
class.
laboring
gregation put something into each. The cler- er, when the benzine has evaporated, supplebirth and their descendants, during lifetime, But he could not favor the
prohititory law.— gyman was supplied with water, and he paus- ness is restored. [Boston Gazette.
then large masses would be excluded, and the
He could not desert a principle and forbid the
ed frequently in his discourse to moisten his
republican form of government violated there- use of a thing because it was abused, or liable
lips and throat—a very necessary precaution
by.
to abuse. This confession would have settled
It Mokes a Difference Whose Ox is Gored
in using snch guttural language as the Dutch.
So. also, if a state disfranchise, because of
his case to our advocates of packed juries and
“I found the Crystal Palace open on Sun“The sudden suppression,” says the Boston
race, the fiftieth part of her population, her
Metropolitan Police Bills.
day evening, and a band engaged in its weekly Post, of “the Jamaica insurrection was attenaction may violate justice, yet foil short of
Mr. Mill stated that he was decidedly in faconcert.
The
which
would hardly
ded with almost as many horrors as were
working a svbstantial change in her form of vor of opening the British Museum on Sun- be missed out building,
of that of Sydenham, is simply a crowded into tne
bloody and brutal attempt
government- (lie minimis non curat lex.)— days. That declaration would have robbed
concert
with
a
lew
flower
beds
hall,
it.
large
in
But if the number excluded by this qua'ilicato make it successful. Eight miles of dead
him of the votes of our citizens, anxious to enThe
which
numbered
thoucompany
cation of race from participation in self govbodies of rebels; a thousand bodies hanged
eight
force, according to their creed and notions, a sand, were seated in
groups at small tables, and hanging 1 The mind revolts at the picernment amount to one third or one half or two
better observance of the Sabbath.
where they had tea, coffee, wine, &c., or strollthirds of her entire population, then large
ture, and refuses to believe that a sudden frenMr. Mill frankly admitted that he had said
about tile hail or adjacent ground. The
masses are disfranchised, and the republican
zy can so barbarize a community. The atrothat the working classes, generally, were ad- ing
was lit with
gas, and thronged with ciousness of the rising of the blacks we have
form of government is essentially violated dicting to lying;explaining that he accounted building
people of all classes. The charge for admission had already; now come the sickening details
thereby.
for the fact by attributing it to their weakness.
was
of the reaction. An eye-witness writes that
sixty cents, (ten pence.)
Loyalty, at present is scarce in the South, He wanted them to have power and be made
“The lair at Amsterdam has attracted all
“there is one continual scene of hanging day
and it is precisely the most loyal portion of stronger, that they might thus become better.
the moveable
theatres and other similar
by day.” The sailors declare that the dead
Such trank and honest words addressed to
amusements. The tables are decked out with
the people whom it i3 proposed to disfranchise.
bodies are buried so thick they remind them
those whose s upport was solicited, would
of various kinds. Vast masses of of
provisions
sardines; and serious epidemics were feared
We may safely calculate on the vote of the ne- hardly win ballots in New England.
the people, all sober, all well conducted, are
from the elfluvia-tainted atmosphere.
To
to these instances the fact that Mr.
add
If
we
in
fain
a
given
msss,
gro population being
moving about. In one spot is a French kitch- crown all, and as if the Almighty would set
is in favor of universal suffrage, even to
Mill
cooks
the
are
vor of men who will go against the repudiaen;
working in public; it ii well His senl of condemnation on the whole specthe extent of granting it to women, and that lit
up. Adjoining the cooking room are altion of our debt or the assumption of the reb- his
tacle, the oscillations of the earth for a time
theological belief is by no means “Ortho- coves shut off by curtains, where visitors can threatened
the
with an inel debt, not because they have political or fidox,” as the term is usually understood, it be- taste the quickly cooked viands. One ofthe discriminate living population
engulfing. Horrors on horror’s
comes very plain that the victorious canvasser
nancial knowledge, but because they have samost amusing spectacles is the
manufacturing head. And this is a specimen of the treatin London, could not have triumphed among of
pancakes or fritters; it is earned on in the ment which the British Goverument would
gacious instincts. They know who are their the descendants of the Puritans.
air.
a
about three mete out to the rebels and insurrectionists 1
open
Upon
large
their
friends.
brazier,
with
friends, and will go
The election of Mr. Mill, uuder the circumfeet by four feet, is placed a plate of copper, How long is it since they were freely
offering
Interest and duty therefore coincide in this
stances. is one of the marvels of the times,
closely indented with little saucers about three advice from England relative to our own
and a proof that the world moves.
A liberal
matter. We are called upon to do justice; and
inches in diameter and placed in rows. Two
of
such
cases?
Fenian
or namanagement
of the extreme school, according to the
women sit on high chairs, having a large bowl
tive of Jamaica, that Government shows no
by so doing we best provide for our own safety. ed prejudices of extreme conservatism,bigothe is
in
of
batter
the
left
hand; a long handled tim- mercy to a malcontent. Treason; to its auCongress has now the power in its own hand sent to Parliament from a district where the ber
spoon is used with the right hand to jerk a thority is the one unpardonable sin.
It will
to do so, and he would have it use that power.
“glory and shame,” the aristocrats and degra- spoonful of the batter into each of tho cups, have
all that is ‘nominated in the bond.’ So
dation of England are side b7 side in glaring which have
This is his definite proposition:
been
Here
it
already
greased.
excellent an adviser shows itself such a poor
contrast—from Piccadilly and Covent Garden.
fries for a few moments yntil an attendant reactor. The dread of having the central auit tne rramers or me irousuiuuon uau anThis certainly is an event of wide meaning verses it with a
and
it
is
taken
long
fork,
away
thority undermined and brought into contempt
ticipated sucli insurrection as we have just where it occured; and it is not without lessons to be eaten. The
of
the
batter
never
jerking
is
good enough proof of the precariousuess
quelled, I do not doubt that, besides giving for us. It shows that honesty, after all, in true
as soon as the woman has got to the
with which the hold of that authority is
Congress the right to determine the times, and great men—men of clear heads and hu- stops;
it is time to begin again.—
end of her
maintained. It rather shocked our British
places and manner of holding elections for mane hearts, is the best policy. It proves The whole space
is indeed very funny.—
friends when they heard that sentence
Congressmen, they would have given that that for progress in ideas, we must have the These fairs proceeding
are a sort of saturnalia.
They oc- had been executed upon Mrs. Surratt; but
body the further right to determine the quali- largest liberty in thinking and speaking, and cur
annually, and are the means by which a they are hanging up females in Jamaica in
fications of voters as well for Congressmen as
that it don’t do to try to shut up independent
It makes all the difference whose anivery staid people throw off some of their pent
rows.
for President. These are national offices; and mind3, who have the
to teach and lead,
right
animation.
up
They are mostly enjoyed by mal has been gored. But the revolting scenes
l think it would have been expedient to vest
within the narrowness of cliques and sects,
the
middle
aud
lower
classes.
All
'servants
afe nearly ended. So terrible a scene should
in the nation—not in the separate states—the
if we want power and guidance for beneficent
LUC
vxxv/j
deter even a community of barbarians from
piC3V.iipiiirciigUb
right to determine how they should be filled. use. Mr. Mill’s triumph is the triumph of
of
the
which
lasts
a
enjoyment
future
<air,
fortnight.
thoughts of bloody revolt. Wliat sort
I am quite sure that, in the present temper of brains, learning, principle, intellectual and
of
If
the
better
classes
visit
the
any
of
a social state will finally
spots
the South, it is not safe to suffer each state to
spring from this
moral integrity. It was his manhood, his (rankwhere
.it is held they never join in the sport.— pumice into which everything has been mashdetermine the qualifications of electors of fed- ness, his sympathy with freedom and humanSometimes
of
a dozen young men amd
it
parties
would
ed
in
be
should
uniThe
Jamaica,
very likely pose the
eral officers.
qualifications
t.Vi that carried the day, against the stubborn
young girls join in a band and march where- most sagacious public man in Great Britain to
form in all the states, and the representatives ignorance and blind obstinacy of Toryism.
ever they choose singing and dancing as
they telL”
of the nation should determine these.
go. The peculiar costumes|of the Dutch womI propose, therefore, that Congress, before
en are to be seen in great variety.
Where is the Comet ?
That of Immense Casting at the Fort Pitt Works.
admitting members of the late insurgent states,
Noord lirabant, which consists of a cap fitting
should take the initiatory step so to amend the
Yarious papers have for some time past been
The Pittsburg Chronicle of Wednesday
over
the
tight
forehead, but very large over
Constitution that the qualifications of voters heralding the approach of Biela’s
comet, and the back of the head, and with a deep curtain says:
and for
and
Vice-President
President
for
or fringe
out its string of localities that not one
This afternoon the proprietors of the Fort
coming down over the shoulders, has
Representatives in Congress shall be determin- pointed
a very pretty efiect.
Pitt Works achieved another great triumph in
ed by Congressional or constitutional author- not one reader in a hundred coulld understand.
“The most curious head dresses are those of
the way ofheavy castings, having successfully
ity. 1 think it best to ensure permanent uni- An exchange, after commenting severely upon North and South
Holland, ia which a rich cast an immense fly-wheel, weighing about
formity in a matter so vital as this, that the this
“unintelligible jargon,” asked, “Now, will gold baud is worn across the forehead, and in forty-two tons, for Messrs. Zug & -Co.’s rolling
amendment should set forth, specifically, the
some cases, small ornaments, like winkers, at
mid.
The mould wa3 made in the rolling
not somebody tell us in what particular part of
the electors in
qualifications to be required ofshould
be prothe heavens this beautiful comet may be seen each side. These jewels, which are very cost- mill (there not being sufficient space in the
question, at least in part. It
ly, descend from mother to daughter, and are Fort Pitt works for the purpose), and the
vided that race or color shall not be a qualifi- on a given night?”
In answer to this quest- much
"prized. The hat or bonnet, I hardly metal was run from the furnaces in iron concation, anil that the ability to read the Consti- ion, the
know which to call it, is also very peculiar in
Chicago Tribune says:
duits, through the open air, to the mould, a
tution shall be.
its shape, As each province has its own head- distance of about one hundred and sixty-eight
“For the benefit of our exchange, and all
It would be well to Incorporate in the same
amendment a provision that President and others “to whom it may concern” to know, we dress, the fair present features of vast variety. feet. The preparations for the casting have
The Dutch women seem to cherish their for- occupied some two weeks, the mould being
Vice President shall be voted for directly by will state that the square of Pegasus is com- mer customs and
traditions, and are not given made from cores instead of the usual wooden
posed of four prominent stars, and lies immethe people. The intervention of electoral colto change. They are a well made and well- patterns.
The meta), amounting to about
southwest of the vernal Equinox. The
annulled
diately
by
public
virtually
leges (a provision
meridian circle cutting that point—the equi- looking race.
forty-eight tons, was melted in two furnaces,
a mere dead letter inbeen
has
long
opinion)
“The Dutch are a sober, industrious people, each one containing twenty-four tons.
noctial co'.ure—passing nearly through two of
cumbrance; and, as such, should be erased the
The furnaces were tapped simultaneously,
stare, “Algenib,” near the equinox, and and very well conducted. Illegitimacy is comfrom the Constitution.
“Alplieatz,” some twelve degrees to the north- paratively rare, and there are, it may be said, and in less than twelve minutes the mass of
As to the literary qualification—the ability
A msterdam consumes a good deal
no poor.
metal required for the casting had plowed into
ward. These two are often referred to by asto read—it has in its favor at this time two
of turf for fuel. It comes in barges up the the mould. The running of the metal, through
recommendations; one temporary and of ex- tronomers as giving the location of the colure. canals.
the open air, such a distance, had never been
pediency, the other of principle and external. Of the other two stais, lying westward of those
“The blacksmiths of this country would not attempted before and the result of the experiFor, first, it is a compromise offered to the about sixteen degrees, the northerly one is
ment was eagerly watched. But, as with alSouth on the negto suffrage question, shutting called “Scheat Pegasi,” the other “Markab.” attempt to shoe a horse unless he was tied. In
the forges here the horse is placed in a nar- most everything else, attempted by the firm,
The star “Markab,” near which the comet
out for the time being, probably nineteen
twentieths of the* African race; and, secondly, now is, crosses the meridian within a few row stidl, and fastened in with a rope behind. the experiment has been a complete success.
The fly-wheel is supposed to be one of the
it is the first step in the assertion of two great minutes of six o’clock in the evening, and but There are projecting irons through which a
piece is run, and each hind leg in suc- largest, if not the largest in the world. It is
principles—the one, that the accident of race a few degrees south of the Zenith. It may be round
shall not exclude a free citizen from self gov- seen beneath that point and the western hori- cession is tied to this before the smith at- seventy-nine feet five inches in circumference,
to take off or put op the shoe, while
qjid aljout twenty-five feet in diameter, and
ernment ; and the other, that while monarchizon, till near midnight- We give the following tempts
the Belgian or Dutch smith is arranging his when finished will weigh about forty-two tons.
cal Europe commonly selects property as a suff- rule:
To find the “square,” turn your face due apparatus. The horses here are used with There are ten arms, each eight inclies wide by
rage qualification, republican America subwinkers, but in Switzerland they altogether eleven inclies deep. The hub is thirty inches
south about half past six in the evening, and
stitutes lor it the test of intelligence.
*
**
*
*
as well as in
long, and the “eye” forty-two inches in circum*
looking upward as high as you can without dispense with them, in driving
the rim is
thick and
Suffrage has, of late years, and especially in straining your neck, the square will be in full carts. The horses’ heads look more free under ference; inches wide.eight inches
The rope harness used
treatment.*
eighteen
Swiss
the
star
in
the
is
the
lower
“Markab”
our great cities, gradually come to be not only
view;
right
here contrasts with the laboriously prepared
cheapened, but, in a measure, dishonored and hand corner.
The Paris Exhibition for 1807.
leather harness of England,
degraded. ThatcanDOt continue and increase
'••Amsterdam is well supplied with fish, but
without endangering our very form of governBosun,'a the Job.—In New Haven the
from Washington says:
A
despatch
to
elevate suffit comes to market all alive. The boats conment. Anything wnieh tends
other day, two
Irishmen demanded $1 25 of a tain a tank, and the fish are taken out by a
tends
The time for fifing applications from the
rage in the eyes of those Who exercise it,
gentleman for
tothe perpetuity no less than to the morality
putting in some fuel. A colored kind of landing net. These boats, winch come United States having been extended to the
man said lie
in considerable numbers to the landing stage
of the republic.
would do it for a dollar, and his
first of Jan. 1886, it is very desirable that the
at the fish market, have usually a hoy on
Some will object to the amendment propos- services were engaged.
public should understand that it will be the
re-enhe
Presently
for
the
is
to
water
whose
present
purposes;
keep
board,
employment
endeavor of the agent at New York (Mr. J. C.
ed, that it is jusuiUcient
tered the gentleman’s
being a compromise under which we should in the sleeve holes of office with his thumbs in motion. This is done by means of a plank Derby, No. 5 Spruce street,) to make the rephis vest, and assuming a which rests like a balance; one foot is placed resentation of the art and industry of the Unilose for a generation of men perhaps, the vote
of a very large majority of tne negro popula- very self-satisfied air. The gentleman think- op the projecting end, and a3 it is worked up ted States as complete as possible; and that it
and down and makes petite waves in the will therefore be necessary (hr him to make setion ; and that we canuot afford to lose so
ing something was wrong, asked “what is the
boat.
large a loyal vote in an emergency like the matter ?” He replied with a
lections of representative articles in every class
But
“The people of Amsterdam have enclosed or group, rather than accept many specimens
grin, “I have
present- There I* force in the objection.
hired the two Irishmen to
the
in this slow-moving world it is often
carry up the w00(j a vast piece of the Zuyder-Dee by running a of the same cla33, whatever may be their merquestion not what should be done, hut W’hat can be ior fifty cents, and retain fifty cents myself for bank of some miles in length along toward its.
a
And
the
as
done.
move, if it be not
great
bossing the job.” And such was the fact, for the east, Inside this docks have been made
The necessity for this arises froiq the limitstride as Is desirable, Is, emphatically, one in
The sea face Is paved with large blocks of ed space assigned to the United States, namethe gentleman went out and saw for
himself stone, and the top forms a pleasant promethe right direction. We obtain a firm basis
ly, thirty thousand square feet, which is equivthe two Milesians obeying the orders of
on which to build hereafter; and the evil
their nade.”
alent to an area of one huudred and fitty feet
colored employer with alacrity.
which it falls at once to eradicate will be ditwo hundred. This, however, is five or six
by
minishing year by year. No generation of
times as much as we have been assigned iri
a
have
our
of
“slang”
sayings
Many
nibi will elapse betore the negro, free at last
By*It is remarked by the London polico, as classical derivation. When one calls his com- previous exhibitions.
to em.-r the seliool-house, will have learned to
In order to secure for representation that
read ti„re. The incentive, alike to illiterate a characteristic Circumstance, that nearly every rade a “brick” ho is only paying a compliment
of character above indicated, it
universality
blacks awl whites, to make up for lost time : female who throws herself infp the water is Uttered a thousand
An eastern
years ago.
would be excusable for those classes of manu•will be povwrful beyond any other, perhaps, careful to divest herself of her bonnet and prince on
being asked, “Where are the fortifi- facturers, artisans and others, who produce arthat law can create.
shawl, which are placed on the ground in such cations of your city ?”
replied, pointing to his ticles of very general consumption, to adopt
i have reason to belieye that such a meas- a manner as not to be in the least damaged,
soldiers, “Every man you see is a brick,”
some concerted action and delegate intelligent
A a

11

it auu

says:

■

a

wjuiuvi

uaiv a

IU

P®reo“s
rt0 correspond for them with Mr. DerD7‘ lteIerence should be made tovthe list of
groups to be foimd in the official
pampniet, a revised and enlarged edition of
w*i'ch, Mr. Derby is now distributing.
,.uld.be borne in mind that although
tne applications
must be in Mr. Derby’s hands
be.ote the first of
January next (and as much
earlier as possible is
desirable), the exhibitors
will nave over a
year in which to prepare
their specimens.
Mr.
Derby furnishes blank forms of applications

ready
tor

write

**

Boots and

Shoes._

_

E.

Moseley & Co.,

Large

Second-Hand

Naebow Escape.—On Friday morning,
mst, as a train on the Niagara and Uut0
was leaving a
gravel pit, the en, ,Ilway
gine driver observed a
young lady upon the
track, a short distance ahead. He blew the
wnistle three or four
times, but she seemed to
take
lUtli

BOOTS AND SHOES,
To which

went to the pilot of the
engine to try and save her. He
was, however,
too late, as the
engine had struck her, pushing her body ahead of it for a distance of
about two hundred
yards, when it was forced
off to one side of the track. The
train was
and
the parties in charge went back
stoppod
to
find
the
expecting
mangled remains of the
unfort unate lady, but to their
great Joy they
found her alive and well. She
was, of course
considerably frightened by the accident, but
providentially escaped all injury. She proved
to be Miss Lawrence of
Clifton, C. W.—Essex

Sold in New

Fling

<5.

>

"T
to

in

a

Particular at ention paid to BOYS' CLOTHING—

Family

ONE OF LAMB’S KNITTING

!

Patent

Leather

an

unci

hour.

single

Boles,

Buckled Boots and Shoes,

Union Itutton-IIole Machine !

Oxford Tie*. Sic., Sic.

Howe, Weed, Shaw &

Manufacture

to Order in

the best possible manner for Ladies, Gentlemen, Misses and

Clark’s

Second-hand Machines, in good
order, for sale at
LOW PRICES.
Cotton, Twist, Oil, and ail kinds of Machine Trimmings. Machines repaired and to let.
No. 187 J Middle
Street, up one flight stairs.
Nov 14 eodlm.
W. S. DYER.

24—eod&w2w

Nov

-A.11

Our

Smallest

So that all who buy

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,

We

St.

Invite all who
assure

Advance,

are

them

manner,

And Sati.faction Guaranteed in all Cnact.

MONEY !

b

o

3ST

TO'W'lST

No. 353 Congress Street.
SAMUEL

BELL’S

be found one of the be3t selected stocks
ol BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS that can be
found in this city, which will be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 353 Congress Street, near Green St.
SAMUEL, BELL.
Oct 24—dtl

CAN

RUBBERS, RUBBERS!
j. & c.

'■

over

taining

a thorough counting-room education.
Mr. Brown would present to the Citizens
of Portland and vicinity, liis warm
gratitude lor
their kindness said liberal
patronage the past fl'teen
years; and with the promise of faithfulness, solicits otherfavor8 !
R. N. BROWN.
Portland, September 18,1865.
sepl9dcod&wly
_

1V1

Men’s and Women’s Wool Lined ARCTIC GAITERS, and VENTILATED BUCKLE OVERS.
A large assortment of Men’s, Boys* and Youths’
Calf and Thick Boots, with a good stock ol
Women’s, Misses’ and Children’s Boots and Shoes.
1^* Men’s RUBBER COATS, LEGGINS, and

CAPS.

—Also,—

PREMIUM*

To all of which thoy invite tho attention of their
old customers and the public generally.
Oct 13—.12111113

No.

320
OPPOSITE

For Sale.

repaired,
Dec

^

2—t!2m^

NOTI C

eT~

Special Meeting'.
Stockholders of the Farnsworth ManufimturTHE
ing Company
hereby notified that there will
are

SPECIAL MEETING of the Stockholder, at the
Counting Room of H. J. LIBBY & CO, on FRIDAY
next, December 8th, at two and a half o’clock, P. M
Per Order.
S. B. HASKELL, Clerk.
Dec 1, 1865,
dc2disid
be

a

MECHANICS* HALL,

select from
AND
Ladies, Misses.
of

a new and fashionable stock of
Gents, Boys and and Childrens
every description.
Having for some years past been in the employ o/
Messrs. A. & S. Shurtleff & Co., Shoe Manufacturers
and Wholesale dealers in this
city, feel confident that
1 can Bellas low as the
lowest; and by strict attention and Ihir dealing, hope in a short time to
gain a
good share of public patronage.
Nov 9—d4w

New Goods !
JUST RECEIVED PROM BOSTON.
taken one-holfol tho Store occupied by
MRS. E. T. CUSHMAN,

HAVING
No.
I

am

now

Dee ringready to offer the public

selection ol

FANCY

Block,
a new

and choice

GOODS!

Consisting of
HOODS, SHAWLS, GLOVES, HOSIERY, UNDER-VESTS, DRAWERS, CORSETS, Ac.,
And a fine selection of Thanksgiving and Christmas
Presents. Also a now article nevor before introduced
in this city.
t shall sell my goods as LOW as the lowest.
I would most respectfully invite the public to call
and examine my stock before purchasing elsewhere.
TO

SO.

COME ALL!
COME ONE!
2 UNDER DEERLNG HALL.

Nov 28—<13w

J. H.

a

of

Cloths

GOODS,

OF

conformity

Aug.ac—dtr

REMOVAL!
L. B.

FOLLETTE,

HAS REMOVED FROM

154 Middle St. to Sill Congress St.,
A ud to hi#

Bank

Mass.

Stocks,

$150,000.00

ADDED

Personal

100.00
1.676.00

32,000.00
17,439.00
20,043.91

1,603.47

none.
none.

due,

E. H. KELLOGG, President.
Signed,
N. DUNHAM, Secietary.

J.

uommonweaiin oi

Berkshire,
Sworn to before me,

(
J

Howe,
Justice o 1 the Peace.

LITTLE,

W. 1).

Massachusetts,
ss, Nov. 1865.

Samuel E.

[Stamp.]

Gen.

Nov 28—dtf

Ladies' & Children’s UnderfTannels,
Which he will keep in ftill line#.

90,221.70

$241,720.70
$01*720*75

Capital*

over

Premium Notes,
Losses adjusted and

L. 33.

FOLLETTE,
IMPORTER,

WHOLESALE AND

HOOP

Corsets,

permitted to sell at $3.00 each. Any person
should call immediately at bis
NEW RUBBER EMPORIUM,
141 Middle St.
Not, 8—dtl

Hosiery,

The ladies arc respect
invited to call and examine our stock before purchasing elsewhere.
November 18, 1865.
dtf

tully

W.

R.

HOWARD,

106 Middle

Street,

to the
respectfully
Portland that ho will soil for the
WOULD

CITY FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
,

OF

NEXT TEN

HOOP

IIARTFORD, CONN.,

ONtary ot State of Maine.

CAPITAL STOCK, Paid Up, ii
9250,000.00

SURPLUS,

$431,316.64

Stock Notes or Premium Notes,
none.
unadjusted and not due,
$34,554.70
BAKER, President.
GEO. W. LESTER, Socretary.

Losses
WM. E.

Nov. 14,1SG5.

W. D.

Little,

Shawls,

Goods !

Fancy
AT
TO MAKE

ROOM

COST l
FOR

HOLIDAY

GOODS.

Hoop Skirts made from Washburn and Moon’s

wire, at coat for a fow days only.
Fancy Goods, of every description, at prices to suit
everybody.
SsT Don’t forget the number, lOU Middle Street,
next above HayDrug Store.
bent

W.

R.

HOWARD.

Nov 10—dtl

THOMAS F.

DAY,

General

SKIRTS,
AND

Sworn to before
ROBERT E.

Ladies ol

DAYS,

Hand-Knit Breakfast

9181,346.64

ASSETS AS FOLLOWS, VIZ:
Bank Stocks, valued at
$182,558.00
79,030.00
City and Hail Bonds, valued at
United States and State, valued at
44.906.00
Loans secured by Bank and other Stocks,^* 18,9/1.00
Loans secured by mortgage of Heal Estate, 74,825.44
Cash on hand and in Bonks,
5,656.80
Accrued interest on Investments,
3,121.94
Balance due from Agents and in transit,
21.222.09
Office Furniture and Library,
1,095.37

IN

SKIRTS,

Gloves and

POBTLAND.

WALKER,

GENERAL

Agent, Commission

Merchant,

PORTLAND.
Nov 27—d&w3w

Shipping:

Bradstreet’s

Rubber

Moulding

Agent,

No. 08 Gravlcr St., NEW ORLEANS.

AMD

Weather Strips!
warranted when properly applied to Doors
and Windows to effectually exclude the Wind,
Dust, Rain, Snow and damp. It U fox more desira-

ARE

ble than double windows, aud afforded at one-fourth
the cost. Ii has never in a single instance foiled to
give satisfaction—and pet feet satisfaction is guaranteed or the money will be refunded.
Persons who consult their interest will not fail to
to their Dwellings not only os regards
have It
health ana comfort, but as a matter ot economy, fin
in a room requiring to bo constantly warmed it will
in a single season save one-half the Aiel that would
otherwise be required to make the appartment comfortable.
Every one interested are invited to call at No.
80 FEDERAL ST., INVENTOR’S EXCHANGE,

and satisfy themselves of its practical utility.
Orders for the Weather Strips and Mouldings solicited—will be fitted to ho usees if desired.
Parties in the State desiring large or small quantities of
Weather Strips and Mouldings!
Will please address the undersigned, through whom
all orders will be filled for the State of Maine;
when sent
by Express Companies C. O. D. In all
other cases the money must accompany the order.
Azents Wanted throughout the State. Information will be given in regard to terms upon application by letter or in person.
WHITTEN & SHEPARD,
80 Federal Street, Portland, Me.,
Gen. Agents for Maine.
Nov 28—d3m

Christmas

Presents.

rriHJSRE is no article more useful to a person with
1_ a family, or more appropriate for a Christmas
present, than one of those neat pocket or family cases
of

Homoeopathic Medicines,
be obtained at

No.

92

Exchange

Rqfert to—Messrs. T. & J. B. Cummings; R. O.
Conant & Co.; Watson Newliall, Eau.; Portland,
Maine. Loomis Taylor, Esq.; Bangor, Maine.
N. B.—Any vessel coming consigned to this House
will lie guaranteed a return cargo of Cotton. Present
rates oi Freight are one and a hall' cents per pound
(on Cotton to Boston. An experience of fifteen
mein offering to
vears hero in the business Justiflos
Correspondence solicited
secure cargoes as above.
and promptly answered.

1—d6w

Lot of Land No.
Dwelling
THE
50 foot.
gomery Street, Portland. Lot 32
of
in good
House two
House and

3 Mont

x

stories,
repair. Inquire
S. L, CARLETON, Attorney at
H0V2dtf
ho. 80 Middle street.

Inducements

Great
FOR

PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.

subscribers offer for sale a large quantity ol
buildlug lots In the West End of the
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monu-

THEdesirable

Dantorth, Orange and Saiom Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years.
If desired by the purchasers, and to parties wlm will
build houses of satisftetory character, they tfill advance, \f desired, one fourth q) the cost qf building, on
completion qf the house. From parties who build Immediately, NO CASH PAYMKNTS BF.QCT1KED.
ten
Apply every day except Sunday, from nino to
A. M., at the office of tlie subscribers, where plans
and frill particulars obtained.
may
* be seen,
J. B. BROWN St SONS.
-W4tl
Portland, -May 3, 1865.

ment,

J.

W. SYKES.

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,

PartJ.u,ar.«e^-ClffV»»5r;

and cheapest rou»«-

Chicago,

Illinois.

Messrs. S. G. Bswdiear A Co; MaynH. A W. Chickerirg; C. H. Cumm'nes
Davis A Co; Boston,
H.
Stons;
C'has.
Bsoon, Esq, President Newton Nations) Hank,
U Coffin,Esp N Y.City, feboadty

Jftk'soos:
Vfff.
r w

For Sale.

THOMAS F. WALKER.

novlSdlm

Street.

M. SEAVEY.

HASStock of RUBBER OVERCOATS whichhi want
he is

DEALER

331 CONGRESS STREET,

Agent,

STATEMENT OF THE

Dec

Bankrupt

RETAIL

announce

To

a

GLOVES,

49.009.0i

Property,

Total,
Surplus

HOSIERY,

20,820.00

Loan on Bank Stocks, &c., collaterals,
Rail Road Stock,
Pittsfield Coal Gas Stock,
United States.Seven-thirties.
Massachusetts 7 3-10 ner cent. Loan.
Cash on hand and in hands of Agents,

stock of

CORSETS!

AJNTD

$09*000)

complete

HOOP SKIRTS

with the Laws of the State of Maine.

Capital Stock, (aU paid up,)
Loans on Real Estate, (worth

Headquarters,

Goods

145 Middle St., Portland.

Comp’y,

PITTSFIELD,

NETS,

For variety and comprehensiveness we think our
stock equal to
any in our largest cities, and will be
offered to the trade upon such terms as will secure
their patronage.

STATEMENT

Insurance

Trimmings,

Beltings, Belt Clasps, die., dec.

Fancy

Ot the condition of the

FOGG.

H. A. HALL
just received on consignment

Stock

GOODS,

HEAD

applied

New Goods,

dc‘3d#w*

fV'E second-hand Engine and Boiler (15 horse
V/ power) all complete.
Second-hand Shafting and Pullles.
One new horizontal Engine (6 in.
cylinder.)
One now Oscillating
Engine, (6 in. cylinder.!
One small 3 horse power Engine and boiler
Also, second-hand Mill Gearing and Shafting,
ty All kinds of Machinery promptly made and

Congress Street,

wear

or

kpre-

Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns,

Justice of the Peace.

Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store,

a

1737.

keeps

N E W

Canvassers,

Atlantic St., Portland, Maine.

TO

J. 31. JOHNSON’S

Local Agents Wanted, either ladles
gonAND
tlemen, to sell tine Steel Engraving of President Lincoln, and

No. 13

LEATHER BELTS,

Robber Belts, LLoae and Packing,
Lace Leather, Hemp Packing, fc.

0-0

are now

Complete

FANCY

Street,

Assortment

CONDENSED

,

RUBBER BOOTS & SHOES.

HOYT’S

complete repair,

by lire, again
pared to show a

the 1st day of November, 1S65, to the Secre-

ftublic

P. O. Box

andCHIL-

DKEN’S

PURSUANT

Family, Those acquainted with
them, say the likenesses are correct.
It is large
size, and the only Engraving qf the. family in existenoe. Agents are easily making $4 or $5 per day,
with It. It is sold only by niy agents, to whom exclusive territory is given. Samples sent by mail for
$1,50. Seud immediately if you wish to secure good
territory. Everybody likes it.
WM. I. RICE, Gen. Agent,

Street.

Exchange

MERRILL & SMALL
inform their friend# and the Trade genWOULD
erally that their soaciou# store, Lately damaged
i#
in
and

Oct 2V-eod6w

jTbarbour,

TUTEN’S, WOMEN’S, BOYS’, MISSES’

U. S. Marshal’s Notice.
United States of AsrEBicA,l
District qf Maine, ss.
f
to a Monition from the lion. Ashur
Ware, »Tudge of the United States District Court,
within and for the District ol Maine, I hereby give
notice that the following Libel has been tiled
n said Court, viz:
A Libel against the Schooner
Only Son, her tackle,
apparel aiid furniture, together with three casks of
Hides; 5563 thousaiul qf Shingles; seven thousand
Clapboards; three bags Oats; two kegs Butter; forty
chests Tea; two kegs qf Tobacco; fifty pounds Nut
megs; two casks qf Alcohol, containing sixty gallons,
which were, or had been, laden on bo ra said Schooner,
seized by the Collector ot the District of Frenchman’s Bay, on the twenty iliird day of November
last past, at Tremont, in said District
Which seizure was for a breach of the laws of the
United States, as is more particularly set forth in said
Libel; that a hearing and trial will be had thereon at
Portland, in said District, on the nineteenth day qf
December current; whore any 1 erson interested
therein may appear and shew cause, if any can be
shown, wherefore the same should not be decreed
forfeit, and disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland, this fourth day of December,
A. D. 1865.
F. A. QUINBY.
Deputy U. S. Marshal I list. of Maine.
Dec 4—dlld

8

No.
1

novlldtf

Cloak. Dress, and Tailors’

Middle

81 Middle Street*
tST DON’T FORGET THE NUMBER.

In

Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store,
A.T

EASTMAN.

AL/Jj KIGUT AGAIN 1

CO, WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS

Oct 23 —eod3mos

IT3?

EASTMAN BROTHERS.
EASTMAN,

Portlaud, Nov 10,18C5.

Which he will make up in the best manner, and
LATEST STYLE. His stock of Furnishing Goods
is large, embracing the beat styles in the raaiket.

STREET,

s t o

foaud at any other Store 1

be

can

B. M.
E. D.

Establishment

Broadcloatlis,
Cassimeres,
Doeskins,
Both Plain and Fancy,

TERMS CASH.

(Comer qf Hawley),

PARKER.

prices we are prepared to sell at as
X. O W
HATES

New and

Moscow Overcoatings,
Chinchilla Overcoatings,
Beaver Overcoatings,

visiting Boston to call at our
they will never be urged to

SUMMER

ALL

choice selection of BALMORALS and NUBIAS.
Our goods being purchased at
greatly reduced

Embracing

of getting

sure

THOMAS E. MOSELEY &

Notice,

this gbeat wobld ; but I do claim they will
prove intrinsic to the Students (either LADIES
or GENTLEMEN) in
any part of the United States
of America; and also that our Counting Rooms
for imluctive training (without any
copying,) both in
Accounts and Native Writing, Mercantile Law, tfc,
tfc., offer us.full, thorough, complete, practical and
expeditious facilities lor BUSINESS EDUCATION, as any College in the U. S.
This is the only Commercial College in the State
where a full and complete Scholarship in
Book-keeping, Writing, &c., is taught without copying, so that
no one can pass
through the course without ob-

Tailoring*!

-AND-

Value

PRICE.

ONE

GENTS’ LINEN

Is open Day and Evening, for a full and
thorough
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle SL,
opposite H. H. Hay & Co., Apothecaries.
The Principal has had 21 years* experience.
I do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Series of Colleges into the other
Continent; and that my
Diplomas and full Scholabships, are good all

4"eod2iu

GENTS’ FURNISHING

goods are

THEIR

Store, and
buy.

of all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
LINEN
without injury to the finest fabrics.

C.

our

Full
FOR

Short

81
Full

Goods

Possible

DRAWERS,

-THAT-

AND WE SELL THEM ATTHE

J9^e Y(2mJ'

At

Make*

N. S. GARDINER'S

BOUGHT FOR CASH,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Manufacture and repair all kinds of machinery.
Also, manufacture and sell Watters’ powerful,
double-acting, anti-treezing Force-Pump. Wairanted to give satisfaction.
II
A’ Ln>DACK>
OEO- L’ armsbey.
Oct

Got up in the Best Possible

Others to

arc

Custom

-ABE-

Machinists,

Hanover

public

Where ho

Ne. 4 Manufacturers Block, Union St.,

36

Catting Done for

invited to CALL.
Portland, Oct 26,1866.

The

and Geritinu Doeskin*
Cas»imere*«

FLANNELS!

As

HP* He Cut* and superintends his work hlmseli,
and guarantees satisfaction in all cases.

FRENCH BOOTS AND SHOES.

LIBBY, LIDBACK & CO.,

No.

hand A PINE ASSORT-

Which he manufacture* to order in the LATEST
STYLES* and at FAIR PRICES.

Clothing

140 Midilc Street.

and

A

Gassimeres, &c.

A LARGE STOCK

Druggists,

BROADCLOTHS,
Ungliala, French,

auJ

St.,

Broadcloths,
Doeskins,

WE HAVE CONSTANTY FOK SALE

I AA I’RIME Cider Barrels, all in first rate or* VIA der.
Will bo sold LOW, if called for soon.
W. F. PHILLIPS .1- CO.,
VT

GOOLD,

PLEASE REMEMBER

FOR SALE.

Wholesale

on

.Shades

Gloves, Hosiery, and Woolen Yarn; 1(M all Wool
1*IaANHfttiTS, very CllfiAP ; Colton and Linen Goods in all
varieties;Russia and Scotch Crash.

Children.

Barrels !

SQUARE;

Chinchilla Cloths of all

MERCHANT TAILOR!

hT* B*

We also

DONG AND

UNDER VESTS and

nol6tt

NATHAN

FLORENCE MACHINE!
For doing the best of work.

part of

LADIES CLOTH, in all desirable Shades. Thlbets,
Poplin.!, Alpaca*—plaid and plain; Mohair Goods of
every variety; Prints, Delaines—a now style
of silk
J
luster finish.

98 Exchange Street*
Nearly opposite Pest Office.

constantly
KEEPS
MENT of

BALMORAL ROOTS,

MACHINES,

Knits the whole of a pair of Socks in 1-2

Cider

patronage is solicited.
the place

Portland, Nov. 9th, 1866.

great variety of

BOOTS AND SHOES,
Double

in

S UA.'WLS!

share of

a

Net

~

nave

Street,

receiving a

Direct from

Furnishing Goods.

131 Middle

N. A. HarCo., Savannah:
dctdtf

Portland.
Drew,Uardef

and

Calf

2,1866.

now

Boston and New York
Markets,

& HER
STYLES

Cutting done to go out of the Store.
By strict attention to wants of customers and prices

GENTLEMEN# BOYS,
a

129 Middle

Consistin',

Gents’

Phil-

IX

& Baldwin,
rt2?KEwai.!f£.,£—1Brigham
&
E- O. Wade &
n

or

Remember

also have

purchased the Stock oi DRY GOODS
and taken the store formerly occupied by S. B.
HAVING

GONVELL.

Exchange Street,

which will l»e manufactured Jnt> Garments which
cannot be suriiassed for style and make iu the
city.
Abo a Fine asa>ortmeut of

reasonable,

We

CLOTHING

Of

FOR

frenWes ,or getting Lumber and from
experience in the business, we believe we
’.“‘i8 all
doty
competition in filling Ship orders.
and Agencies solicited. Atg
forwardd*« goods to

lia.,

York

BRO.,

“

^lf™,^theinteri“!
Savannah,
Dec.

STYLES,

adelphia*

India, Rio, and Ship Lumber.

EASTMAN BROTHERS,

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic, Cloaks, Capes & Cassocks,

MOST APPROVED
an are

Tailor,

recontly occupiod by Messrs. MCCARTHY
RY, whore may be found all the LATEST

Goods.

0H0I0EL0T of entirely hew goods

CHISAM,
CLASS

Fancy

ana

Are

FIRST

a

No. 06

We have all the

Commission & Lumber Merchants,
5J?
can

opened
HASolUKh,
at

Dry

NEW STOREt

Merchant

Ladies,Misses & Children

Such

DEALERS

W. F.
Additions

FOR

Record.

Clothing of all hinds Cleansed and Hop,;r]d
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand uioth
septgOdu
ing bough t and sold.

we are

Constantly Making

He then shut off steam,

descriptions, ny
WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street.

NEW STORE,

HdraM~

New, New!

given

Clothing,

Of all

and Well Selected Stock

stamps for reply.

West

trices
-nor_

INVITE ATTENTION TO THEIR

filling out to all persons who
them, and who enclose postage

T. B. MARSHALL &

great

BOSTON,

for

no notice of it.
when the conductor

Clothing.
L°Olc at THIS!
_____

PZ

liallett,

jgowton.MarsiC.

gjr- II yon are in want of any kind ol PRINTING
call at the Daily Press Office.

r""

PRESS,.’

DAILY

court most

_—

Dec. 5,1865.1
Tuesday Morning,
The
j

°! ,he Prf" '* laTZ,r thnn ",r rom'
'laily
rirculatton of all the other Jailers in the city

Terms

—$S,00 per

tjeur

BSf Readinz Matter

on

in aileaetcr.
all Four Pazes.

A Fair Compromise.
A few days since a clergymen took exceptions to the long leaders sometimes found
in the Press and other newspapers, suggesta column is
ing that half or three fourths of
can
as much as persons of ordinary patience

as

intend

apology. Ordinarily we
to walk
keep within these narrow limits;
in this straight and narrow way, which leads

ed into writing two more articles for successive
numbers of the Preaa. If he has finished what
he has to say at present, he will permit me to

newspaper.

submit if the complaint of prolixity
from clergycomes with good grace, always,
Do they not sin in this regard, if
men.
not as often as the editor of a daily paper,
We think they do.
at least as grievouslyl
But

we

congratulate him upon the marked improvement in his views.
He has freed himself
from the imputation of layering a permanently inflated currency. He has abandoned the
untenable ground, that the impoverished communities of the Southern States are anxious
o exchange their cotton and tobacco for currency rather than for goods—as if they could eat,
drink and wear greenbacks. He has come over

True, the time has gone by when

a clergyman
pulpit labors feels called upon to adopt
the “ten-hour system,” as it has when congregations feel that religion requires them to sit
during the cold winter months in unwarmed
churches, on bare benches, with uncarpeted
floors, or when choirs grind out psalm tunethrough their noses, with no accompaniment
save a pitch-pipe or possibly a violincello. But
the time has not gone by when clergymen feel
called upon, sometimes, to begin in every sermon at the rudiments, and give the history o(

in his

entirely to my view respecting the funding of
the compound interest notes, saying in so many
words, that “it makes no practical difference
whether they were withdrawn from the circulation by the Secretary of the Treasury or by
banks and individuals,” and admitting that
tbe last he has seen paid out by the banks, wera
so paid out in November, 1864—a year ago.—
But if they have not been in circulation for a
year, of coarse the recent action of the Secretary has made “no practical difference” in the
volume of circulating currency. Finally, he
no longer pretends that the withdrawal of some

tribes,

the

and the Chris-

captivity

tian era, and to treat their congregation as
though all knowledge was confined to and
must flow out from the pulpit. The time lias
not come when brevity in the pulpit is believed to be the sonl of devotion, as in other
things it is the soul of wit, and when a long,

and sure to be issued.
Driven thus from the three positions which
he had originally assumed in defence of his
theory, that “money is scarce because the volume of currency is practically
diminishing,”

is looked upon as a stumtedious, prosy
bling-block over which many a poor sinner has
sermon

tumbled into spiritual poverty if not into perdition
now

sions,

a

we

sermon over

five minutes

ordinary

tuat on an

insist

half

long, not only

an

hour

or

he falls back in tolerably good order, and asks,
“What reason can there be, then, for a tight
money market, unless it be a contraction of tbe
currency?” This question is none the worse
tor having been satisfactorily answered some
thousands of times. It implies a certain confusion of thought into which inquirers in these
matters are sure to stumble, and out of which

occa-

thirty-

involves a waste o!'

waste; that it becomes tedious, and destroys the good effect
produced by the earlier efforts in tho^ame discourse.
We propose, therefore, as a fair compromise, that if newspaper leaders are to be
cut down to half a column, sermons shall be
cut down to half an hour. Let the editor
study more, and either write less or crowd
more thought and force into small space.
Let
his articles be concentrated intellectual pabulum, and not compel his readers to waste
hours in staying then- intellectual stomachs,
like a horse fed only upon hay in satistying the
cravings of hunger. It is said that an animal's food may be too much concentrated;
that a horse fed on com alone will become
diseased, while a mixture of straw to distend
the stomach would save him. A dog fed on

time,

but is

worse

than

a

they are equally
xue

sanctuary

believe the sermons of the

evils In the

to

ply

more

such

of dilution. The “milk for babes” may be
found in almost any of them, so that too
great concentration need not be feared by any
should he compress into the
space of half an hour the thought and matter ordinarily spread out through double that

«

tide mainly with

We commenced this ar-

view to introduce a

capiSpringfield Bepublican on
short sermons, but having written
a

tal extract from the
the value of

this much, wo find the extract has been mislaid, so we are obliged to withhold it from our
readers, alter all. Perhaps it is well, for with
that added to this article, we should transgress the rule, and overstep the terms of the
compromise above proposed.
The Judiciary Question.
To

zb, lBOJ, ana therein we
real
“Currency is" reported to be scarce
throughout the country, but no one cau be ignorant of the fact that this scarcity is in a
measure attributable to the high
prices which
bank issues have contributed to briog about._
It is frequently the case that money is apparently the mo3t plenty when there is the least of it
in circulation, and the scarcest when it has at-

the Editor of the Prc$a:

dancy

deprived of the services of those best qualified tor its highest and most honorable position, or shall some remedy be devised so that
the State can again command its
highest legal

a

matter

collapse

Press, whether he estimates the

amount of
afloat at $700,000,000 or at $650,currency
000,000, or whether the latest issue of compound
interest notes was dated June or September,
1864.
II. W
now

_

with a

compensation
support, when,by re-

questions, thereby causing
great delay. And the opinions of our Court
do not generally denote that
thorough investigation and research which, under the old
system, characterized the decisions of the Supreme Court of Maine, though we
thankfully
confess the opinions contained in the 50th volume of the reports are, as a whole,
decidedly
in advance of many of the previous volumes.
We have, in Cumberland County, suffered
long enougu from this system and its consequences, although we have generally had as-

no

by the people, who must ultimately decide it.
If he doe not oppose this policy, then it is of
very little interest to me, or to the readers of the

accept

fit preparation for the determination
of matters of
navigation, insurance and other cases
o that
nature. Theu, again, the number of
iuclge3 is so great that
they are constantly disagreeing among themselves as to the
determination of legal

of currency,
be, until

may

carry this discussion farther, believing that the
question is of sufficient importance to be debated not only in Congress but all over the laud,

services
rendered, and it should not be expected of any man in the
prime of life, unless he
is possessed ot a fortune, that he should

barely sufficient for his
maining at the bar, he can with the same labor acquire a competency.
The difficulty in obtaining suitable candidates, is not wholly, as we believe, in the inadequacy of the salary, it is partly owing to
the miserable system upon which our courts
were reorganized in
1852, from which time
the Supreme Court of Maine has been graduualty declining in the respect and confidence of
the community, as well as of the profession.
If one is qualified for the position of Judge of
the Supreme Court, he can hardly be contented with spending two or three
days in hearing a cause appealed from a trial Justice or
Police Court, involving only some five or ten
dollars, and the trial of such causes is hardly
a

by the most ardent sympathy with the
down-trodden and oppressed in general, and
for the poor negro in particular, it is now

mated

deeply exercised in mind lest those false friends
of his the “radicals,” should succeed in forchand the fatal gift of poing into his unready
litical privileges. Such an acquisition would

according to the World, as fatal as
Pandora’s box, or the Trojan horse, and as inconvenient as the elephant the man drew in a
be to him,

lottery. It is a burden under which white
men have all
they can do to stagger forward,
and it would be inconceivably cruel to lay it
on the shoulders of the weaker
nigger. This
is the style in which it discourses of the matter:

The white man of the United States is a
very artificial being—the creation of centuries
of progressing civilization.
His wants and
appetites are numerous, and he works to gratify them. The original love of laziness, inherent in all men, lias been gradually worked
out of him. He is as different from the black
man South as a horse from the wild ass. The
first thing the negro should be told is: We
have made an experiment; we have, at an
enormous cost, given you the opportunity of
showing whether you are capable of becoming
an equal citizen of the United States.
You
must show that you are; you can show that
you are. As for the right of suffrage, men
generally did not possess it in New York, fifty
years ago, scarcely in any State of the Union.
You are not fitted for it; you will not be fitted
for it till your intelligence, sobriety and habits
of industry are fixed facts. All depends upon

son

pocket-pistoL

struck his cousin, a sou of
George
Esq., but fortunately

only passed
tnjury.

without inflicting
should be taken in
coat

Stetson
through his
Great

can

handling fire-arius, especial-

ly by inexperienced

persons"—[Bangor Whig.

The Saco Democrat says Mrs. Mary
75 years of
age, residing in Limingingtou, has spun 515 skeins of fine woolen
yarn during the past season, anil is still at
work.

Clay, a lady

The Bangor Times
says that on Friday
the police of that
city arrested one
Michael Dunn, against whom warrants of arrests for stealing and house-breaking have remained unexecuted for
he having here-

night

years,

successfully eluded all attempts at liis
capture. He is implicated in some of the most
daring and successful of tho burglaries that
tofore

have been perpetrated iu that city since 18(51,
and his arrest is matter for
public rejoicing.
He has been committed to
on one of the

jail

old indictments.
A countryman came into town Saturday, and among other things had nine dozen of
eggs, which he refused to sell for forty cents a
dozen, because hi was determined to get more.
Having left his team standing in the street, the
horse became Lightened at some disturbance,
and ran off in haste, smashing up the eggs and

scattering things generally.—[Bath Times.
Says the Bath Times: “The Belfast Age,
the editor of which is conversant with the situation of things in Hancock County, does not
deem it wise to publish another Republican

If you make as intelligent, industrious and sober a population as the white,
you must, in time, be equal witli the white; if
not, you will dwindle like the Indian tribes.

We agree with it despite the
paper there.
opinion of the Portland Press." The Portland
Press has expressed no opinion iu the premises,
only that such men as Gen. Caldwell, Eugene

Oh, you rash Northern fanatics, who
studying how you shall elevate and civilize

are

Hale, John

the

of Hancock
is needed in that locality, and understand their
duty as well, to say the least, as the editor of
the Bath Times or aay other outsider can know

yourselves.

negro, have you considered what a number of
new desires and appetites you are thereby
likely to put into him? He will want school-

churches, and books, and Lyceums ; carpets on his floors, good food
upon his
table, money In his pocket, and a thousand
other things, and he will have—oh misery!—
houses,

and

he will have to work to earn them 1

The very

idea is

Agassiz’s Explorations.
Letters from Professor Agassiz from Brazil
are published in the Eoenitig Post of Friday.
The Professor writc3 that the success of his

|

investigations exceeds his most exlravagant
dreams, and that the discoveries he has made
will require a new classification of some of the
genera of the animal kingdom. Within the
brief space of fourteen days sixty new specie
of fish were
found, and of some hundreds of
specimens collected up to the beginning oi

September, but one-third have hitherto been
known to science.
It would
seem,
there has been

therefore, says

the

The Now York correspondent of a Boston
paper states that Mr. Whitefield, the famous
sensation preacher of three-quarters of a century ago, preached his last sermon in the Congregational church, on the Parade Ground, so
called, in Portsmouth, N. H, Dr. Abel Stevens, who has written a full and interesting
history of Methodism in thi3 country, tells a
different story, and states that on his way
from Portsmouth to Newburyport, Whitefield

his last

preached

sermon

a

Holmes s
es thus:
“May

ho find wlthl.is
apostles
That the land is full oi
That the walers swam, with
fishes
to his
Shaped
*
That every pool is fertile
In fancy kinds oi turi le,
New birds around him
New insects, never slinging,
With a million novel data
About the articulate.,
And tacts that strip off all husks
From the history ofin'dlusks.”

Sif

according

wishes63

singing,

in the open air at

zeal with which these

investigations

ducted ; but the results

anticipations

now

is his account of the

closing

man:

During six days

he (Whitefieid) preached
there (Portsmouth) and in the vicinity every
day. Returning, he addressed a vast assembly in the open air at Exeter. His emotions
carried him away and he prolonged his disIt was an effort of
course through two hours.
stupendous eloquence—his last field triumvh;
of
the last of that series
mighty sermons
which had been resouuding like trumpet blasts
for thirty-four years over England and America.
We departed the same day for Newburyport,
where it was expected he would preach on the
morrow. While at supper the pqvement in
front of the house ami even its hall were
crowded with people impatient to hear a few
words from his eloquent lips; but he was exhausted, and rising from the table said to one
of the clergymen who were with him, “Brother, you must speak to these dear people, I can
not say a word.” Taking a candle he hastened towards his bedroom, but bolore reaching
it he was arrested by the suggestion that he
ought not thus to desert the anxious crowd,
hungering for the bread of life from his hands,
lie paused on the stairs to address them. He
had preached his last sermon; this w^s to be
his last exhortation. It would seem that
some pensive misgiving, some vague presentiment touched his soul with the saddening apprehension that the moments were too precious to be lost in rest. He lingered on the
stairway while the crowd gazed up at him with
tearful eyes, as Elisha at the ascending prophet. His voice, never perhaps surpassed in its
ntnsic and pathos, flowed on until the candle

which he held, in his hand burned away and
fcU into the socket. The next morning he
was not,for God had taken him.
a

Mr. W hitefields remains
vault under a church in

whether

they

not

prepared

were

entombed in

Newburyport, but

rest in the same

have heen removed

place
to another locality

now or
we

are

to say.

the

one or

Hopkins and other Union men
County, know quite as well what

D.

understand the other.

The 2d

Congregational

That is all.
society in New-

castle (Rev. Mr. Bulfinch)have just placed in
their church an organ from the manufactory of
Mr. Hook, Boston. On Tuesday evening last
it was played for the first time by Prof. Emmjnger of Lewiston, in the presence of a large
audience. The choir of the church assisted by

were con-

of the most san-

Amazonas,

Tabatinga,

are

in Peru.

was

to

the 10th of

the stable of Samuel M. Newhall. By the aid
of the engine company from Norway, the flames
were here stopped.
Mr. Newliall’s loss is estimated at

$2500,

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED

ESP”It

pretty clear that South Carolina
adopted the Constitutional amendment to seis

the admission in Congress of her Representatives, and that their impression is that
they will be allowed to make such State laws
to regulate the free blacks as shall virtually
make their last estate as bad, if not worse than

cure

the first.
ESP" A collision has occurred on the Mississippi, between two steam vessels. One of the
vessels, with 100 passengers, mostly discharged
colored soldiers, sunk, carrying down all hut

the

and cabin passengers.
Loss 8130,000.
ESP-Tlic Levees of N ew Orleans are again
crowded with foreign and domestic ships, and
the steamboats from the great North and Northcrew

a

ESP"A sentimental young lady having asked
gentleman why he did not secure some fond

one’s company across the ocean of file, replied
that he would do so, were he certain that said
would be

ocean

Pacific.
E5P*In Jersey City last Wednesday, while
some men were
engaged in running a large
new locomotive over a
temporary track from
the machine shop to the New Jersey railway,
the engine was “fired up,” and by an unexpected shifting of the valve, it ran into and crushed
the vault under the sidewalk, and dashed
through the cellar wall of a four-story house

In tlds little volume, appropriately dedicated to
Vice Admiral Farragut, we find the greater portion
of those vivid and stirring lyrics of the war which
Mr. Brownell has contributed during the past five
years to ibe pages of the Atlantic Monthly and other
works. In addition to these, it includes quite a number of poems upon miscellaneous
topics, most of
which, we think, have not before appeared in print.
No writer among us excels, or indeed equals Mr.
Brow nell in a certain fheility of forcible expression,
in the power of flashing a whole scene upon the
mind of his reader in the electric light of a
single
In this

respect we know no English
poet who can compare with him unless it be Campbell. As instances of this unusual power we need
only cite some passages in tho poem called “The Bay
Fight,” and the whole of that remarkable production
entitled “Down!” and bearing date April, 1865.—
Often, too, his fiery verse rovcals a vein of unusual
tenderness and depth of feeling. In this strain are
the poems inlhis volume entitled
“Midnight,” “Old
Papers,” and “Long Ago.” nis noble tribute to
Abraham Lincoln, is one of the very best which have
been called out by the universal sentiment of love
and regret for the patriot
martyr.
No collection of poems of equal
individuality and
merit has lately been issued by the American Press
Davis Brothers have it for sale.
The Freedmen’h Book. By L Maria Child.
vol. 16 mo. Boston: Tlcknor and Fields.

One

avenue

and

Wash-

no one.

E3P”Late South American

chronicles
the Brazilian

news

defeats of the Paraguayans by
troops, and the burning of thirty villages by
the former on their march. In Truxillo Gen.
Miranda was killed and his force entirely destroyed in battle.

E3P*The city of Nashville, from the newspaper accounts which come to us, appears to he
the hot-bed of crime. Robberies, assaults, and
murders are committed at all hours of the day
and night, and the civil authorities appear tc
be unable to cope with the evil.
The military

authorities, with

the consent of the civil government, have taken the matter in hand, and
will make short work of the offenders.
Some
have been arrested, and will be tried by drum-

we iviuaiuucr.

&F” A western editor, speaking of a quilldriving cotemporary, says : “His intellect is sc
dense that it would take the augur of common
sense longer to penetrate it than to bore
through
Mount Blanc with a boiled carrot.”
A fellow being awakened by the clerk of
told that he must not occupy
steamer,
the berth witn his hoots. He very considerately replied, “Oh, the hugs wont hurt ’em, I guess,
they are an old pair.”
a

was

HyTlie Savings Bank of SanFranciscohas
on deposit, $5,702,708—the
depositors receiving
12 per cent, in gold !
BSf”The two Unitarian Societies of Providence have contributed $29,000 towards the
dowment of Antioch College, in Ohio.

en-

Our National Dobt.
The New York Commercial

Chronicle, writ-

ing on our national debt and the means of
paying it, alludes to the anxieties which a “few
desponding statesmen and querulous writers”
have expressed in relation to the stability of
the national securities, and says:

such fears. For severforeigners
by
al months past European capital Las been
funding
itself in five-twenty bonds, with such eagerness that
the advance in the rate of interest iu
has
Germany
”een attributed iu
part to this cause, and even the
coupons received here on Wednesday last by the
large in amount to affect the
rates of
deterred

no

said the dealer
’ere birds from canary seed.”
|jy The London Spectator, in the course of a
caustic and denunciatory criticism of a new
poet, remarked : “And this extraordinary production Mr.- modestly conceives to he
equal to Goethe.” The audacious publisher
managed to make a favorable notice out of this
for his advertisement, thus : “Extraordinary

By The

Cycloid Piano-forte
style of instrument, of

is the name of a

new
a semi-circniai
form, now manufactured in New York. It must
be a nice thing for beginners who find
difficult}
in turning a tune.
By An obituary notice of Tom Sayers, the

pugilist, in an English paper, speaks of him
feelingly, as one who became the idol of a pothouse, who died of drinking, and whose funeral
riot.
By The Culpepper Observer says the

was a

man

who don't take the papers was in town
Iasi
week, and wanted to know if it really was thi
fact that Gen. Scott had taken
AVashington
and if Jeff. Davis had yet commenced an at-

13F"A poetin the Nebraska City News conlong poem with the following lines.
They contain more truth than poetry :
cludes'a

Well,

charge.

Flour and Produce bought, stored and Insured at
rates.
uiarl3eod1y

liberal

GKETTTS’
First Class Custom Boots!
OF ALL KINDS!
Made from the be3tmaterial, and In the best manner, and warranted equal to the best made in the
eity, and at the LOWEST PRICES, at
GO WELL’S,
76 Middle Street.
Nov 17—eodtf sx

man

IST^The employees in the hat manufactories
in Danbury, Connecticut, receive
$25,000 per

PHOTOGRAPHS

The Republicans of New
Jersey got
possession of that state very opp ortunely for
those who haye aspirations to office.
In the

THE largest, best, and cheapest Establishment in
the State.
All work warranted.
Card Photographs S3,00 per doz.
A. M. McKENNEY,
Oct 6—s X eod&eow3m
264 Congress St.

week.

of Gov. Ward, which commences Jan.
17th and continues three years, there are to be
appointed four out of six Judges of the Court
of Appeals, lioldiug office six years; a Chanterm

Why

At

variety for the old folks and the young.
jgg'-A large collection of PHOTOGRAPHS, going
□HEAP. Come and be convinced,
FIRST

FROM CONGRESS STREET.
H. L. BEAL.

Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R. R. Oomp’y.

number,

the above figures 8000 of them
a little over $400
each, must have

to

dec 1

Treasurer.

dtdec-12

New

New Goods l

Goods,

RECEIVED AT

JUST

99 EXCHANGE STREET.
Albums from 50 eta. to $8. All kinda oi
Jewelry going cheap. Portmonnaies from 20 eta. to
£2. Rubber Dancing Dolls 25 eta. All kinds of goods
going cheap for 30 days. Give DRESSER, a call at
his Old Stand above the Post Office, Exchange St.
Nov. 18—BNd4w*

DRESSER’S,

Photograph

“the last Democratic administration” that
will never require to be superseded by a second edition.

to

The American Academy of Arts and
Sciences has given the Runiford gold medal to
Professor Treadwell of Cambridge, “for improvements in the management of heat, made
and jmt in practice by him in constructing
cannon of a series of coiled rings, in the year
1842.”

special Notice
TO THE MERCHANTS OF PORTLAND !
I have served my
Country daring the war; have

recently

desire

honorably discharged;

been

a

S3T*A mam named Daniel Waldrot, living
Little Falls, N. Y., murdered his wife and
laughter a few days since, and then committed
suicide. He had borne a good character, and
cemporory insanity is presumed.

COUGH
Has

been found by experience to be the

Asthma, Bronchitis, Consumption, Croup,
Influenza, Pleurisy, Pneumonia, or
Inflammation of the Luugs,
and Whooping Cough*
In these complaints this Medicino has NO SUPERIOR, and while thus efficacious it is perfectly safe to

administer to persons of all ages.
The Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advanof being at once valuable as a curative aud intage
valuable as a preventative of all the diseases ot the
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
The world is challenged to produce a compound of
equal efficacy and safety.
#** Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN,
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market
noilsN'd&wwtim
Square, Bangor, Me.

ALONZO S. DAVIS, Pkoprietob,

No. 80 Middle

Copying done

VI’Anulty, seven years, appeared as the doctor,
md a boy named M’Aulay, ten years, as Cal:raft, the hangman. A stage was got up, and a

Street,

in the best

SEELE’S

niancr.

HAIR

RESTORING,

BEAUTIFYING,

-AND-

GUESSING
PRICE

THE

PIETY CENTS.
sale at

Wholesale and Retail,
-BY-

CHARLES

CUSTIS

CO.,

July 22—sndtf

Wheaton’s
Ointment;
Will Cure the Itch in Forty-Eight Fleur*.
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions qf the Skin. Trice 50 cento.
For
sale by all druggists.
By sending GO cents to WEEKS Sc POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be lorwarded by mail, free oi postage, to any part of the
United States.
Oct 23,1865.—g n d&wlyr

—It is believed in Paris that a reconciliation
has been effected between the Napoleon cousins,
md that the Prince will go hack to Paris on or
ibout the 15th of December. His presence is
nuoli needed to hasten on the Exhibition Com-

Agents
To soil

the BEST PRIZE PACKAGES in the
or addreas

Country. Call,

their

L.

DRESSER,

Nov 27— d4w*

99

Exchange .Street,
Portland, Me.

substantial manner, at

combined with the

threatening aspect
political world, causes much anxiety

HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
147 Middle St.

juiy21sntf

the peace of

Hall’s Rubber Emporium

IS at 147 Middle Street, where
every variety ot Rut*»
her Goods can be procured, at Manuiacturers’
prices.
Their assortment ot Rubber,
and

Jewelry

Goods is really magnificent.
DR,

than at the present time.

Cough

Fancy

june23ti

BAS COM’S

and

Croup Syrup!

For Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup, Bronchitis,
Congestion of the Lungs, Pleurisy, Consumption, or
any other difficulties ot the Lungs or Air Passages.
For the above diseases this is the best remedy that
was ever offered to the
public, as any person who lias
ever used a bottle will testify.
For Croup It has no
equal. ForCouons and Colds, one bottle will satisfy any one that it must be kept in the house. For
Consumption it will give relief when all other remedies fail. PRICE FIFTY CENTS.
Prepared an i sold by Dr. E. F. Bascom, No. 15
Middle Street.
BURGESS, FOBES & CO., Wholesale Agents, No.
80 Commercial Street, Portland, Me.
Nov. 15.
dlmsn&w3tn*

Suggestion.

One of the plans proposed for the destruction of brigandage in Naples is immigration—
population of the infected districts with overwhelming numbers of honest and diligent
colonists from other parts of
Italy. Would it
not bt curious if this scheme should take effect
through the existence of petroleum in hills
that have heretofore teemed with banditti ? A Lombard chemist professes to have
found a quality of the famous oil, superior
aven to oin own,
no doubt hear of

in the Abruzzi, and we shall
stock companies in Milan for
working the new source of wealth and civilization. In the meantime we commend to the
Italians who shall go the Abruzzi to seek the
■‘subiliguadagni,” and build the sudden cities
of their oil regions, a translation of the graceful nomenclature of our oil regions. Villa di
Tito, Cittadolio, Buca del Pozzo, would be
pleasant and musical names for the future
towns of the oil-bearing
Abruzzi.—[The Nation.

CF* A Physiological View of Marriagel
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 lino Plates
and Engravings of the
Anatomy of the Human Organs in a state ot Healfli and Disease, with aTrea-

tlce on Early Errors, its
Deplorable Consequences
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Treatment— the only rational and successful mode oi
sko'vn by the report of cases treated. A
t dtliful adviser to the
married, and those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts at their pliysft’eo of P°sta*« to any address,
?'* totdpt OI 2B cents, In stamps or postal currency,
r> LA Cll01X’ N°- » Maiden

SUJJp

Imrilswni

r'o. Se".t

Affia^N
The

£

Lane,

author

eases upon

'SPECIAL NOTICES.
one or

two

To Let.
single g.nllemon,

an

d&»4Cme

wurld.

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!

unAirnished

FRONT ROOM, In a pleasant part of tho City, withminutes’ walk of the Tost Office.

THIS celebrated Toilet
Soap, in such universal
the choicest materials is

demand, is made from
mild and emollient in its

address A. B., Box 2185.

Dec 4—d3t

nature, fragrantly

*jan^3ld?y?W Dr'l,JU‘3ti

Smolander’s JExvact

Buchu,

Dress

bo prepared a s to tetain tlio most valuable remedia
qualities oiBuchu, Juniper Berried,Cubebs, &c.,and

Is

W. W.

scented
tortta.

RV»rt
ancy Good.’, Dmler,

an,t +

Elevatoi’s!
At

ANDERSON’S
NEW YORK SKIRT & CORSET
STORE
2G

WHII’l’LE, Agent,

Market Square.

21

la

85 Cents per Set!

RESTORES broken down coustitutious to YOUTH*
FUL VIGOR.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR.
TAKE NO OTHER. Sold everywhere.

dcSdStss

may ho consulted upon any of the diswhich Ills book treats either poraoniillu or
8CUt *° any Part ot «“

OctTL-SN

in five

For particulars

octl8snd3m

Market Square,
GE°RGE

20.

*"“?*»■

Testimonial.
I take pleasure in saying that I
ton & Hovey’s CHLOHA'TE

‘r«r.eafl

yR’W.

Wanted

have used Carle-

TUOCEHS,

and

"nd

Nov'^s'xdi^pple’ Dru«eI«’2iS-ts“!°®y-

BoolTPhilalelphU

Is very desirable. Mathews’ Venetian Hair Dye is
the best la the world. Complete in one bottle. No
wash, i»o stain, no trouble. A child can apply it.
Persons wishing to avoid the publicity of having their
hair dyed in public, can

pSSwton, Welto;’ Renter’waoe,
Ahuno, Steele, and S
Plinalelphio;

Streut, Wallace
Schultz Readout: H 8 EmeVy.
Rowell, Morton,do; Robin, Hopkins, do-

Knight,

tian

Dye.
dusty

Gives

a

It does not rub off
or

or

dead, but Imparts

make the hair aplife and lustre.

new

or brown, as preferred.
Price
Prepared by A. I. MATHEWS, N. Y.
Barnes & Co., New York, Wholosal-

beautiul Mack

Demas

Agents.

maylL’KNeodly

Boston
at the

tor

Board, Dec

American Gold.
United States Coupons,.
United States 7 3-10ths Loan, 1st series.
do
small.
do
2d series.
do
3d series.
United States Five-twenties. 1862.
do
1801.
do
1865.
United States Teu-lorties.
Eastern Railroad.
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds.

|

Immediately.

An nctlvb, Industrious, honest Boy, 16 or 18
years of
age, who resides in the city, and who desires to learn
the business of an
Portland
Address,
P. O. Box 68,i with real name, and state where an Interview can be had,
Nov 21—8 N dtf

Apothecary.

Newt

/port.

s

FOREIGN PORTS.
16, ship Lisbon, Curtis, Swa

Ar at Aspinwall Nov
Island.
At Panama Nov 24,

Vera Cruz Nov 21, brig Groce Worthing*0"
Morton, from New York, ding.
At Cardiff 17th ult, ships Freeman Clark. Sinai1
for Baltimore; C W White,
Grinin, tor Rio Janeiro.
Ar at Callao 3d ult, ships St .James. Williams, froi
< lunchas (and sld
10th for Germany): Ceres, Hun)
purev, do (ami nailed 5tli for England); 6th, Jan
Southard, Bishop
(and sailou 19th lor Chinch;
to load for United
States.)
Slit Oct 28, Ship Grace
Sargent, Mitchell, Chinch*
At * alp-irniso 1st ult.
ship Kentuckian, repg.
Ud at St John NB 30th
ult, barque Wl} Yori
At

i/ftvis, Havana.

SPOKEN.
N°T 12, la! 46 08, Ion 30 30, barque
Volant,* Ilolllnfrom New Orleans for Liverpool.
Nov 27, lat 30 10, Ion 79 20, was passed hHv t /t 1
Crowley, Horn St John NB lor New Yurk.

4.

..

148
1*7
97

97;
9C
96
101

New

Advertisements.

99'

1(H)
90*

Bargains, Bargains

99}

Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens.
Ogdcnsburg Second Mortgage Bonds.
Vermont Central 2d Mortga^ Bonds.

07
26
40
21

-AT-

Elliott &

_MARRIED.
city, Doc 4, by Rev Dr CarruJhers, J C
Wengzen, of Portland, and Margaret P Soule, of

Freeport.
In Cape Elizabeth, Dee 3, at the residence ot David
Boyd, Esq, by Iter H M Vaill, Edward F llill and

Sybil M Chamberlain, both of C. E.
In Scarboro, Dec 3, by Rev H J Bradbury, Andrew
F Ross, of Shapleigh, and Miss Jennie W
Berry, of
Buxton.

Square.

reduce our stock hr the first
January, we shall offer lor the next THIKT
DAYS, GREAT INDUCEMENTS t, the puhUct
to

WISHING

Boots,Shoes & Rubbers
So that all in want will certainly find it to their
vantage to call and examine our stock and

_DIED.
Dec 4, Sarah Edna, daughter of Edw
Lewis, aged 13 months.

Hr'Funeral this (Tuesday afternoon, at 3 o'clock,
from No 37
Washington street.
In this city, Dec 4, Lhmie, daughter of John R and
Mary G S How, aged 15 years 8 months.
H^Funeral Wednesday afternoon, af 11 o'clock,
from her father's residence. No 17 Neal sCroet. Relatives and iriends are invited to attend.
In Baldwin,.Nov 30, Mrs Phebe, widow o' the late
Ephraim Flint, aged 63 years. Her husband died
Sept 2ist, at the age of 83 years. They wore the
parents of Hon Eplim Flint, Jr, present Secretary
of State.
At Gold Hill, Nevada, Nov 27,
Henry F Wingate,
son oi the late Capt John Wingate, of Gorham, aged

b
second to none.
Otr far Hi tics for doing business are certainly as fa
vorabie for our customers as
any in tho city, and wfeel confident that all who may give us a call will b
satisfied In every respect as to our prices.
Dec 5—<12w

Argus

copy.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,
Carrying the Canadian

U. S. Mails.

and

FAggExaEB-i Boomed to

^.Londonderry and

IMPORTS,

Liverpool

Return Tickets Granted at Reduced Rates
The Steamship North American, Cant. Kerr, wil
sail ll-<>in thi* port for Liverpool, SATURDAY, 9tl
December, immediately alter the arrival ul tho trai
of Uio previous day from Montreal.
To be Allowed by the Nova Scotian, on tb e 16th.
Passage to Londondery and Liverpool:
Cabin (according to accommodations)
tc to 3*
$2
Steerage,
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.

Brig J Polledo—468 bbls molasses,

to Isaac Eme*y; lease mdse, 5 boxes oranges, to
master.
HALIFAX NS. Brig Exprr65 hhds 3 tres 145
bbls sugar, 130 bbls herring, to Geo H Starr.
YARMOUTH NS. Sch Carrie
1530 qtls fish, to
order.
ST GEORGE NR. Sch Ceres—66,000 ft boards, 200
pe hea ling. N J Miller.
ST JOHN NB. Sch Echo—50,000 ft boards, 1000
Bugar box shocks, N J Miller.

For

DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STEAMERS.
FOR

a»

KEnuCEI) PniCEN,
Being determined that our Good* and Prices shall

30 years.

freight

or

apply to
H. A A. ALLA N,
6 G. T. K. Passenger Depot.
u cbdfcr
25th, 1865.

passage

Portland, Nov.

DATE.

City of London... .New York. .Liverpool.Dec
New York.New York..Bremen.Dec
Louisiana.New York.. Liverpool.lice
Corsica.Now York. .Havana.Dec

2
2
2
4
China.Bouton.Liverpool.Die 6
North American.Portland.. .Livurpool.Dec »
City of Baltimore..New York. .Liverpool.. oc 9
Ailamenia....New York.. Liverpool.Dec 9
City oi Dublin.New York..Liveipool.Dec 13
Scotia.New York.. Liverpool.Dec 18
Nova Scotian.Portland.. .Liverpool.Dec 16
City of New York.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 1#
Bremen.New York.. Bremen.Dec 16
Asia.Boston.Liverpool.Dec mi
Teutonia.New York.. Hamburg,.Dec 23
Havana.New York..Kin .Janeiro .Dec 29
Java.New York. .I ivirpool.Ike 27

One

the Oldest Item edie

of

Known

Medical Selene

to

t,

The Bengal Dispensatory says the “effect* <
Haaheeah are popularly known in the S< ,uth of Afric:

Turkey, Egypt, Asia Minor, India, arn'i all the adj:
cent territories, and in the popular m* jdiclnesof the;
nations we find it extensively employed for a mull
tude of afflictions.’* “In a standard treat!/* of Materb

..

Medica

more

scrlbod

os one

hundred years okl. It is dc
the most valuable of all knowi

than six
of

medicines.”
THE

Miniature Almanac .December 3.
Sun rises.7.14 I Mnon rlsos.7.54 PM
Sun sets .4.28 | High water.12.25 AM

OF

McCallar’s,

No. 11 Market

In this

PORT

I

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers

Western Railroad. 133f

CARDENAS.

ship Mary E BiififM
Low*1*
*

discharging.

Stock List.

Brokers

taitSciphiT-V

and

Thompson,

bethpor*.
Cld ship Bunker Hll, Davis, San
Franelw.,; brig
v Greenough, iBr) Currie, Portland, to loail fo
Cuba; A Horta, Young, do,
SALEM—Ar 1st, sch Castillian, Uellatr N.wbnr

Perry** Moth nnd Freckle Lotion.
Chloasma, or Mothpatcli, (also called Llverspot,)
and Lentigo, or Freckles, are often very annoying,
particularly to ladies of light complexion, for the discolored spots show more plainly on the luce ol a
blonde than of a brunette; but they groatly mar the
beauty of either; and any preparation fiat will effectually remove thorn without injurin'/ the texture or
color of the skin, is certainly a desideratum. Dr. B.
C. Perry, who has made diseases of the skin a speciality, has discovered a remedy for these discolorations, which is at once prompt, iniailiblc, ami harmless.
Prepared only by B. C. PERRY, Dermatologist.
No. 4' Bond Street, New-York, and for sale by all
druggists; price$2 per bottle. Coll for PERRY’S
MOTH AND FRECKLE LOTION.
W. F. Phillips & Co., and H. H. Hay, Wholesale
oct31sn mwjlfOiu
Agents, Portland, Maine.

Sales

Ki,<

whs

Andrew

better than any barber can do it, by using the Venepear

i.

Palme'r,t,d Ahoo
Alibis

Sinaloa, Kelt™,
Kiel
and
Luejr Arnes, Flanders. do
Peters, Mureh, and E G Sawyer Hall Irot
EUubethport; Mary Ella, Tapley, and Kenduskesg
Mitchell, Jersey City; Julia Gamage, Wood Re11
(tout; Belle, Griffin. Newburg.
Ar ltb, barque Ada carter,
Kennev.Rondout scl
Korct, Elliott, do; Boeamnh Rose, Burgess do; Al
abama, Gardiner, New York; Dresden Davis Elian

nrdson,

DYE AT HOME

HASHEESH

CA NDY I

mported and prepared by the S ylvan Orienta
Company, la the only pleaeauil and re lable prej>a: a
tlou of the article ever offered to the public ami wb
soon take the place of all other rein ed ies lhr
RHEUMATISM,
ASTHMA,
Now

IS"EWS

PORTLAND.

NEURALGIA,
Tuesday, December 4.
ARRIVED.
R
A
Barque
Allen, Sylvester, Bangor for Matanzas
Barque Dency, Smith, Bangor lor Havana.
J
Brig Pollcdo, (Br) Marwick, Cardenas 17th ult.
Brig Express. (Br) Howard, Halifhx NS.
Brig Sea Bird, (Br) Edgetl, Hillsboro NB lor KCvr>

York.

Brig Mercedes, (Br) Kohl, New York, to load for
Cienfucgos.
Brig Edwin, Allen, Calais for Providence.
Sch

Wirralite, (Br) Jones, Liverpool, Eng, (general

COUGHS,

COLDS,
RESTU^SSNESS
all diseases at the Nurvous Sy* dm.
For sale by all Druggists. Sent
by mail with lu
directions on receipt of price.
Price—Large Box $1.00, with 15 cents for postae
Small Box .30 cents, with 6 cents foe
posl age.
And

Deo

on Canadian account; put in tor orders.)
Sch Carrie, (Br) Goodenow, Yarmouth NS.
Sch Wild Hunter, (Br)Parrsboro NS for N York.
Sch Echo, (Br) Harris, St John NB.
s£n Ceres, (of Tremont) Robins, St George NB.
Sch Christina. Richards, New York.
Sch Justina, Gregory, New York.

5,1863—sxdly

.Take Youv Choice!
HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT OF BUCHU
SMOLANDER’S EXTRACT OF B UCKC,
FULLER’S EXTRACT < >F BUCHU
For sale at
L. C. GILSON’S DRUG ST/ORE.
No. 14 Ms rket Square.
Where every genuine Proprietary * ledb ine in the
market may be lound.

Sch Matanzas, Hamlltou. Boston.

A Pact Worth Knowing,
That Rubbor Goods can be repaired in a neat and

Europe preserved.
—Archbishop Manning, in one of his contributions to the recently published volume of
Roman Catholic Essays and Reviews, declares
that the temporal sovereignty of the Pope was

To

PUfedetphh
Phiiailelphia: Sinha*
Mahlman, Rastport; Nentune, umings. Treuioiil.
wm?h° EU?s
‘I*1 A (thralls Bibb.
brigs P*.
Iza, WQllams,
Charleston;

TO DYE EASY

cargo

Wanted !

King

see

ES™7&
Brown*,
P'0"".„nido2'!;
wlarsBaker,
sells K 11 Knight,
tor

MARINE

ITCH I ITCH! ITCH!
Scratch, Scratch, Scratch I

Polyglotte dsa ExDosants.
—The operation of casting a cubic block of
itcel, of the enormous weight of one hundred
toils, was successfully accomplished recently at
i, foundry at East Greenwich, near London.

A

&

WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE of M AIN E,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.

—A polyglot newspaper is to appear in Paris
luring the Exhibition of 1867. It will b« pubished in the English, French, German and Itilian languages, and will be entitled Moniteur

never more secure

HAIR.

For

passer-by that there rest the ashes of the great

to

LIFE 1

-FOB-

rorizontal position, is in the form of a Latin
cross.
A palette and brushes sculptured on
:he front ot the monument alone remind the

unongst those who desire

Portland, Me•
dec29ti.

A Magical Preparation

jutting him down in time to save his life.
—The tomb of Horace Vernet is just complete*!. The place is marked by a single block
of granite, on which re3ts a white marble
slab,
;he upper part of which, although placed in a

of the

Retail, by

JOHNSON. No. 80 Middle
St., I'ortlaud, (l *» Stuit’*).
Liberal discount to dealers.
nov21snlf

FROM

•ope fixed and put round the neck of M’Anuly by M’Aulay, who let the drop fall in masterly style, and left M’Anulty hanging by the
reck. Some of the neighbors, on hearing of
he affair, ran to the rescue, and succeeded in

to

Hll
fo, New York.
Arid. baiquo S W Holbrook, Stront, Phllndelpti
rur Portland, (and
sailed); schs Hamburg, sprag*
Boston, (with loss of deck load of coal).
Sailed, brigs Alinun Rowell, Hattie 8 Emory, L>
Wononah, anil Alfaratta; schs Georgia.
Nichols
Philanthropist, Nevada, ChaU.nge.ElvR
Kenduskcag E s Sawyor. Gentile, Areola, Gregc
Abbie, Bedabedec, West Wind, C L Herrick, Greg;
Kossuth, William, and others.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar
1st, ch Sophia K Janieso
Jameson, Now York.
111
Pierce, Cram
I
fi* Connor, Horton,
Island; A G Brooks,
Bangor

—

PORTLAND
PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLLERY,

—At Greenock, Scotland, lately, a number of
jhildren were amusing themselves acting the
tanging of Dr. Pritchard. A boy named

—

as

DIPHTHERIA,

inadequate

Philadelphia.
MOLMESS HOLE—Arlsl.schs Lamartine,
saco

HORACE*11.

In this city,
S and Sarah E

For the various diseases of the Lungs and Tliorat,

—The fauteuil of the Aeademie Francaise
left vacant by the death of M. Dupin, will probibly be filled up by M. Jules Favre.
—The Sultan has made Sir Henry Bulwer,
ate British Minister at Constantinople, a pres:nt of a palace on the Bosphorus, and it is beieved that his ex-Excellency will take up his
residence in the Turkish capital,

work.
Tho

I

BEST REMEDY

—English papers record the discovery of petroleum in considerable quantities in the vieinty of the Canncl coal deposits in Flintshire.

to be

now

BALSAM!

such

seem

Portland, November 20th, 38C5.
This certifies 1 have sed Johnson’s lteproductor
for five weeks only; in that time it h is produced for
me a Ail], tin© growth of hair, whore betorc I was a
most bald.
JOHN CLARK, Portland Co.

WARREN'S

he passed on.

near

who

and

I am a good writer; am
good situation.
quick at figures; have a good education, and can procure (he best of references.
1 am prepared to devote
my whole time to the interests of my employers.—
Any person wishing the services of a sober, industrious aud faithful man, in any capacity, may address
J. N. A. WILLIAMS,
Post Office, Portland, Me.
Nov. 24—SN'd2w

As Senator Doolittle passed Thaddeus
■Stevens in the anteroom of the White House
few days ago, he asked, “How are the people
of Pennsylvania ?” “Opposed to you, sir; op-

nissioners,

by

Dividend No. 44 will be paid on the 11th day oi
December, to Stockholders oi reeord November 30th.
Per Order,
EL1PHALET NOTT,
v

beeumere shanties.
^““Apology for the Rebellion,” by J. Buchanan, spinster, is the title—or should be—of a
recent publication, that is receiving considerable attention from the press. It is a monument

life ! Whom the Gods love
Die
Whom they hate, live and prosper,
And are elected
Delegates to Congress
From the several Territories.

&ST*The Democratic candidate for mayor ol
having declined the use of his name
after all the elements of opposition to the Re-

DOOR

Nov. 29.—SNdtf

worth $1000 each.
employed in building during the year was $6,000,000. The number of new churches was
seven; of schools, two; of public halls, four.
It seems to ns this is a very large
but

such is
young.

Boston

New Store, No. 30 Centre Street.

At the

forty

as

Articles

A large

and eight hundred were
The total amount of capital

posed to you,” replied Stevens,

Fancy

Kev Wt

Coooilm, Bangor.
Also 2d, sch Chas Heath, DU, EHzabethnnrt: *
uzauethperi,
Julia Maria, Cott, do.
Chi 2J, hrg Golilcr’ Lead, Packard, \,.w Vork.
NEWPORT—Ar 30th, schs NortSwra i.lcht I1’.
|ier. Calais lor Now York ; cameo, his,II St Jlol
orilo; Superior, Hatch, Rockland fordo- Matthe
Kinney, Barter, Bangor for Philadelphia-’ lniog«c
Brown, Buck;.) ort for Richmond; E A Co’nant. F*'»
Roanoke, Harrinaion, Wan
Bangor tor Stoniiigton;
tarn for New York; Samuel Fish, DavlZ Host' » *
Yorl
Philadelphia; Tyrone, Harrington,-f,;r
iat) Thomas, Winslow, Danger.
Ar 2d, brig Mgnzunl, Carlson. Bangor; schs Aik
Baltimore; Milllie*'!’
Parker, Harris, Belfast for
Honlcy, Portland for New York.
Abo ar 2d, brig Nellie Mowe, Bailey, Easti-ort Hi

Portland, November 18th, 1865.
Six weeks ago, at which time I commenced
using
Johnson’s Reproductor, my head was
entirety bakl
and had been so thirteen years.
1 now, after using
one bottle, have a thick growth of hair all over
my
head, and those who wisucan so** and learn these foots
calling at my residence at Libby’s Corner, or my
place of business at Brown’s Sugar House, York St.
T. li. THOMPSON.

and

Maria Henry, H«i

Pilot, Goodale

Orcutt, Butler, Baltimore: Wm 11 Mitch
Colm Boston; Jane,
Haskell,
Wm
Mallei, i amluil. Elizabeth port. Providente;
PKOVIIIENCE—At 1st, sells Mary Ann, Be,
Maohias; Virginia. Nichols, Bangor.
> T.
V,. s Su“a11 Duncan, Parker, EliziilicthrJKv,
Col Ctl.il
sch

months past, and in that paper of Nov.
8tb, 1865, he
speaks of it as follows:
Johnson’s RetrodtTr-ron.—We know that it is a
most excellent article to keep the head free from dandruff, and prevent the bair from becoming thin.

Manufactured and sold, Wholesale

Hrisko, do;

schs Coast

Lucy

your

HOLIDAY. PRESENTS I

officers in all, who will be
elected in 1867 for a term of five years.
8^“ An exchange says that last year nine
thousand new buildings were put
up at Chicago. Six of them cost $100,000 each;
others

averaging only

can get

NEW STORE,
Cheap as the Cheapest.

the
As

ties, sixty-three

yet according

&

Stationery

years; a Chief Justice and three associates out of six, and an Attorney General,
each holding office seven years. Besides these,
are the clerks,
surrogates, and sheriffs of coun-

$30,000 each;

Will You Go Down Town ?
When you

seven

cost

1

1

—

Ihompson, Apohudneol

S5J35I5»£h?»
Llizabethport;
A

The editor of Zion’s Advocate, of thfo city, has
been using Johnson's Hair lb-prodactor for several

75 cents.

cellor, presiding over the Court of Chancery,

snffloSfor

surmiseT^in

N. Warren,
Eaule,
McClxlvn.
Champion,
Market Reports sent daily or weekly without

Cabinet,

who has tried it insists that a
silver wedding is the best part of a
quarter of a
century of wedded life. He probably married
for the silver aud didn’t find it till he had waited twenty-five years.

tack on Richmond.
He said “he had heard
sich talk down his way, but Towed it warn’i
so.”

publican candidate had united upon him, affords
matter for amusement in that city. The Advertiser contains the following advertisement :
Wanted—A Candidate for the office of Mayor
foreign exchange.
l
as
to how far it
of Boston, who will permit Ills name to bo used
is desfrahl^m?6*® r^8e t.he flueslion
It is
?Lonr bonds to be Wlheld abroad.
by the democratic, citizens’ and workingmen’s
,,otc' as a fact to
taconsldered
consiaered in
h?/,,r?OI1!,?u,3P09e
je
lorecasting the future movements in
committees. One with capital preferred.
No
the prices of our national
that
whatever
a
securities,
few of our timorous capitalists
objection to one who has served in the army.
may
financiers, equally w,tl, the masses qf our cam people
Good moral character not requisite. Address,
have full confidence m these securities, and m the prosstating real name and previous politics, ‘Duperous destiny reservedfor the future <tf our free Republic,”
bious,’ Parker House,”

ratSlfi.fTre.sumcie,ntlY

kF~A

which,

“gift for his fair.” “Yes, sir,”
confidentially, “I raised them

hand:—

on

Bertshv’s Best,

Cdf?*Paper weddings—when two years married—are the latest paper invention.
Like
paper collars, their cheapness will be likely to
bring them into disrepute.

negotiating for

would have continued in the Mexiean embassy
but that he had to climb mountains and keep
ou foot all the time to
keep in reach of the
Mexican republic, and he was too old for it.

volumes lobe sent tofreedmen in various parts of the
country, on the same terms; and whatever money remains in my hands, when the book ceases to sell, will
be given to the Freedmen’s Aid
Association, to be
expended in schools tor you and your children.
Your old friend,
L. Maria Child.
For sale by Davis Brothers.

The f Rowing choice brands ol Flour

tery.

of the Belgians is reported
M have returned from the Chateau d’Ardennes
in a very had state of health, a circumstance

which appears in the form of a preface.
“I have prepared this book expressly for you,
with the hope that those of you who can read will
read it aloud to others, and that all of you will de-

strength and courage from this true record
of what colored men have accomplished, under great
disadvantages.
I have written all the biographies over again, in order to give you as much information as possible in
the fewest words. T take nothing for my services;
and the book is sold to you at the cost of paper, printing and binding. Whatever money you pay for any
of the volumes will be immediately invested in other

MILWAUKIE, WISCONSIN.
Buy tor Eastern account GUain, Front, Bkkf
Pork, Lard, Hams, Butter, Seeps, etc.

beam in his barn. He was 57 years of age and
leaves a family. He was a well-to-do fanner,
and the cause of his rash act is involved in mys-

ty Martha Grinder, the Pittsburg poisoner,
has been sentenced to be hung.
B»y “Are these pure canaries ? asked a
gentleman of a bird-dealer with whom he was
a

11 East Water St.,

69 anti

£F~The Advertiser learns that on Saturday
morning last Mr. B. Head of Shelbourne, N*
H., committed suicide by hanging himself to a

dponnek.

injuring

of Railroad

production
equal to Goethe.”
B3?”Hon. Tom Corwin, of Ohio, says that ht

rive fresh

rice brothers,
PRODUCE COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

marks in the thanks he had received from people, some of whom were not members of his
congregation, or of his own religious belief.

hut

comer

The aim and purpose of this volume are, perhaps,
best set forth in the following address to the Freedmen

INTEREST ON DEPOSITS.

■

Cd.

Turner, Iiopkins, Bombay.
ship George Wi.ee
er. ami Albert Gallatin
J??i°0w>
Gjitfa
«
hi 2*1, •Jjj* hi
ship
I>orado,

JOHNSON’S REPRODUCT fi!

THIS Bank will Issue Certificates of Deposit, payable on demand, bearing interest at favorable rates.
W. E. I.Ol I.I), Cashier.
Portland, Nov. 13, ISCfi.-dtf as

visiting grog-shops aud other places of kindred
character. Dr. Hatfield, the opponent of Mrs.
Cowell, also preached against the theatres and
theatrical profession, saying that he had been
more than compensated for his previous re-

XOIICES.

**

Ar

MOKE EV1DE.VCE IN FAVOR OF

POETLAJII).

OF

an eloquent sermon in
praise of the legitimate drama, contending that
it refined aud stimulated all classes of
society,
raised the understanding of meu to better
thoughts and things, and restrained them from

ington street, seriously alarming many person.-

the

NOTICES._

SPECIAL

The First National Bank

Cowell, and preached

—The King of Greece has at length been
jompelled to yield to the popular clamor for
he expulsion of the Danish Mentor, Count

at

SPECIAL

FOBEIGN MISCELLANY.

If convicted their doom is
certain. Severe measures are necessary, and a
few terrible examples will strike fear into the

War Lyrics, and Other Poems. By Henry
Howard Brownell. One vol. 16ino. pp 250. Boston : Tlcknor and Fields.

$^“A controversy lia3 arisen in Chicago between the pulpit and the theatre.
Rev. Mr.
Hatfield commenced it, and the
controversy
was replied to by Mrs. Cowell, an actress of
distinction. Rev. Robert Collyer, the distinguished Unitarian, has come to the aid of Mrs.

West.

uicaata ui

vivid word.

iusured for $1000.

head court-martial.

Recent Publications.

are

announced

The latest report is that
Agassiz
leave Manao3, in
on

September, for

following

“If, however, we were no foolish as to doubt
whether our national securities, at present rates offer Investments for capital whicli are more lucrative
and inviting than those of any other
country, shrewd

Former accounts of Professor Agassiz’s expeditions—given on tlie authority of ltev. J.
C. Fletcher—gave sufficient evidence of the

the

The

labors of this remarkable

Post,that

literal fulfilment of Dr.
wish, expressed in his Atlantic vers-

beyond
guine.

Whitefleld’s Last Sermon,

jnov.

mitted to a policy of gradual contraction. His
policy has been endorsed by the New York
Chamber of Commerce and the Boston Board
of Trade as I have already men ioned, and as
lias since been reported, by the Chicago Board
of Trade. In the great centers of trade, East
and West, there is but one voice in this matter.
If E. H.T. opposes this policy, I am ready to

talent ?
The interests of Cumberland County require that we should have an upright, talented and learned judiciary. The character of
the business in our courts has very much
changed within ten or fifteen years; the
causes which are litigated are mostly of a
mercantile nature, involving large amounts,
demanding a court conversant with mercantile law, and we fear it will be a long time before we shall obtain a Justice as well qualified
in these matters as the learned
Judge who
has just left the bench.
The salary of the office is
Inedequate for the

position,

uate

how vast the voltakes place and
what was supposed to be real prosperity is
shown to be without a substantial foundation.”
In accordance with these sound views, the
Secretary of th ; Treasury is now fully comume

be

a

oear-s

tained the highest point before a financial crisis. An increase of the circulating medium
inflates prices. High prices require au increased circulation, and so they act and react upon
each other, and there appears to bo no redun-

to the request.
Can the public interest long permit this
state of things to continue ? Must the State

onerous

Prank Stetson, hou of Hon. Charles Stet
of this city, was shot
through the haml
while repairing a
The ball alst

is use

capital

of

port

Is the public aware of the great difficulty in
procuring a suitable candidate for the office of
Justice of the Supreme Con#, made vacant
by the resignation of Judge Davis ? -If not, it
should be understood that nearly every member of the Cumberland bar, who is known by
his brethren to be qualified lor the position,
has been requested to allow his name to be
presented to the Governor as a candidate, but
as yet not one has been found ready to assent

so

That humane and charitable sheet, the New
York World, has found a fresh topic over
whicli to grieve its philanthropic soul. Ani-

Exeter.
marnet

money

demand varies with the varying exigencies of
trade. And “the reason for a tight money
market" must be sought always in an increased demand or a reduced supply, and never In
the state of the currency. Depreciation of
the curreucy can never affect a rate of interest
expressed in the same currency.
It may occur to K. H. T. to inquire what
would became of a new issue of United States
currency. It must go somewhere, and if not
into the money market, whore then? It would
not go into the money market except as capital
to be lent. Currency issued by the government in payment of its ordinary expenses is
not capital, and must accordingly go into the
markets for goods and raise the prices of goods.
And here let mo finish by quoting a passage
from Secretary McCulloch’s report as Comptroller of the Currency two years ago. The re-

clergyman, even

space of time.
Hut we stop here.

and

available for loans is subject to
little variation, except what arises from the
gradual process of accumulation, or especially
from expansion or contraction of credit. The

any
likely
produce
spiritual body. There is no need

are

patient

currency increased by bank issues, in the form
of loans. In such cases, there is a real addition
to the supply of capital in the market; but it
will not do to infer from this circumstance, that
currency and capita) are identical. The sup-

tion, of producing gout in the mind’s understanding, or of producing intellectual dyspepwe

to escape if

any oilier marxi't.
The price of money is the rate of interest, and
the fluctuations in this price are determined l>y
variations in tho demand or in the supply.—
Unemployed capital furnishes the supply, and
I suppose E H. T. is not prepared to maintain
that every addition to the volume of a redundant currency is an addition to the capital of
the nation. Capital consists wholly of accumulated savings. A new issue of United States
currency would not in the least relieve the
money market; for it would not in itself increase the amount of
unemployed capital. The
contrary impression arises from the fact, that
we have been accustomed to see the volume of

But we do not think any newspaper pabulum is in danger from its too great concentra-

Nor do

sure

logical.

sugar alone will die; if the sugar be mixed
with saw-dust he will fatten upon it.

sia.

ITEMS OF STATE NEWS.

enough to draw tears from a block.—
All the the oppressions and disabilities which
in the form of “ black codes” the Southern the Baptist choir of Damariscotta, accompaStates might choose to impose upon the Freed- nied the organ with some fine singing and the
concert as a whole was very successful.
man, he could bear; hut to set before him the
May
prizes of industry, to offer him the rewards of this valuable addition to their Sabbath worexertion, to stimulate him to the use of nerve ship he the means of bringing the pastor,
and muscle and brain, is a refinement of cru- choir, and congregation nearer the great throne
*
above,
of which none but a Northern fanatic
$50,000,000 of State hank bills will “create a va- elty
in
fire
the
ESP-On
Thursday
afternoon,
last,
could be capable. We are unable further to
cuum” which cannot be tilled by the $100,broke out in the stable of the Atlantic House
030,000 of National bank notes uow authorized, pursue so painful a subject.
at South Paris, communicating the flames to

creation and Providence from the first human
pair down through the deluge, the dispersion
of the ten

is now done

Although E. H. T., after his second attack
upon me, “did not intend to say a word more
upon this subject,” he appears to have been so
utterly astonished by the singular cireumstauce
of my defending myself, as to have been betray-

to

a

as

The Causes of the Scarcity of Money.
To the Editor (if the Treat:

reader, and seldom receive a much longer article from a correspondent without feeling that

to the best life of

satisfactorily

as

We hope the Governor will delay the nomination until the meeting of the Legislature,
and that some system may be devised to remedy the difficulties wbicli now exist. One
can be presented by wliicli we can obtain a
tlourt, with judges of the highest legal talent
and acquirements in the State, and with not
and delays now attend
one half of the expense
Cumberland.
ingjudicial proceedings.

by escaping a careful reading altogether.
We acknowledge the “corn,” and feel as seriously impressed with the general truth and
justice of his remarks as he can possibly himself, and we never write a much longer article
without feeling that we owe an apology to the

owes us an

speedily and

under the present system.

afford to wade through in reading a morning
unpaper, and that articles of greater length,
and of
less possessed of unusual attraction,
their own end
more than ordinary vim, defeat

he

qualified

to us and best

acceptable

for their position, and we think the Legislature should afford us a separate, independent
court for this county; and if the State cannot
afford to pay such a salary as will command
the services of whoever may he considered
best qualified for its bench, then let the county or city contribute sufficient to accomplish so
desirable an object. If this plan should not he
acceptable to the Legislature, then let it provide a law court of three judges, with two law
terms in each district, and thus dispose of the
law questions without the great delay now attending them, with a court lor trial of four
judges, who could dispose ot all the business

PORTLAND.

Mr. Pecksniff on the Negro.

to our terms those members of the

signed

Sch Florida, Thompson, Boston.
Sch Sarah B Harris, Sanborn, Mac bias.
Sch Bruna, Woodard, Jonesport.
Sch Andrew Jackson, Treworgy, Surry.
Sch Lady Ann, Flood. Surry.
Sch Challenge,-, Philadelphia for Bangor.
Sch Union, Foss. New York for Machine.
Sch Hardscrabble, Gregory, N York lor Rockland.
Sch Maria Whitney, Snow, N York tor Thomaston.
Sch Rochester, Percy, Boston lor Boston.
Sell Banner, Albee, Calais tor New York.
Sch R Foster, Clark, Ellsworth for Boston.
Sch F A Sawyer, Ree l, Ellsworth for Boston.
Sch Vicksburg, Haskell, Bangor for Richmond.
Soli Gen Washington, Tarr, Bangor lor Boston.

Dec 5—sxdlw

P^xZ

To the Senate and Home qf
ntatic't V th.
Leijulatwre qf Maine.
Proprietors of the Ur.ion Wharf In Portlaml
hereby request that the' r Charter be so amend,
as to authorise them to •facias* the’.r wliarf with
Stone Wall, with suitable platforms outside.

THE

Sch Hougli & Ready, Acliorn. Bangor for Boston.
Sch Napoleon, Lord, Bangor for Lynn.
Sch Bay State, Young, Rockland for New York.

EDWA.rI) fox,

A. K.
B. O.

FBOM OUB CORRESPONDENT.

Dec 4, 1865.

BOOTH BAY, Nov 29—Ar, sell Bruna, Woodard,
Jonesport for Portland; Amazon, Parker, Belfast

SHUUTLfcFF', (

"
,,

Conl,ulltee
dc3d3w

1

CONANT,

M. C. M. A.

Boston.
Nov 30—Ar, sells R H Colson, Roberts, Bangor for
Boston; C C Farnsworth,Gray, do for do; S J Smith,
Smith, New Haven via Portland tor a market; Silver
Moon, Blake, Damanscotta lor Portland; Ceylon,
J
Beonett, Bath.
tor

A
able

Jh

*urW,

»toto.l meeting of the Maine CharltMeehan'c Association, will be held in th,
“ on

Dec.*5.-dM

FROM MERCHANTS EXOnANOE.
at Havana 25th ult, brig Snow Bu d,

fhuraday evening,

Dec. 7th

“TEPHEN MARSH, Secretary.

EDWARD M.
PATTEN, Asclissrrr
18 Exchange Street.

Ar
Guptill,
Portland.
Ar at Philadelphia 2d, brig Frank E Allen. Merrill,
Portland; sell Marcus Hunter, Orr, do; 3u, barque
Frank, from Cherry field.
Cld 2d, brig Elmira, Norton, Portland.

Positive Hale.
I)cf- Wh, at 10

0N S£TF£DAY’
®ut

A. M., I shall
reserve. to cl^oe stmilnr couhIjfi,,
White and Colored Blankets: Cottoj i«, Alptc<*
Clotha, Over and UndtT-ShirtH, Over* lit, Coat*
Collars, with lota of other Dry and Fancy t»« wua, wi.’h
a.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar Oct 30, brig Deacon, Ree f»
Freeport, Oregon; Nov 7, ship Caroline Heed, Hind,
Port Mauison
In port Nov

a

17th, ship Otago, Thorndike, for New
Bedford, chartered at $15,000.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 24th, ship Margaret Evans,
Stan Wood, New York.
Cld 23d, ships Zephyr,West, an l Gettysburg, Edge,
Liverpool; barques A Canton, Taplcy, Galveston;
24th. Cephas Starrett, Gregory Providence.
MOBILE-Ar 22d, ship Scotia. Doane, Philadelphia; sch I C Hertzs Gray, Rockland.
Cld 23d. ship Alhambra, Moulton, Liverpool; 24lh.
brig Urana, Bruce, New York.

few Fur

Capes, Muffs,

&c.

ALSO,

.dfcA variety

ot

I

Groceries, Crockery, Stove; t, Ac.;

am to change my place of
be sold without reserve.

Dec

as

business, ever,' lot will

5—dtd_

_

Taken,
the month of October last past, from the entry

New City
INof the
LADDER.

Builpino,

(probably by •mis-

take) a

SAVANNAH—Ar 25th, brig Fannie, Chanman,
Philadelphia.
CHARLESTON—Ar 27th, barque Flora, Hubbard,

Whoever has the hamc will confer a fhvor by returning it forthwith to
D. W. FESSENDEN.
Portland, Dec. 5th, 1S65.—dlw

Ar 28th, brig Logan, Jarvis,
rietta, UoUfcdon, Rockland;
New London.

Portland & Rochester Railroad Co.

Baltimore

New York; ache HenHattie Haas, Poland,

W1LM1NGTON—Ar 27th, brig Concord, Everett,

Charleston.
RICHMOND—Ar 1st. brigs Monica, Mitchell, and
Anna D Torrey, Haskell, Bangor.
BALTIMORE—Ar 1st, brig Haven, Patterson, fm
Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Arl|/, brigs Celia M Carver,
Treat, Hyannis; Abby Watson, Watson, Providence;
C K Kelley, Morrill, Boston; sobs Science, Johnson,
Jew York f»r Mobile; E H Nash, Small, St George;
Lncv Jones, Muncy, Portland.
Ckl Juth. barque Eventide, Park, Balli; brig Prontiss Hobbs, Morgan, Bristol HI; Czar, Hammond,for

Boston.
Ar 2d, brigs Elmira, Norton,
Providence; Trenton,
Atherton. New York, (and cld for Gloucester); Fau_
nie Lincoln. Collins, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 1st, steamer Gen Putnam, Smith
Portland; lings Herherl, (Br) Sandtonl, Horton NS
via Portland; Russian, Getehell, Nev.buryj.ort for
Philadelphia; sobs A Burton, Frohoek, and Alfred
Burtiss,-, Bangor; Wm Jones, Monroe, Boston
for Nant coke River.
Ar 2d, sells Ganges, Eaton, Ellsworth lor Hacken-

sack; Yviu H Mitchell, Colo, Bondout for Boston,

persons entitled to Stock In the Portland anil
Rochester K. K. Co., ore requested to call al I ho
office of the Company, No. 04 Middle St., and exchange (heir Binds, Coupons, and T>ustee’s Receipts for certificates ot Stock.

ALL
Dec

LEWIS PIERCE.
Treasurer P. & R. It. R. Co.
defitf

4, 1S65.

Piano Forte.
SALE, one nice second-hand PlForte, and Plano Fortes ami Melo-

FOR
ano

^AUGUSTUS

ROWN8U1*
Exchange

No. 51

Dec 5—dlw*

St.

_

Lost.
thoein. or on theSunday, Dec. iLcIther-n
one Bine
Poplin Brass
road toSteven’s Plains
to. t, DAVII.
whoever
Pattern:
AVKUILL A Co.’S I.lv«*7 stable, Preble at., shall
I be suitably rewarded.
| Dec 6—dlw*

ON

wfllrefc'nUJe

Tuesday Morning,

December 5, 1865.

VICINITY.

PORTLAND AND

Advertisers will benefit themsslves.asmllas
accominodate us, by sending in their advti tu>unenis
at an early hour in the day.
New Adecr»UeineiH» To-Dnr.

ADVEBTJSEMBXT

COLUMN.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co H. & A. Allan.
Piano Forte—A. Robinson.
Lost—Dress Pattern.
C. (illsou.
Take Your Choice-L.
One of the Oldest Remedies.

Meeting.

Auction Salo—E. M. Patten.
Prof.

Gunning's

Lecture.

Tlic hall last evening was filled to its utmost
capacity, and the lecture exceded in interest
any which had gone before it. We have room
only for a brief synopsis. The speaker said
that when Napoleon was scaling the Alps for

empire,

humble Frenchman, whose name
the world had not learned to pronounce, was
an

scaling the

same

Alps

Napoleon

for science.

added no domain to the eagles of France.
That humble Frenchman added a new province to the domain of human knowledge. The
speaker showed how he had decyphered a vol.
ume of the earth’s history from the structure
of these mountains. Their birth hud destroyed the dynasty of great reptiles.
Nature always achieves higher ends by revolution.
Mammals followed these reptiles. The chief
cemetery of these pre-Adamites is found in
northern Nebraska.
It is a little world in
ruins,—a vast sunken land Aill of bones and
teeth and skulls.
They are petrifaction of
lions and
other

tigers, the hippopotamos, camel, and
types no longer represented in nature.

America in that old time had some fourteen
species of elephants. And she had a huge
beast allied to the sloth.
A copy of Its skeleton may he seen in the Boston Natural History
rooms.
The Professor said we had a noble
institution in Portland; but it awaits from
Portlanders the benefactions which had endowed the Boston Society. For the present
we

must see the remains of these

great beasts
primeval sloth,

in Boston.

He described the
and gave the audience a restoration of it.
These great beasts were pre-Adamite, but
the world was ready for man. The Professor
maintained that Asia was the cradle of the
race.
He gave the facts which bear upon the

antiquity

of man, and

thought

the conclusions

of Lyell were premature. The question is
still an open one. A more important question,
he said, was how man originated. He discussed the views of Darwin and his school,
and excited the audience to frequent applause
and laughter by detailing the Darwinian pro-

of building a man from a monkey.
Maintaining that man is an emanation from
the Infinite, a direct creation, he spoke, in conclusion, of his dignity and high destiny.
The peroration was powerfiil, and its close
was greeted by enthusiastic applause.
We
could not say anything more emphatic iu
cess

commendation of these lectures than to noto
the fact that the Natural

journ their sessions

History Society

ad-

to attend them.

The Independent Lectures.
The attention of our readers is called to the

advertisement of lecturers engaged for the
“Independent Course.” It will he observed
that the names of Maj. Gen. Chamberlain, of
this State, and Mrs. Frances Ellen Harper, of
Maryland, who so acceptably delivered the
lecture on Friday evening last, have been added to the list.

by the Committee that, at
the earnest solicitation of many patrons of this
course of lectures, who listened to Mrs. HarpWe are informed

lecture,

er’s recent

engagement has been
lecture, to be deFriday evening, January 26,1S66.

made with her for
livered on

Subject to

an

a

second

be announced hereafter.

Gen. Chamberlain will deliver his lecture,
on

the “Maine 20th

CITY AFFAIRS.
The regular
monthly meeting of the City
Council was held last evening.
ra

board op mayor and aldermen.

Orders Passed.—For a loan of money not
exceeding $90,000, for payment ot notes given
to raise bounties for
volunteers; appropriating
$4003.91 in payment of damages for land
taken in laying out Emery street, from Spruce
to Pine streets; tor relaying out the southerly end of the Western Promenade; to pay
Mrs. Lucretia D. Sewall $300, for land taken in
laying out Lincoln street; exempting the Fore

Regiment at Gettysburg,”

copy of Dr. Hamlin’s letter on the cholera
and the treatment of if, to each family in the
city; appointing a Joint Select Committee to
consider the expediency of petitioning the
Legislature for an act authorizing the city to
insure property of the citizens; authorizing
the building of a sewer on Brackett street,
from Pine street to the engine house; establishing the assessments on the sewer erected
on Danfortli street, from State to Brackett
streets; authorizing a lamp to be placed on
the corner of Vaughan and Pine streets.
A memorial from the employees of the
Portland Company, praying that the nuisance
kept by James Harrison, may be abated, was
referred to the Mayor.
Tlie petition of Messrs. Allan, proprietors of
one

the Montreal Ocean Steamship line, praying
for a reduction of head-money, was presented
by the Mayor, and leave to withdraw was voted.

The Joint Standing Committee

on

laying
inexpe-

out new Streets, reported that it was
dient to discontinue Gould Street.
A communication from the School Committee, recommending the purchase of a lot of
land adjoining tire Brackett Street School
Hoase, was referred to the Committee on Public Buildings, with authority to purchase the
same.

Memorial of John Sparrow, stating that
$50,000 was about to be invested in an establishment for refining sugar, upon a new method, and praying that the same may be exempted from taxation, was referred to the Committee on Judicial Proceedings.
The Joint Special Committee upon the petition of the Eon Base Ball Club, reported
that the second prize of $25,00 offered by the
City, lor the second best playing on the Fourth
of July, be paid to the Club.
A remonstrance from the Lincoln Club was
pcscubcu ujr

iuuciuian

uutuiiiore, against

said prize being paid to tbe Eon'CLub.
After considerable discussion, the papers
were referred to tbe Sub Committee of the
4th of July Committee on that matter.
Memorial of Mrs. J. P. Thurston, came up,
referred to a Joint Select Committee.
Laid
on the table, in this Board.
The Committee on Drains and Sewers reported inexpedient to build sewers on Washington Street and Brackett street, and in favor of building one on Carleton Street.
The Special Committee on petition of Bufus Cushman et als. for repeal of the ordinance
relating to keeping oi powder, reported leave
to withdraw.
Accepted.
The order passed Nov. Oth, discharging Freeman S. Furlong
from the steamer Cumberland, came up non-concurred in by the Common Council.
Laid on the table.
Petition of John Harrison for damages
caused by overflow of water in his cellar, was
referred to the Committee on Drains and
Sewers.
The ordinance regulating the calling of
meetings of the City Council, was passed to
be ordained.
The Committee on laying out new streets,
reported that they had laid out a new street
from Pine street, to be called Chadmick street.

The report was accepted.
The license of Mr. M. Hovey, to keep

intelligence office,

an

renewed for one year.
The Committee on streets reported that it
is inexpedient to establish the grade of Eastern Promenade and the streets
leading from it.
was

Accepted.

The Committee to whom was referred the
order to enquire into the expediency of estab-

lishing a uniform weight for bakers’ bread, reported in favor of an ordinance requiring the
bakers to seil their loal bread, rolls and crackers, by weight. Accepted.
The Committee on Lamps and Lamp-posts,
reported it inexpedient to place a lamp in front
of Congress Square Universalis! Church.
Accepted.

--

Nor should it he for-

gotten that the entire proceeds of the Independent Lectures this year, after defraying expenses, go into the Treasury of the “Portland
Freedmen’s Aid Association.”
The lecture for this (Tuesday) evening will

by Maj.
enough, we

Kilpatrick, whose
name is
venture to predict, to
bring every seat into requisition.
At the close of the lecture, we are authorized to say, the citizens present at the lecture,
will have an opportunity to he introduced to
the distinguished and gallant officer upon the
platform.

he delivered

Gen.

City
recently
by order of the City Council. The business was done by S. B. Beckett, Esq., who has
submitted his report to the City Council. He
gives the following as the result:
has

been

taken

Wards.
1 (proper)
islands
2
3
4
6
C
7
Additions

Families.
835
144
828
731
845
728
848

1,000
5,962

1,987

Females.
2,099

1,917

1,940

Males.
310

1,692
2,348

1,644
1,654
2,138
13,690

360

Total.

4,080
G70

3,867
3,7l2
4.937
3,CSC

2,020
2,589
2,(42
2,351
2,442

4,005

4,680
591

30,124

15,843

population of the city in 1830 was
26,342, showing a gain in five years of 3,782.
The

The New and very Popular Singing

Book—The Praise of Zion.—For choirs,
singing-schools anil societies. By Solon Wilder and F. S. Davenport. Try it before adopting any other book. It has now been published about two mouths, and its success fully
justifies the confident piedictions of its publishers. A letter from one of the most promimusic teachers

in the

country, just
received, says, “To say that I like it would be
too mild a phrase. I am thoroughly and
decidedly in love with it. Its harmonies are
so unusual in a work of the class, and so rich
and effective, that 1 have a real feast every
time I treat myself to an hour for its perusal.”
It is rich in old and new music, tunes of all
metres, anthems and set pieces; has many new
compositions by the most popular authors,
and a fine variety of secular music for singingschools. Type large and dear, one part on a
staff. Price $1.00 each; $18.50 per dozen.
Published by Mason Brothers, 596 Broadway,
New York.
nent

This Morning’s Paper.—The reader will
find over four columns of reading matter on
the first page this morning, and
a

nearly

the last page.
Among the valuable articles on the first page to which we would
invite special attention, is the able letter of
To accommodate this
Robert Dale Owen.
column

on

extra amount of

reading matter

U. B. COMMISSIONERS OOUBT.
WM. H.

CLIFFORD, ESQ., COMMISSIONEB.
this city, who was before

Timothy Carey of

the Commissioner last week on a

complaint

charging him with pursuing the business of a
liquor dealer, without taking out a U. S.
Revenue license, was again before the Commissioner yeSterday. On taking out a grocer’s
licence and a liquor dealer’s license, be was
discharged.
Patrick Doyle of this city was brought before the Commissioner for carrying on the
retail liquor business without a U. S. Revenue
license. He was ordered to recognize in the

retail

of $150 for his appearance at the U. SDistrict Court this afternoon. He furnished
the sureties and was discharged.
John Bray of Deer Isle was brought before
sum

Census of Portland.
A census of this

tue A/uiixiinsaiuiiei

of

tuargcu

wiui

larcexxy

uxx lilts

fishing boat and other articles)
of Cephas Gardiner. G. F. Tal-

high
the property
bot, U. S. District Attorney, appeared for Govseas

a

ernment, and Messrs. Evans and Putnam for
the accused.

The

evidence in the case did

'not sustain the complaint, and Bray

was

dis-

charged.
Raymond, who failed to appear
on Saturday, through a third party settled the
case, and paid the license, penalty and costs,
and was discharged.
Charles N.

Karl Akers.—The studio in the City
Hall does not appear to have been temporarily deserted without sufficient reason. We
learn that Mr. Akers has modelled a head of
the poet Longfellow which is regarded by the
literati of Cambridge as eminently successful.
He lias also finished a bust of Mrs. J. R. Lowell, and has orders for heads in bronze of Dr.
Holmes, Prof. C. E. Norton, and R. W. Emerson.

Capt. Volney Cushing, from California,
was robbed on the steamer New York, between Boston and Portland, this morning of
between $2,500 and $3,000—consisting of a
one thousand dollar gold draft on Waller &
Lees, New York; a one thousand dollar bond,
June series, Number 28,200; and about four
hundred and fif ty dollars in greenbacks. Payment on the draft and bond has been stopped.
Overhoard.—Dennis Sullivan, residing in
Court, having imbibed too much had
whisky, fell overboard last evening from
Brown’s wharf. The captain of a schooner
near by heard Sullivan floundering in the mud
and water, and went in a boat to his relief and
rescued him, for Dennis was too drunk to help
himself.
Cobb’s

_

Words.—Delicious, refreshing, purifying, preservative, indispensable, exHousehold

have been

quisite. are the terms applied to the famous
Sozodont, in thousands of households every
day. And why? Simply because all the virtues mendaciously claimed for other dentiDeath of Joseph McKekn.—Joseph Mcactually exist in this wonderful preparadied
of
Brunswick,
suddenly in frices,
Keen, Esq.,
tion.
dec5 t t & s
that town last Saturday evening, after an
few
a
to
hours—supposed
illness of only
Masonic. —The following officers were
he disease of the heart. The deceased had elected at the meeting of Oriental Lodget
been for a long series of years Treasurer of No. 13, Bridgton, on the 2d instant: William
Bowdoin College, and was one of the most Chute, W. M.; Washington Chaplin, S.W.;
prominent citizens of that town. 1IU age was AH. Stuart, J. W.; Nathaniel Pease, Treasabout 78 years.
urer; Isaiah S. Webb, Secretary; Samuel
Stuart, S. D.; I. H. Kimball, J. D.
Increase of Salary. —The Congress
You can find thyme, sweet
Square Universalist Society, at their annual
marjoram, summeeting last evening, voted to raise the Pas- mer savory, sage, and shaker herbs, the growth
tor’s—Rev. Mr. Bolles—salary from $2,000 to ot 1865, also the best flavoring extracts for
82,000, and they do this without any increase family use, at Crosman & Co.’s Drug Store, 75
we

been invested with Knighthood, by the EmThe order is that of St.
peror of Russia.
Anne, one of the three highest orders in RusIt is very

sia.

gratifying
of the

ly disposition
country and its
in

pleased

to leave out advertisements, hut the
advertiser shall not suffer by it in the end.

obliged

in the rate of taxation upon their pews.

The meeting appointed for Miss Johnson at
Thompson’s Hall, Cape Elizabeth Ferry, on
Tuesday evening of this week, will be on Friday evening, 6th just.

Emperor

citizens,
this instance,

the abilities and

and

we

are

Tate?

Christmas Fair.
We learn that our
friends of the Swedenborgian Society, are getting up a Fair, which will come off at Christmas, and that they have had the pantomine of
Cinderilla, for some time hi rehearsal, as part
—

of the entertainment to be offered.

We have

doubt it will be finely got up and efficiently
carried out.
no

Attempts at Store Breaking.
At*
tempts were made last Saturday night to
—

break into a store on Milk street, and one on
Cotton Street, but the robbers were unsuccess-

ful, having been interrupted by something or
other, during their operations.

Middle street.

The collection taken up at the Congress
Square Universalist Church, Sunday evening,
in behalf the Home for Aged Indigent Females,
amounted to $143,

From our Travelling Correspondent.

Union Village, N. H., Dec. 1,1865.
of the Press:
Allow me to give to your readers a brief resume of matters which have fallen under my
notice the past week, in a trip along the line
between Maine and New Hampshrie.
To the Editor

PORTSMOUTH

is just now somewhat excited over the order
from the Navy Department which reduces the
force in the navy yard at Kittery
about one half. Some eighteen hundred men

working

have been employed in the yard, about 900 of
whom are to be discharged. As no one knows
who is to go or who remain, the “anxious
seats” are pretty well filled. To-day, however, will relieve this anxiety and matters will
soon resume their wonted quiet. It is believed that several

contemplated private enterprises will be soon put in operation, with the
view of furnishing employment to the discharged workmen and retaining them in city.
SALMON FALLS

nearly resumed its old time activity and
bustle. The new mill is rapidly approaching
completion and will soon be in operation.—
The factory now in operation is worked to the
extent of its capacity, some portions of the
machinery running a part of the night.
has

As yet a considerable portion of the facmachinery is lying idle from the d:fficulty

tory
of securing female operatives. This obstacle
is, however, gradually being overcome.
ROCHESTER

has of late been the theatre of

stirring

events.

Some three weeks since, the friends of humanity, becoming alarmed at the boldness of
the rum traffic and the havoc being wrought
by it, determined to “clean the critter out.”
Arrangements were accordingly made and
writs were issued against all the prominent
dealers in the ardent, including hotels and a
large number of saloons and lower class drink-

ing places. The monster growled and kicked
fearfully but the law took its course and all
who

convicted were bound over to appear at the Supreme Court, and put under $200
bonds to cease the sale.
Foithwith down
came the hotel signs and the hotel yards were
fenced in by their incensed proprietors.—
Strangers could find no accomodations, the
were

landlords declaring they did not “keep hotel.”
In a few days, however, the fences were re-

moved, though the signs were not replaced,
and liquors were slyly sold to “the faithful.”—
The friends of Temperance were ready, and
new wilts were issued, the bonds were declared forfeited and new ones imposed, and thus
blow upon blow was showered upon old hydrahead till now the traffic is virtually closed. At
any rate the Temperance committee are still
on their guard, determined at all hazards to
root out the curse and to preserve their beautiful t*wn from its blighting influences.

The carnival of crime which lias prevailed
of late in our cities and larger towns is not
confined exclusively to them. On Saturday
evening last, Rochester was the scene of a dar-

ing highway robbery of the garotting stamp.
A young gentleman from Farmington was induced by a pretended friend to “take a walk”
into a somewhat secluded by-way where three
confederates appeared who attempted the
garotting process. Not entirely successful in
this, a slung shot came into use and the gentleman was knocked down, his money taken
from him, and he severely kicked and bruised.
One of the miscreants, all of whom are
young men or boys, have been secured and
waits his trial; the others have escaped
though it is probable all will be captured.

SENATE.

Washington, Dec. 4.

The Senate

met at 12 o’clock, and was
called to order by Vice President Foster.
Mr. Foot, ol Vermont, presented the credentials of Mr. Poland, appointed to fill the vacancy occasioned by the death of Mr. Collamcr of
Vermont.
Mr. Poland took the prescribed
oath.
Mr. Wright presented the credentials of
John P. Stockton, senator elect from New

lage

of some three of four hundred inhabi-

tants and the centre of a very extensive trade
and taavel from the country above. The vil-

lage is embosomed among lofty hills, mountains rather, which form an outlying spur of
the White Mountains. Four stage lines centre
here furnishing passenger and mail facilities
to the broad belt of country comprising the
border towns of Maine and New Hampshire.
Several extensive lumber manufactories are
located here, with foundries, car shop, &c.
Engineers have been for some weeks engaged in surveying different routes for the extension of the railroad in the direction of
Conway. It is proposed to commence work
on this extension the coming spring. All
things considered however it is doubtful if the

enteiprise is completed for many years. It
certainly would be a death blow to the prosperity of this village.
Of other places farther up the line in mv
next.

THE ATROCITIES OF

THE

Mr. Cowan, of Pennsylvania, presented a
protest of the members of the New Jersey
Legislature, alleging that the majority of that
body had not voted for Stockton, and that he
was not therefore constitutionally elected.
The protest was ordered to be laid on the

table for the present. Mr. Stockton then took
the prescribed oath.
Mr. Sumner introduced bills with the following titles: A bill to carry out the principals of a Republican government in the District of Columbia; a bill prescribing an oath;
to maintain a Republican form of government
in rebel States; a bill to put into execution a
guarantee of a Republican form of government in the Constitution of the United States,
A bill on the subject of appropriatejlegislation to enforce the amendment to the Consti-

tution, prohibiting slavery.
A bill to preserve right of trial by jury, by
securing impartial persons in the courts of the

Ulited States.
A bill to enforce a guarantee of Republican
form of government in certain States where
Governments have been usurped and overthrown.
Mr. Sumner also introduced the following:
A joint resolution declaratory of the amendment abolishing slavery.
A series of resolutions declaratory ot^ the duty of Congress
with respect to the guarantees of national security and national faith in the rebel States.—
The above were all ordered to be printed.
Mr. Wade introduced a bill to equalize the
franchise of ,the District of Columbia.
Mr. Adams introduced a bill to regulate the
Judiciary of the United States.
Mr. Wilson introduced a bill to maintain the
freedom of the inhabitants of the States declared in rebellion. Ordered to be printed.
The Senate then adjourned.
vr—

a

which resulted

eloquent speech.

committee to examine and
report whether any of the so-called Confederate
States are entitled to representation in Con-

Under

forever;

that

they cordially

and

re-elected mayor of

Fall River.
In Lawrence, the contest was lively, but resulted in the choice of Pardon Armington,
Republican, for mayor, by 64 majority over N.
G. White, independent.

the dispatches of an officer In command of
regular troops. We have now to request our readers'
attention to the following extract from a letter of the
special correspondent ol the Jamaica Standard:—
“The supposed rebels that were captured and brought
are

during the day of Tuesday last, and early in the
following morning, were examined by the provost
marshal at his office, hut beyond being stragglers,
nothing was proved that warranted the committal of
in

whole of ihem before a court martial. About
thirty were, one by one, lashed to a gun and caltgd,
receiving fifty lashes on the bare back, laid on alter
the man-of-war tashion, and the rest (about twenty)
committed as robels. Among the rebels was George
Marshal, a brown man of about twenty-five years
old, who, on receiving forty-seven lashes, ground Ills
teeth and gave a terocious look ot defiance at the
provost marshal. He was immediately ordered to be
taken from the gun and hanged. No time was lost,
and he was accordingly strung up in the presence of
the insurrectionists,"
Can it be Englishmen who do these things in a
British Colony, where British laws exist and a
British governor represents the queen? Is it British
the

officers who thus, pursuing men who never fire a
shot in self-defence, but fling down their arms and
tor protection, answer the prayer by the cat and
pray
the halter? Is it actually in this nineteenth century that we read in the English language ol men hung
and shot by the dozen on evidence of a wretched
chikl, who is bound to his captor's saddle, and, with a
revolver at hte head, “to understand” his captor's
wishes? And is it among civilized men that we hear
of a miserable “brown man,” against whom nothing
could be proved warrant ng his even being tried, yet
lushed to a gun and flogged, and then, because at Ihe
lash he ground his teeth and gave a
ferocious look, instantly ordered to be taken from the
Qreyen it we try to stop our ears
gun and
and shut out worn our thoughts such revolting scenes,
what are wo in coldest blood, to say of the bare facts
of a “rebellion” of one day, in which
lives were
lost, and for which between 200and 400 “rebels” are va-

forty-seventh

banged?

forty

riously estimated as having been shot
*
#
tw$ly$ d%yg of retribution 7

or

t

hung
*

In

of which

De Lains.

Lowest Possible Cash Prices.
We have

now

BLACK
Bought

in store 76

HALL.

W.

H.

for

• 1,25 and frum that to 22,50.
very choice Stock oi

DRES8 GOODS,

Low Prices!

We intend keeping our Stock

And hope, by honest dealing and strict attention to
business to receive a liberal patronage.
CTVT

1*

.•

I

"-j-.Y** T

Deering

Portland, Nov. 28,

Block.

_

Goods

are

Scarce,

Prices Advancing !

Remember!
“The War is

over
and” the B>ys and Girls
all to meet around the table at the old homestead,

are

Valuable

—AT THE STORE

Nos. 148 & 150 Middle St
Remember!
We manufacture our own Hoop Skirts, and os a
of course we can and do sell them LESS than
any house in the trade.

Remember!
It you want HOOP SKIRTS buy tham from tho
Manufacturer and save 20 per cent.

A Nice

Ladies Skirt for

.75

A Better

“

“

“

1.25

A

“

“

“

1,50

Superior

HALL,

RIO DE JANEIRO,

“

«

«

1.25

“

1.75

«

•*

1.50

“

2.00

“

«

1.75

quality.

be announced as soon
arrangements ami dates aro fixed.
Tickets for the Course o! ten [10) Lectures, $1.25,
to be had at the Bookstores on Exchange Street, at
Paine’s Music Store, and Crosinan & Co.. Middle
Street.
Members’ Tickets to be had at E. C. Andrews, Exchange Street. Eaeli Member Is entitled to two
Course Tickets at $1.00 each.

The sale ol tha
DAY, Dee. 12.

COME AND GET A BARGAIN!

C, Procter,

Geo. H. Smaroon,

Lecture

Chas. H. Flino,
John G. Twitcuell, Committee.
CnAs. E. Jose,
Edw. P. Gebribh,
Lecture will be announced in a few
novl3dtl

GOODS

MUST

BE

SOLO!

AND YOU CAN SAVE MONEY

Great Prize Distribution

ANDERSON’S

New York Gift Association!

Bahia, Every Trip,

AT

PARA

EVERT

THE

UNITED

STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL

TRIP.

We carry the largest Stock of HOSIERY, GLOVES
and KNIT GOODS of any House in the State; do
not resort to Dummies and can not be undersold.

A

BIG

26

MARKET SQUARE.
1 HE

OLD

Will

doz. Ladles Cashmere all Wool Hose, former
price61.S0, pnesent price tl.OO. Call and see
them, they have no equal.

A

Thanksgiving Evening,

December 7th, in which the Firemen and
Military are requested to appear in Uniform.
The hall on this occasion will bo
splendidly
decorated with Flags, Bunting, Pictures, and
other new features never before introduced
in this city. Mr. J. Wilson and Lady will bo
at Lancaster Hall two days previous to the Ball, with
the splendid Wardrobe of the Boston Museum, comprising some of the richest dresses ever worn on the
American stage; also character dresses of all nations,
Fancy and Comic Dresses of all descriptions; also a
large assortment of Dominoes and cheap Masks,
where aU who wish may select, day or evening.
Prof. Heller’s Celebrated Colored Lights
will be used in Cotillons for the tirst time in this city.
This Ball will be
with a Fancy Dance in Full
Costume. Also
the evening the Highland
and
Sailor’s
Fling
Hornoipe will be danced in Costume. Also Irish and National Comic Dances.
The Managers will spare no labor or expense in
making tliis the finest ball and greatest novelty ever
given in this city.
Music by Raymond’s Full Quadrille Band.
Ti kets admitting a gentleman and two ladies $ 1,25.
Ladies' single tickets 50 cents to all parts of the house.
For sale at Crosman A Co.'s, Partington's, under
Lancaster Hall, and of the Managers at the door.
Doors open at 71; Dancing to commence at
81

Clothing checked free.
Managers—J. H. Barberick, G. F. Goodridge, G.
A. Hanson, T. W. Burnham, J. C. Colley, W. W
nov 23 dtd
Knight, J. Abbott.

CITY HALL!

DEO. ANDERSON, Agent.
Oct 20—di»2m

5

BARGAINS!

MUSKETS,

the

on

FRIDAY,

will call at Para.
An experienced

ship.

the

29th

December, and

Surgeon is attached

to

WE

DEFY

COMPETITION!

100 doz Ladles ALL WOOL RIBBED H0SE,50c pr.

80 doz. Ladles, for

A

LADY who has had seven years’ experience in
the business, is prepared to do
MACHINE

GLOVES!

40 cent* per

We buy our Knit Woolen Goods by tho Case, and
afford to sell them at very LOW PRICES.
lOO doz* Hoods at G5c each* worth 1*00
lOO doz* Hoods at 75c each, worth 1*28
lOO doz* Hoods at 1*00 each, worth 1*50
lOO doz*Clondsat 1*00 worth everywhere 1.3 5

can

CLOAKS,

you

80
60
5000
DO

GREENING

Holiday

Gifts.

TURK, and other EASY CHAIRS, for
Gentlemen, and elegant Italian and other

SPANISH,

Sewing Chairs

for

BURROUGHS

&
4

4—dtf

HUDSON,

Free St. Block.

LIDBACK & CO.,

LIBBY,

Machinists,
No* 4 Manufacturers Block, Union St*,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Manufacture and repair all kinds of machinery.
Also, manufacture and sell Watters’ powerful,
double-acting, anti-freezing Force-Pump. Wairanted to give satisfaction.
B. T. LIBBY.

J. A.

Oct?9-eod2m

LIDBACK,

GEO, L, ARMSBEY.

C. W.

We have a lew more Ladies Vests, high neck, long
sleeves, for |}2*QO each.

—

One Price

Van felt
Watch,

Maas,

SHAWLS,
Hendricks,’ Will-

Silver Set, value S60. Lieut. B. F.
ard’s Hotel, Washington, I>. C Silver Patent Lever
Watch, value $65.
persons who have drawn
valuable prizes, do not wish their names published or
we might extend this list.

Many

SILKS.

I

vu

CERTIFICATES

One Price

BLACK WOOL

cents. The purchaser will see wlmt ardraws, and its value, which may be from ON E
TO FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS, ami can then
send One Dollar and receive the article named.

fTNo Blanks—Every purchaser gets

°

Remember!

BEAVERS.

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

Press

Poplins,

a

Nov

We Manufacture Hoop Skirts to order.
best qualities of French Corsets which
61.75 per pair.

A
Keep the
we sell lor

_

family.—

to

FLANNELS,
DOMESTICS.

Remember,
We keep the best line of Ladles DRESS BUTTONS in Povtland, and our place of business is
He, 148 & 150 Middle Si.. Portland, Me.
FITZGERALD & HODSDON.
Novl3—dtf

Ward, Artist.
painted In Oil, Water Colors and
PHOTOGRAPHS
India Ink. Ambrotypes and Photographs enlarged and painted, in all stylos of the art. 113
Federal
Dec

Street,
daw*

oy

leaving the

same

as

Convist
p' n—

—

tho Cawv,

fi^r^bcISwteS

this oihee.

All P

CDecUtldT,I18t living (became
nvvmr.

(JINGLE

kJ

or

and

every ease that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of temale

complaints.

*

Rooms to let, furnishe-i
with board, at the tirst e'ags

Wanted.
one

to

Nov 39—dlw*

NTo. 5

FTo. 5.

Free Street Block

are

77 Free Street.
Dec 4—dlw*

and
Address

and

understands French
nee.t and legible hand'

who
a

the blind made to see, the deal

to

hear and

ot
palsied form to move upright ; the blemisheslife
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature
and
an
the
obviated
calamities
ol
old
age
presented;

the

ONE

PRICE

LADIES
have cold hanc.§ and fret; weak stomachs, lame
and weak backs; nervous amitick headache; dizziness and swimming in the head* with indigestion and
in the side and back;
constipation of the bowels; pain ofthe
womb with Inleacorrhceo, (or whites); iffing
all that long
an
ternal cancers' tumors, polypus,
In Electricity a sure means
will It”1* menstruation,
too profrise
ILm For
painfuluf those
*
of cure.
d jjj
long line of troubles
Electricity is a certain specific,
with
short time, restore the sufferer to the

tSnofdESS;

TEETH 1 TEETH l TEETH 1
still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without FAIN. Persons having <le< ayed
Dr. D.

Suits ol

do, by
writes
COPYING
English,
Copyist, P. O,

The Rheumatic, tho gouty, the lame and the lazv
leap with Joy, and move with the agility and elasticity or youth; the heated grakl is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; lUutnflM converted to vigor, weakness to

strongth;

gloves.

Board.

unfurnished,

illsepses in

active circulation maintained.

Lost.

at

to chronic

Who

YOUNG LADY desires a situation
Address L. T. B., Portland P O

on

adapted

sick headache; neuralgia in
head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
or
where
the lungs are not tullv
stages
in th. acute
Involved; acuta or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, liip
white
swellings,
Bpinal
diseases, curvature
diseases,
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted lltnbe,
Dance,
St.
Vitas’
or
deafness, hamparalysis,
palsy
mering or hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia, indigesand
liver
complaint,
tion, constipation
plies—we cure

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO..

JohaStinclicomb. The

STREET,

Nearly Opposite the Unite. State. Hetel.
ho would respectfully announce to the
eltir.enii of Portland and vicinity, that ho ha*
permanently located in this city. During the two
yean we have been In this city, we have cured H<ine
ot the worst forma of disease In persona mho have
tried other forms ot treatment in vain, and curing
patients lu so Bhort a time that the question is often
i naked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
do not stay cured, we wiU
we will say that all that
doctor the socoml time wIthout charge.
Dr D has been a practical Electrician lor twoirt*.
a regular graduated
one vears. and I. also
physician.
Flectrlclty i.perfectly
form of nervous or

4—d3tisMorton Block.

CHECK tor $200

174

Electrician,
MIDDLE

By Electricity

Dec 4—d3t*

A

DEMING,

Medical

WHERE

Goods,

Wanted.

Remember,

N.

W.

DR.

hosiery

come

Apply

article

parties dealing with us may depend on having
prompt returns, and the article drawn will t>e immediately sent to any address by return mail or express.
Entire Satisfaction Guaranteed in nil
Cairn*
Six Certificates foj #1, Thirteen
Thirtythree for Five Dollars.
AGENTS WANTED. Send tor a Circular
All letiers should be addressed
T. BENTON Si CO.,
Box 6567 Post Office, New York.
Dec 2—dim*

One Price

* SIW" S‘re**-

American to do the work of
small
AN She
must
well recommended.

an

ot value.

NVliite Goods,

SMITH,

Dec 4th, 1808—dti

and its

of 25
receipt
ticle It

One Price

BY-

uioiniovxiuxi,

naming each article

value, are placed in Seated Envelopes, wbioh aro well
mixed. One of these
Envelopes, containing the Certificate or Order for some article, (worth ai least one
dollar at retail,) will be delivered at our office, or sent
by mail to any address, without regard to choice, on

Girl Wanted.

Ladies, it will pay—If you want to buy a new
Cloak, we have got them beauties—Manufactured by
Paine, Barry & Co., of New York. New ones In
every day.

Ladies,

received and for sale by

Dec

Remember,

SALE

to receive.

used:
Robert H. Hotchkiss. New
Haven, Conn., Melodc\V. F. T. Willis. W. 22d St., New
on, value ? 150.
York, Diamond Cluster I*in, valued $200. Sirs. K.
G. Tappan, 16 York St, Gobi Watch,'value $126
Miss Ellen F. Dickerson. Blnghampton, N. Y., ilclodeon. value $100. Mr. F,. H. Stone, 52 Tenth
N.
Y., Piano, value $360. Mrs. Teresa A. Miller,Kcianton, Pa, Diamond Ring, value $178. Mbs Ellen J.
Peck, Spring Held, 111., Mclodoon, value $125. Dr. I

5m

NEW DRIED
TUBS CHOICE BUTTER,
lbs. NEW MILCH CHEESE,
TUBS PURE LARD,

are

—

BALDWIN APPLES,

-FOB

know what you

Among those who have acknowledged the receipt
of Valuable Gifts drawn nn this Association recently. the following kindly ]-ermlt their names to be

ELDEN & WHITMAN

And Lard.

200
BBLS.
100

Rings,Gold

8500,000,

—

Remember!

Plain and Chased Gold

To be Sold for One Dollar Each!
Without ret/ard <i> value, and not tote paid for until

pair.

each Steam-

THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
17 Broadway, N. Y.
THOMAS ASENCIO Si CO.,
Or,
CUSTOM HOUSE
WHARF,
Dec 4-dtf
Portland, Me.

STITCHING,

Of every description, in the best manner, and ou
the most favorable terms, at
3* wilmol Street.
XT
OH
m
Nov
23d—dtf

Chains,

CLOTHS,

Thibets,

Stitching!

Apples, Butter, Cheese,

All letters must pass through the Post Office.
For freight or passage apply to

Just

Machine

125.00 to 225.00
15.< 0 to 45.00
15.00 to 40.00
15.00 to 35.00
15.00 to 30.00
75.00 to 150.00
50.00 to 200.00
60.00 to 100.00
50.00 to 85.00
25.00 to 50.00

Thimbles, Lot sets, new style Belt Buckles, Gold Pens
and Pencils. Farcy Work Boxes, Gobi Pens with
Gold and Silver Extension Holders, and a large assortment of Fine Jewelry ot every description, of the
best make and latest styles, valued at

and WIND-

RIFLES, just the things for Ducking and
Turkey Shooting. For sale CHEAP, at
43
EXCHANGE STREET.
O. L. BAILEY.
w
_

$250.00 to 50o.00

Music Boxes,
Hilver Revolving Patent Castors,
Silver FritU and Cake Baskets,
Sets Silver Tea and Table Spoons,
Gold Hunt ing Case ‘Watches,
Diamond Rings, Cluster, &c.,

and Neck

One Price

BLANKETS.

A SOR

Rosewood

Gold Watchox,
jUtdies' Gold Watches,
Silver Watches,
Diamond Pins, Brooches and Ear Drop, Ladies*
Sets of Gold and Coral; Jet and Gobi, Florentine.
Mosaic, Jet, Lava, and Caraco; Sets ot Studs, Vest

5

MUSKETS !

Bargain.

doz Childrens Bal. Hose, all Wool, 10 and 13cjpr.

too

CASHMERE

HA.V.A.iN’.A.,

leave

EACH.

Pianos, worth from
Melodeons, Rosewood Cases,

12
15
150
100
100
500
100
150
200
300
500

26.

BALL!

LOT of PRUSSIAN

DB.IVE!

100

STEAMSHIP COMPANY
on

713 Broadway, New York.

New York Skirt and Corset Store,

Nov 27—isd2w

Thomas, Pernambuco,

Will dispatch regularly,

Holiday I* resents.

THE PLACE

OUT

Grand Fancy Dress, Mask & Novelty
At Lancaster Hall,

H. L. ROBINSON,
Brevet CoL A. U.M.

Nov 30.—tt

James Bailey,
Jons

H. L. ROBINSON,
Brevet Colonel, A. Q.M.
above U postponed until TUES-

„„

CALL1KO AT

OTHER

3,000 Sa*he*.

Ladies, avail yourselves of the opportunity.

THE

•

Contents of Job Printing Ohice, consisting of Presses, Type, Cases, Ac.
A number of Hand and Truck Cars.
Contents of the Supply Stor< -, which contains a very
large assortment of valuable Railroad Material, new,
ana of the best
Contents of Machine and Blacksmith’s Sh p, consisting oI Planers, Lathes. Wheel Presses, Forges,
Stationery Engines, Shafting, Belting, Ac., Ac.—
Also, a large lot ol econd-hand Stores, Tools, Machinery, and other material.
Sales to commence at 10 o’clock, to be adjourned
lroiu day to day, until all is sold.
Terms—Cash, in Government funds.

.98

1.50

NEAR

o'clock.

Remember!

Stock Markets.

-FOR-

Washer*.
60 Globe Valves.
150 Monkey Wrenches.
12 Emery Wheel*.
4o« reams Emery Cloth and Paper.
28 Ox Yokes.
25 Water Tank* and Hoops.

COSSETS l

opened
during

Groceries—quiet.

United States Mail Line

70 boxes assorted Tin.
10,000 pound* Chains.
4,000 File*.
9,000 pound* Boiler and Tank Rivet* and Plato

-BY THE—

remaining Lecturers will

days.

OF-

MHfHill & BUM!

W. W. Serving’s furniture store, Randolph
street, was burned last night. Loss $110,000.

New York, Dec. 4.
Second Board.—Stocks strong
Amei lean Gold.148*
United States one year Certificates..
97|

2,000 pound*nssorted Wire.
760 pounds Block Tin.
1,000 pound* Sheet Lead.

of Public

The following gentlemen have been engaged for this
Course, viz.:
flev. Henry Ward Beecher.
Bishop Matthew Simpson.
Rev. A. A. Willem,
Rev. Edw. H. Chapin,
J. De Cordova. Esq.,
John B. Gough, Esq.,
George W. Curtis, Esq.

Presents !

Dec. 3.

Mess 28 50 @ 29 G2}.

1.62

CmmU at 1.00 marked dowa to

Wednesday Evenings.

and have a glorious Thanksgiving this year,*
Give them a warm reception, and do not tail to call
and secure some

matter

New York Markets.
New York, Dec. 4.
Cotton—dull. Middling Uplands at 50c.
Flour—15 @ 25c lower. State at 7 25 @ 8 35.
Wheat—1 @ 2c lower.
Com—lc lower.

1.46

2.00

as

Passage of the Constitutional Anietulment by
the Alabama Legislature,
Washington, Dec. 4.
The Alabama Legislature has ratified by an

Chicago,

“
“

COSSETS l

Lectures,
the Mercantile Library
Asssociatlon, will be delivered at

The

“
“

COSSETS !

Lectures.

Library

OITY

BE IN SEASON I

1.76

Circular Saw*.

60 Screw Jacks.
900 leet Spark Netting.

iy A splendid 85 Spring, extra clasp tape skirl,
1.50 tanner price 8.85.

FIND

Thirteenth Annual Series
rpHE
i under the direction of

PREPARE for THANKSGIVING!

Cross-cut, and
^
60 S.1®?;,
Steel Squares.

1.26

I860.—dlf

Mercantile

*

Dec 4—dtf

Pumping
Wood-sawing

only

ENGAGED.

MAJ. GEN. KILPATRICK, of New Jersey.
FRED DOUGLASS, of New York.
MAJ. GEN. CHAMBERLAIN, of Maine.
REV. J. M. MANNING, of Mass.
REV. A. L. STONE, of Mass.
HON. JAMES HARLAN, Sec. of the Interior.
GEO. W. CURTIS, ESQ., of New York.
MRS. FRANCES ELLEN HARPER, of Maryland.
MAJ. GEN. O. O. HOWARD, U. S. Army.
Per Order of Committee.

“

“

1.60

Pipe.

50 steel-plated Frog*.
90 steel Frog Plates.
50 set Switch Fixture*.
3 portable Forges.
8
Engine*.
3
Engines.
2 portable Saw* mills.
2 steam Pile-Drivers, complete.
2 Caloric Engine*.
95 »et Planes.

AND OTHERS IN PROPORTION.

Tickets for Balance of the Course $1.
LECTURERS

feet assorted lias

Grind-*,tones.
28,000 pounds Track Bar*.
7,500 pound* Spike Maul*, Cold Chisel*. Ac.
2,000-Pick* and Shovel*.
t'00 Lanterns.
4,500 Axe*, Hatchets, and Adzes.
7,000 Handles.

NEW YORK

HALL,

INDEPENDENT LECTURES!

And the feet of their having been recently
purchased enables us to offer them at

N"o. 5

0,500 leet Leather Belting.
3,0u0 pounds Rubber and Hemp Packing.
10 Henderson Pump*.

Skirts at 1&5 marked down to 1.00

in this city.
Admittance 25 cts. Children 15 cts.
Tickets for
sale at the Stores of N. J. Gilman. Bailey & Noyes,
and Short & Loring.
Dec 4—td

Castings

Br*a»c*sti£m.

25.000 bounds Rone.
14,500 leet assorted Class.

ANDERSON’S,

“

at CITY

ns

50

“

Republic,”

t

70,000 pound* Boat Spike*.
250,000 pound* Railroad Spikes.
140,000 pound* cut Spike* aiul Nall*.

2,600

MILE UR JST,

the

Lead Pipe, old.
Scrap Brass.
coils, 1J inches diameter, Wife Cable.
Vise*.
assorted Bar Iron.

tons

2 tons Sheet Copper.
1 ton Sheet Brass.

PRICES ALL MARKED DOWN

OF NEW YORK,
Will deliver his famous ADDRESS “The Future
of

tons good second-hand X Rail.
ton* old T Hall.
tons old Strap Rail.
ton* Axle Iron, old.
ton* Tire Iron, old.
tons Scrap Steel, old
ton* Car Wheels, old.
ton* Wrought Scrap Iron.
ton* Cost Scrap Iron.

6 tons

COST,

CONTINUING FOB TEN DAYS!

“

REV.

EJiptic Car Spring-.
Davis* Patent Car Springs.

"2H tons assorted
Sheet Iron.
assorted Steel.
J5
260 tons Iron

26 MARKET SQUARE. 26.

Thanksgiving Evening, Dec. 7 th,

•'

CORSETS I
AT

£>

At 71 o’clock.under the auspices of the Sabbath School
Teachers Association. The profit of the Lecture to
he devotod t# the cause of Misssion Sabbath Schools

Extremely

SKIRTS,

*1

and

75
1.25

15c.

a

64
100
600
400
6o0
60
7
8
225
250
220
3
10
7

Sale!

THANKSGIVING!
CITY

50 to 02c.

for

HOOP

Years Night,

And One at tl that has been Selling at

We have

6,000 pounds Rubber Springs,

-at-

purchasers.

Very Fine Nice Quality

Closing-Out

Skirt and Corset Store!

ALPACCA!

Very Good Quality

leet assorted Lumber.
30 new Platibrm Car*, 1 foet 81 inches
gauge.
20 box Freight Car*, 4 feet 8J inches
gaugo.
4 Passenger Con.
660 Car Wheels, (good).
126 pairs Car Wheel*, on axle*.
4u0 new Car Axle*.

hay

Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock.
Clothing Checked Free.
no28©odtojanl

pieces

cheap, in which we offer extra induceAmong them are some

very

ments to

New York, Dec. 4

overwhelming vote, the Constitutional Amendment abolishing slavery.

WILL COMMENCE this

MONDAY, tho4th<iayol December,

2,506,000

Haring determined to reduce tho
^ gtock o(
Hoop Skirts and Corsets now tu ,Wre

To be obtained of the
Managers, and at the door.
MUSIC BY CHANDLER’S QUADRILLE BAND.
D. H. Chandler, Prompter.

shall sell at the

we

New

on

The opening

Dense fog prevailed all day and evening.—
But few arrivals from sea. Steamer Lafayette
Irom Havre, is anchored below. Steamer Albemarle from Richmond, is ashore at Fort Lafayette; expected she will be got off soon.

WILL
Va.,on

THURSDAY

GaUery.

4

All

on

each Assembly,
New Years Night,

"

Various Items.

Pork—lower.

Sail

C O TTONS.

and

A“*mblica

l

Office qf Assistant QuartciTnasirr.
Washington, b. 0 Oct. 31, 1865.
sold at Public Auction, at Alexandria.

^ ^

AT COST.

A Great

Ilall,

To close with an Assembly on Thursday
JanJ Night.
b
uary 11th, 1866.
MANAGERS:
Pres. Edw. Hodgkins,
VicePres. S. S.Haunaford,
Scc’y P. W. Stouchani,. Treas. F. J. Bailey.
y’
C. H. Phillips,
I. A. Rich,
R. D. Page.
Tickets for the Course,
$5.00
**
Thanksgiving or Christmas Night
1.00

Bleached and Brown

Massachusetts.
Boston, Dec. 4.
John H. Perry, citizens’ candidate, was
elected mayor of New Bedford to-day without
was

be

Gerbish,

Night,
A Grand Firemen’B Military, and Oivic!

Elections in

Edward H. Bennett

CORSETS!

Thanksgiving Night

on

Virginia

IMPORTANT TO RAILROAD COMPANIES.

A Ball on Christmas

SHIRTING FLANNELS.

Vessels Ashore.

opposition.

Club.

—OF—

NIGHTS°Wed by tW°

PLAIN AND FANCY

Fortress Monroe, Dec. 4.
English brig Victory, from Liverpool, for

morning."

Such

WEARl

Hale

government sale.

-with-

BOYS

Co!, Auctioneers.

&

Alexandria

DANCES, at

A Ball

Prints

At

*

Af

-AND-

Ex. No. 4,

———

Richmond, is ashore and bilged, in Lynn Haven Bay.
The English ship Summons, from Liverpool,
for Baltimore, is ashore at Bondey Island.
The ship Glasgow, from the East Indies, for
Baltimore, is ashore twenty miles south of
Cape Henry.

HOOP SKIRTS,

ASSOCIATION,

Mechanics’

Sleighs,

31—iltflNBY BAILl‘*

dtd

-FOB-

tablished in Texas.

Beef—quiet.

of

Full in all its Departments!

heartily
endorse the President’s reconstruction policy.
Niel Brothers & Co., a prominent cotton
firm here, estimate the total amount of old
and new crops of cotton at 2,100,000
bales;
and total amount unfit to spin, 100,000.
The Provost Marshal system has been rees-

Municipal

a

a

Louisiana.
New Orleans, Dec. 2.
The Legislature passed a resolution unanimously to-day to the effect there is no opposition, open or secret, to the United States Government, in this State; that slavery is abol-

Dec. 2.

~70CEAN

our

Oliver

A. Blanchard.

_

,n

Blankets,

nesses,

Auction

5,*05,

Quartette

Washbubx,Jr.,

Portland,

WOOLEN GOODS!
AND

J

Oct

Will commence their FOURTH ANNUAL
COURSE

From

ished

Israel

a

suspension of the rules,
the bill passed by a vote of 133 against 26.
Adjourned.

gress.

in the city to

We would also invite particular attention to
Stock of

MEN

Dayw

by

Tickets for the Course.ILOO.
Ticket for one Lecture,.
25c.
For sale at the
Bookstores, Paine’s Music Store,Crosuian &
Lowell
door.
Jfe Senter’s, and at the
Co.’s,
Doors,open at 6 o’clock. Lecture to commence at 7 J.
Committee of Arrangements.
Jacob McLellan,
Benj. Kingsbury, Jr.,

select from.

The oath of office was then administered to
the members.
Mr. Stevens presented the bill which was
approved in the Republican caucus, for the

appointment of

making

And

follows: Schuyler Colfax, of

as

Jas. Brooks, of New York, 35.
Mr. Colfax was conducted to the chair,
when he returned his thanks in a brief and

“I must not forget to tell you that I
derstanding
29th of each month, at 3 P. M., from Pier 43 North
have got Paul Bogle's valet for my guide—a little fellow ol extraordinary intelligence. A light rope tied
to the stirrup, and a revolver now and then to hisfl River,
ONE of their NEW FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS,
head, cause us to understand each other; and he
knows every single rebel in the island by name and
has
and
been
the
just
THE
face,
selecting
captains, colonels
and secretaries out of an immense gang of prisoners
just come in hero, whom i shall have to shoot to-morrow

Music by Shaw’s

ol the best Stocks

Ten

HALL.

CITY

NEW STYLES,

rsv—

_

son, Clerk, proceeded to call as require# by law
the roll of the members elect.
While the roll was being called, Mr. Maynard, of Tennessee, whose name had not been
placed on the roll by Mr. McPherson, wanted
to suggest something, but the Clerk refused to
be interrupted.
After the call was completed, Mr. Maynard
again rose to speak, but the Clerk again ruled
him out of order.
One hundred and seventy-five members answered to their names.
Mr. Jas. Brooks, of New York,made a speech
characterizing the omission of names of members from Tennessee from the rolls, as unprecedented, unjust, uncalled for.
The House took no action on the subject,
but proceeded to the election of Speaker,

And

That it may be seen on wliat species of evidence
British officers, commanding a Queen's regiment, can
thus act as hangmen of captives made
by special
constables out of a “camp,*’ we subjoin Col. Hobbs'
own account ol his chief approver, and of bis method
ot investigation, or, as he calls it, “coming to an un-

Trimmings

!

Comprising all tlie

one

For

!

we

JERSEY,

Ou Tuesday Eve’ng, Dec.

fr

Cloakings and

AUCTION

Saturday, at n o’clock a »r
shall sell Horses,rarriaL'es*HarEvery
Lime St.,
Rohes

Major Gen’l Kilpatrick,
OF NEW

CLOAKS!

HOUSE.

St.

BRITISH TROOPS.

Third Lecture will be delivered

Jersey.

S.

[From, the London Daily News, Nov. 17.]
The Revolt in Jamaioa.

direct from New
York,

Sales.

Horses, Carriages, Harnesses, Ac.,
at

The Portland Frecdmcn’. Aid Association

large assortment oi

a

Auction

IN AID OF

*

Axe now receiving,

Miscellaneous.

INDEPENDENT LECTURES

LEACH, BARTLETT* PARKER,

Destructive Fire,
is at present the terminus of the Great Falls
and Conway R. R. It is a thriving little vil-

Entertainments.

XXXIX CONGRESS—First Sossion.

Indiana, 139;

FALLS

is likewise prosperous, the only limit being the
number of mill-operatives who can be obtained.

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

towards our

especially
at his appreciation of
accomplishments of one from

GEEAT

Miscellaneous.

TEIEGRAPH,

BY

to notice the friend-

A communication from S. B. Beckett, Esq.,

who has recently, by order, of the City Council, taken a census of the city, was read and
ordered to be entered upon the records.

It will be seen that

of lectures.

are pleased to learn that
townsman, Josiali Pierce, Jr., Esq., now
in business at St. Petersburg, has recently

City Sugar Refining Co. from taxation for our own midst. We are sure that the numerperiod of five years; to pay Stanley Coveil ous friends of
Mr. Pierce, in this city, and vi$50, for injuiies received while in discharge of
his duties as a policeman; to pay John W.
cinity, will join with us in congratulating him
Rand $425 for removing and repairing a buildupon his new honors.
ing under order of the Overseere of the Poor;
Will our friend “W” inform us what citizens
tor the employment of an extra clerk in the
Treasurer's office for the collection of out- of Maine have ever been knighted before ?
We think only of Sir Joshua Phipps, and Sir
standing taxes, at a salary not exceeding $50
per month; providing for the distribution of Wm. Pepperell.
Ho v was it with Admiral

Friday evening, Dec. 15th.
IN CONVENTION.
by this arrangement the
The two Boards met in
and
“Independent Course” consists of Nine Lec- elected the followiug persons Convention,
cullers of Hoops
tukes in addition to those already delivered,
and Staves: Horatio White, Walter H. Thomas,
making the whole course twelve in number, Eben Armstrong, L. C. Porter, George Mothe balance of which are offered to the public Lellan, Alvin Harmon.
The Convention then dissolved, and the
lor the low price of “one dollar,” embiaciug Board
adjourned.
an array of talent rarely brought together in
on

one eoursc

Knighted.—We

our

est
the

P. & it. Railroad o.
Boots and Shoes— Llliott & McCallar.
To the Legislature of.vlaine.
M. C. At. A.—Stated

Taken—Ladder.

I

ONLY.

ELDEN &
November 21,1866.

WHITMAN
du

teeth or stumps they wish to have removeil for resetting ho wouhl give a polite Invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines lor sale
lor lanilly use, with thorough Instructions.
Dr. D. can accomimjdate a lew patients with board
and treatment at liis lu use.
Office hours bom 8o’clock A. M to 12 SI.; bom
to 6 P. M.. and 7 to 0 In the evening.
novltl
Consultation bee.

-----■■■

n—————y■fp———■———■^—w——

For Sale and to Let.

_Poetry.

Valuable Hotel

The Cockney.
BY JOHN

SAXE.

G.

was
At a

Imabble

A

paid.
Apply at the
Doc 2—tf

be pur-

can

Stories llb,h. and eonJtiteen apartments lot
besides
fcurcoimciaus
stores, and all
theussorrinnts,
r Ilt&i
the most approved modern conveniences Ibr a
CLASS HOTEL.
It was designed by \Ym. Washuubn, Esq., Arciutect, ofBoaton.
Its arrangement* fur Hotel purposes are promnim'tnobc o>
od by competent jndges to be fully equal to
ia most
any Hotel in the country. Its constructionand 1brst
basement
thorough in all respects; the
otlier
part.
stories being quite fire-proof, and all
nave

A SITUATION

£75 000 according to the original plans.
For price, terms of sale and other particulars,

November

HOUSE

Fur Sale at

or

not sold within ten days;
IFold,
with eleven finished
It Is

amung us.
I n atist with pleashure that the poorer the
individjule, the moar anxshus he seamed to
own a nigger. Opinions were then interchanged. Absolum Kitt, who is a carpenter,
and w'ho never saved » dollar, hevin alluz hed
a sick wife and a large family of
children, sed
he felt that a grate work hed been done that
nite. The proud Angle-Saxun, whom nacher
intended to rool, had that nite bepn elevated
2 his normal speer. Hens4tli ther wuz no
moar laber fer him.
He hed a contrack to
bild a bowse for brother Podhammer, anil he
hed no doubt that the brothrin who wuz
ble3t with means wood make up a puss and
enable him to buy a nigger carpenter to do
his work.
joivuiur rouuauiiner aroze,
no, uv coarse,
wood be glad to assist brutber Kitt, but dooty
2 his family reairaladiffjrent lino of akshan.
His idee wuz to purchis a nigger carpenter,

a

good nousc, five

years
rooms.
Lot 4o x 100 feot.
adapted tor two families, with a brick cistern ol
filtered water and a
ol running water In the
cellar. At present prices for building said house and
lot would cost $4,500. J t. will now be Bold if applied
tor immediately, for $2,800 cash; or part cash and part
time for $8,000. Apply to
MOSES GOULD,
nov 24
d2w
74 Middle Street.

Agents

for

ings and Books by subscription.
Address fit once, with stamp, WM. GRACE &
161 Middle St., Portland, Me. P. O. Box 1732.
®ct 14—d&w3m

SALE !

FOR

CUSTOM
prices paid.

three-story BRICK TENEMENT, No. 14
Brown Street—a very desirable residence—in
THAT

Portland, Nov.

complete repair.

three-story Brick
THE
Danforth and Tate

House JXo. 70, corner of
Streets. It has all the modern improvements and is in excellent condition.
The house can be examined any
day.
For terms, &c., applv to
RUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Whart.
Portland, Nov. 8, 3865 —istf

Nov 23—dtf
-:-

Tenement Wanted.
a

Oct 10—dtf

ing.

a Provision and Groa
run oi trade.
Location
any in the cJty, both for buying and sell-

A

Said lot is

nue.

composed

very handsomely laid out.
address Box 596 P. O.
Nov 4—dtf
and is

est rates

Kitt, turning pale, “my family
on them wages.
Wy, I might ez
well be a nigger myself.”
At this point I lilted up my voise. I exorted Bro. Kitt to patience. The
grate dimocratic idee that eapytle sliood one laber must be

established. It may bare lard upon individjules, but wliat then? John lingers went
calmly to the stake for principple. Ef brother
Kitt do not like to accept his normal condition
at wunst, he kin go to some le38 favored country, where the grate institution is not established.
Brother Podger, a blacksmith, sed he
sup-

the main Aveof two lots in one,
on

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

CASH CAPITAL,

$1,035,000

$1,000,000all paid in.
Surplus, 204,188,40

$1,204,188,40
Assets Jan’y 1, 1865.

Tlii« Co. is the FIEST and ONLY Co.
ized on this Continent, with an

Assets $360,000
Co. of Hartford, Conn.,

One

Great;
be

THE

smith, and
a
plasterer, made a similar observasliun. UroPunt, a bricklayer, remark! likewise. Whereupon they ail, in corus, similarly exclaimed
they’d see us d-d fust, and then they woodent» Whereupon they reconsidered their resolution establishin slaivry.
Kitt and his heretix waz not at church last
Sunday. Trooiy, a reformer’s Jordan is a hard
road to travie I bleeve.—Petbolkum V. Nasby, Pastureof sed Church, in charge.

Alex attended church last Sabbath, where
have scientific (quartette) singing, and
was surprised at the difference between scientific singing and that he had been accustomed
to in the backwoods. He brought a specimen
of the style, which is copied from the
original:
Waw-kaw, nwaw daw aw raw

they

Thaw

saw thaw law aw waw;
Waw-kaw taw thaw raw vaw yaw braw
Aaw thaw raw-jaw saw awB.

Which rendered into English reads
lows :
Welcome, sweet day of rest,
That saw the Lord arise;

as

fol-

Alex says that in the country they are green
to think it necessary for good
singing
that the words of the hymn should be
sung.—
How very verdant!

enough

Jeremiah Mason was engaged as’ counsel in
the celebrated trial of Rev. E. K. Avery, a
Methodist divine, for the murder of a young
lady in Rhode Island. He experienced great
difficulty in obtaining sufficient evidence to
establish his case, when one
night about
twelve o clock, as he was hard at
work, a wellknown clergyman rushed in upon him breathless with excitement, and es claimed—
“Mr. Mason, I’ve got tbe evidence that will
clear brother Avery.”
“Well,sir, what is it?”
“Yes, sir, I have it. I had a dream last
night in which the Angel Gabriel appeared
and said Avery was innocent.”
“Very good, sir; then take that summons
and have it served on Gabriel at once!”
was

or

on

told by his minis-

ter that he must
forgive a certain darkey
against whom he seemed to entertain very bitter feelings. “Yes
sail,” he replied. “If I dies
but if I get well dat nigg
““
must take care.”

iSt**4 nitp;

Prime

ner

of

finely located Eoal Estate, on the

In

€aj>e

july25dtf

act

Sr,,

Portland, Me.

A

THE SCH. JULIA NEWELL, now
Mying at Commercial -Wharf, 12S tons,
well found in sails and rigging, and
suitable for the lisliing or coasting busi-

To Let

or

very favorable terms.
JOHN

CHASE,

Commercial Wharf.

Lease for

term of Years.

a

Store and Wharf
occupied by (diaries
H* Merrill, situated between Union Wharf and
THE
now

Merrill's.

The Wharf contains about 1500
square ft.,
with a two story building
thereon, 20 by 75. For further particulars inquire of

Seizure of Goods.
*8 hereby given that the
Ua_
scribed goods were seized at thisfolWIng
nortn5

N°™E

lor

a

violation of the

10,1865, on board Steamer “N.>w v^i *
1 bundle Cloth, marked “H. S. Osgood &
°J?*
ton.” 1 bundle Cloth, marked “Mi
Sarah LowSlS?
November

bundle Cloth marked “Mrs. Kate BrnS
Boston.”
Silk Velvet Vest, marked “N. y
Blakeslce, New York.” Nov. 11th, at Grand Trunk
1
barrel
Depot,
containing Beans and Nutraem
mark-d“J. Whitney, care of N. D.—B. Boston*
Nov. 16th, on board steamer New York. 1 Trunk
marked “K.” containing 12 bottles
Brandy; 1 bag
containing 8bottles Brandy; 2 packages containing
6 bottles Spirituous
2
Bolls
Liquors;
Homespun
1
1

°n

particulars, enquire of

BEN J. KNIGHT,
Atlantic Wharf.

U8att

<-'ommorc*a^ St, 3 Jugs Spirituous

~FOR

Any

porson or persons claiming the same aio r6k
quested to appear and make such claim within ninebereofi otherwise the said
goods will be disposed oi in accordance with the act
ot

ISRAEL

WASHBURN, Jr.,

CoUector.

Kov 29,18C8—dlaw3<v

SALE

Tstreet *viPhI|LH<t1u.V>'^°*<• 1°ry
to

siry

carry
y oil a

Snei

Merchants’ National Bank,

d

1’

are

BlnkonSATfeL^".?
M., for the following

hereby notified

■

neccs-

-ALSO,__
I!UG0IE«
^
°

j

Aug. 29—dtf.

jgSSSSZttssszgszsrthe
othi
.Id—For the transaction ot any
may legally come before them.y
By Order of tbe Directors.

22,1865*'

^'

Uc

Tah“

bu'ine“8 that

1>AVS°N

For Salt*.

__

WFste2*two‘*tory
Jifc.lL
of

Uriuk IIousc N’°-48 1Janlortl*

I-quire

.^'ashler.

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam!
Cough., Cold, anil Con.nmptton!
ill 1832, and still the beat known
remedy for all affections (ffthc Lungs, Throat ami
Cheat. Be carelul lo get tbe genuine.
REED, CUTLER & CO., Boston, Proprietors.
Largo Bottles, $1.00.
Small, 50 cents.
For

ESTABLISHED

Cod Idver Oil

expressly lor Meilicinal use by HEED;
CUTLER & CO., who have facilities for obtaining oil
oi Oie most reliable
quality. Large Bottles, $1,00.
Not

Novis-dtf

4

J

t”1,8 *“

"“ffiTsssagr<br
Exchange
Ho. Cl

____

mmy
one

“Hio

N.

For

»»

UimSt.

Farm for Sale.

hundred andth

-*■

^

_Second National Bank.

A
§si 5Ld“
.__

;

JAMES E. CARTER,

H. STEPHENS! VN

I-StteuiSr^Sre Of

Yarmouth,

!

A Libel against THE SCHOONER MARY LIZZIE and TWO HUNDRED and TEN BARRELS OF
MACKEREL, seized by the Collector of the District
>f Portland and Falmouth, on the twelfth day of
leptember last past, at Portland, in said District.
A Libel against THE SCHOONER LUCY NEAL,
\er tackle, apparel and furniture, seized by the Collator of the District of Machias, on the tenth day of
tatober last past, at Jonesborough, in said District.
An Information against FIFTY CASES OF GIN.
cized by the Collector of the District of Portland
.nd Falmouth, on the twentieth day of October last
last. at Portland in said District.
Which seizures were for breaches of the laws of the
Ini ted States, as is more particularly set forth in said
nformations and Libels; that a hearing and trial
vill be bad thereon at Pqrtland, In said District,
•n the Sixth day of December next; where any perons interested therein, may appear and show cause,
f any can be shown, wherefore the same should not
•e decreed forfeit and disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland, tills twenty-second day of Noember, A. D. 1866.
F. A. QUINBY,
Dep. U. S. Marshal,
Nov 22—dtd
Dist. oi Maine.

“Morse Farm "near

containing
Sj^th 2an?5.utli,
f°r 8a,e- Wb
on

the

Eleven Million

$11,133,600

WH H

Moore,

Henry t!nii,
Win C PickerBgill,
Lowis Curtis,
Charles H Russell,
Lowell Holbrook,
B Warrou Weston,

Royal Phelps,

Caleb B&rstow,
A P Pillot,
Dariel S Miller,
Joshua J Henry,
teorge U Hobson,

Wm Sturgis, Jr,
Henry K Idigrrt,
William E Dodge,
Dennis Perkins,

Joseph Gadoid, Jr,
J Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grinnell,
C A Hand,
Watts Sherman,
B J Howland,

Benj Babcock,
Fletcher Wostray,
Rob B Mioturn, Jr,
Gordon W Burnham,
Frederlok Chauucey,
Jiavid Lane,
James Jaw,
>
mes Bryce,
Chas H Marshall.
John D. Jonhs, President.
Chaklhs Dbnhis, Ylee-Prcsident.
W. H. H. Moork, 2d Vioe-Pres’t.
I. H. Chapman, Aoting Secretary.

Applications reoeived by

J. We

MUNGER,

166 Fore St.

HebSledlm llmeodfcwfiw

PORTLAND.

Notice.
trusting or harboring my wife,
Albertina V, Libby, on my account, as I Bhall pay
io bills of her contraction after this date.
Not 20-dlw*
9. B, LIBBY,

IFOBBID

any

one

PROF. LIEBIG’S FOOD FOR CHILDREN
AND

INVALIDS.

pleasant lootl, pophighly
devised the
rHIS
ular in Germany and England,
Baron
of
tho celebrated
>ast
nutriciouR and

so

was

<

chemist,
Liebig
year by
Berlin. Infants who aro deprived of the mother’s
nilk, can be made healthy and strong by the content use of this food. And invalids, those who are
onsmuptive, dyspeptic or feeble from any cause, will
ind it most excellent and strength-imparting.

Messrs. JAS. R. NICHOLS & CO., Manufacturing
< Chemists, 159 Congress Street, have made arrangeoents to prepare this food perfectly pure and fresh,

j

n

large quantities.

For sale by all the Apothecaries.
j jIPS As Co., Wholesale Agents.
Nov 24—dif

W. F. PHIL-

TtAAA A YEAR made by any one with
—Stencil Tools. No experience
lecoss-iry. The Presidents, Cashiers, and TreasurSent free
r» of three Banks indorse the circular.
rith samples. Address the American Stencil Tool
oc5dSm
Yorks, Springfield, Vermont.

3000 Yds. Poplins and Thlhets,
I NARKED down and to be said at bargains.

VJl

novl4

distf

C. K. BABB.
No. 9 Clapp’s Block,

Ma,,a«er'

EVE It Y

FIVE DAYS.

Long Whar Boston,.at 12 M.
Pine St. Wharf, Philadelphia,.at 10 A.M.
Freight for the West forwarded by the Pennsylvania Railroad, and to Baltimore and Washington by
From
From

Canal or Railroad, free of commissions.
For freight, apply to

Sprague, soule

Nov 22—dlyr

o T

& co.,
Wharf, Boston.

lacs, Prssenger

Arrangement!

TUG

Forost City, Lewiston and
Will,

and 220 r.
and 2 30

until

Hcntreal,

farther uotice,

run as

follows:—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday. Tuesday Wednes-

r.

-day, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o’clock 1\ M : and ludia W harf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 5 o’clock P. M,

Freight trains leave Portland

and Boston daily
FRANCIS CHASE, Suit.
r

Portland, Nov. G, 1865—<1U

PORTLANDUpESTERlR.

Fare In

Cabin

$2.00.

...

fif Freight taken as usual
The Company aro not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value and that personal, unless uotice is given and paid for at the rate of
passenger for every $5U0 additional value.
L. HILLINGS Agent.
Aug 5, 1865.
feb.18,1863—dtf

ono

nBRBBSi! On and after Monday. Oct 30. 1865,
►
*#S}?it!=y!rains will leave as follows, until further
—

Leave Saco River for Portland at G 30 and 9 40 A. m.
and 3 40 p. m.
V Leavo Portland for Saco River at 8 00 a. m, and 2 00
and 5 30 p m.
The 9 40 a m and 200 p. u'. trains will be freight
trains, with passenger cars attached.
fc-^Stages connect at tiorhain for West Gorham,
Standish, Steep Falls. Baldwin, Denmark, Sehugo,

Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limingtou, Cornish,Por-

Freedom, Madison, and Eaton. N. H.
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington. Liinington, Limerick, NewAold,
Parsonsfield and Ossipee
At Saccarappa for South Windham, Windham Hill,
and North Windham, daily.
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Oct 26. i860—dlf

ter

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD,
To CO MMENCE MON DA Y, June 26/h
aSBlggy1365 Trains leavo Portland, Grand
Trunk Station, for Lewiston and Auburn, at 7 00 A.
M., and 1 25 P.M.
For Paugor and intermediate Stations at 1.25 P. M.
Returning—Leave Lewiston at 6 20 A. M ,and arrive in Portjund at8 30 A M. Leave Bangor at 7.30
A M and arrive in Portland at 2*15 P. M
Both of
these trains connect at Portland with trains for Boston.

New England Screw Steamship Co
SEMI-WEEKLY

run as

Waterville, June 22,1865.

SATURDAY, at 4 o’clock P. M.
These ves« jIh are fitted up w’th fine accommodations for passengers, making ti nt the most speedy,
safs and comfortable route ibr travellers between
New York and Maine
Passage, in State Room,
•6.00. Cabin passage -?6.00. Meals extra.
Goods lorwai dod by this line to and from MonB&ugor, Bath, Augusta, K&stport and
t’
Bt. John.
Skipper* are requested to rend their freight to tfco
steamer* *? early so 9 F. 41. on the day that they

Ot

RAILWAY,

Canada.

W1JN J. J&K IYJlvIvA-IN LirjAllhiN

Morning Train

South

for

yaehec,

leave Portland.
For

freight or passage apply to
EMERY k FOX, Brown’* Wharf, Portland.
H. ». CROMWELL k CO., No. 88 Weet Street,
New York.
dtf
_Mav 29, 18G5.

Interaational_Steamsliip
Eastport,

Calais and

Co.

St. John.

TWO TRIPS-A WEEiL

MORSE, Supt.

jhne23tf

GRAND TRUNK

toilow6:

and

Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and returning is due in Portland at 1 P. M.
Stages connect with trains at principal Stations,
daily for most of the towns north and east of this line.

1.

Nov. 6/A,1865,

Paris, Lewiston

and

Auburn at 7 35 A m.
Mail Train for Watervillo,
Gorham, Island
end, Montrojl and Quebf'e atl 10 p m
This train connects with Express train for Toronto,
etroitand
S eeping Cars attached from
1
lan d Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or checked after the
m e above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows:—
810 a v
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
i 45 p. m.
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.

Bangor,

Chicago.

On and after Monday, March 27 the
it
f*
Jgga^-vj7£."-3GSteamer N»\v York,Capt H \V Chisholm, win leave Railroad Wharf, loot of State St,
every Monday at G o’clock v. m ; and the Steamer
»aw Buumh wiok, Capt E B. WinohoR'er, will leave
every Thuubday at6 o’clock p.m, for Kastpcrt and
St. John.
Returning will leave St. John every Monday and
Thursdays at 8 A. m, for Eastport, Portland and

Boston.
At Eastpbrt the Steamer "Owen” will connect
for St. Andrews, Kobinstou and Calais,with the New
Brnswick and Canada Railway tor Woods*ock and
Houlton stations.
S age Coaches also connect at
Eaxtport for Machlas and intermediate places.
At St. John the steamer Emperor will connect, for
Wind- or, Digby and Halifax, and with steamers for
Frederic and the 8t Jehu Uiver.
Through tickets

procured of the agents or tho clerk
Passports required.
Freight received on days cf sailing
P.

M.

Portland, March 30.18C6.

hoard.

on

The Company

baggage
responsible
exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
are

for

not

me

to

any amount

No

until 4 o’clock
C. C. EATON A gent.
meh’Jltf

AS

FAR

AS

THE

WILL

ICE

PERMIT.

one

Grand Trunk Railway.
Por Tickets to all points West & South West,

90 Exchange Street.
tP'* Fares from $-1 to $7 loicer via. the Grand
Trunk Railway, than any other route to the West.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. A"fc.
I WM. FLOWERS.
276 Broadway, New York. |
Eastern Agt., Bangor.

JAS.

E.

E KINDLE,

90 Exchange
August 10—dflm

FALL

Agent,

Street,
PORTLAND,

D.

“BEGl’LATOKJM'apt. W U.
Mower, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot ofState Street, 1‘ortlaud, every
Tuesday and Friday Evening,at 10 o'clock, connect.1
p

Por'Jantl Railway Ticket Office* 31 Exchange Street) (up stairs.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tickets for California, by the Old Line
be secured

marSOdAwtf

Fare Reduced to tho Penobscot River
On and after June 1, the (are between Portland and Bangor will !•©
$3.00; Rockland $2.00: ocher landings on the Uiver reducou in pro’portlon, per steamer Regulator.
A. SOME EUIY, Agent.

New

puouc
merits, when I say that
in the whole catalogue of remedies
Consumption, that will any where

tar

of these
of those
who would bo competent and successful in their treatment and cure.
The inexperienced general practitnor time to make
ioner, having neither
himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
one
of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

opportunity

system

{tursues

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
KA!1 who hnvo committed

an

of

excess

any

kiml,

solitary vice of youth, or the hanging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturcr yea;:-,
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.

whether it be ilio

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow impure Coition, arc
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait tor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge mode.
Hardly a day j^asses but we are consulted by one
or more young man witli the above disease, some oi

whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
liavo it.
All such cases yield to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
many men at the age of thirty who are
oublcd with too frequent evacuations from the Madder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in amannei
On exMPhffljg fill
til*' pati»*ui cannot account for.
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often lie found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin miikish hue,
changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

giThcre

are

a^ain

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure m such coses, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the l>r.,
«ui do so oy writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, If desired.
Address:
Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street fcorner of Middle
Street |, Portland. Me
Ur" Send a Stomp for Circular.

Electee

Medical

TO

THE

Infinnaei/,

LADIES.

DR. HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladies, whc
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. D
Temple Street, wbieli they will find arranged for iheii
accommodation.
especial
lnr. H.*s Electic

Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue iu regulating ail
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific ami
certain of producing relief hi a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in oil cases of ob
structions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain.
It is purely vegetable, containing nothing hi
the least injurious to the health, and may be takcu
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions
Dll. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street (Corner of Middle), Portland.

B.~ Ladies desiring may consult one of theb
A lady of experience in constant attend

Janl.lhfifid&wly

ance.

Coe’s

Dyspepsia Cure

The World’s Great

Remedy

—fob—

DYSPEPSIA !
and a'l diseases of the

STOMACH AND BOWELS!
One Bottle is guaranteed to cure the worst esse of
Dyspepsia iu cAisteue *, and one date will instantly
relieve tho moat agg.avated attacks of

Cholera Morbus,

tick Headache.
Sickness at Stomach,
Heartburn,

Dysentery,

Fev or and Ague.
Colic

Fains,

fact all diseasos proceeding from the Stomach
and Bowels. It is a sovereign ami permanent cure for

!rT^

r^r t

’

s

COMPOUND EXTRACT OP

Cubebs and

Copaiba,

and

a
es

male

female, frequently performing
a perfect cure in the short ?pa?e of tl ree or
our
and
in
always
loss
timo than any other prepadays,
ration. Jntheuseoi
or

Tarranfs Compound Extract qf Cubebs and

Copaibs

therois no need of confinement or ohange of diet
In its approved form of a paste, it i- entirelv tarteless, and causes ne unpleas >nt Hc-nsa*ion io the patient. and no # xp»aora. it is now acknowledged by
the most learned in tho

profession

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBILITY.
and

Certain,
Speedy Cure for all diseasthe Bladder, Kidneys and Ut inary Organs,
18 ofSure,
either in tho

in e-ery instance regulates and restores to a
healthy co dition a disordered stomach, enabling the
paticut to take healthy food without danger or distress from it. It is the most wonderful remedy and
the most speedy in its action, ever known to the
world No one will do
has ever used it ouoe.
YOU

and

Til AT

without it in tho house that

SUFFERING,

ARE

bog of you if you are sick! to mako just
of it. Price One Dollar per bottle.
We

ono

trial

Sold by Druggists everywhere.

C. G. CLARK & CO., Proprietors,

that in the above

olass ofdiseases, Cubobs and Copaiba are tho ouly
fWo remr-dies known that can be relied ujon with
any oertainty or success.

New Haven, Conn.
HAY, tV F PHILLIPS if CO, and J. IY.
PEKKIAS tf CO., Ageuts, Portland, Me.
//. II.

Copa iba

JVE VER FA IL S.
Manufactured only by

England Bemedy.
J.

know

that remedies handed out f«,r
general use should have
their‘ efficacy established by well tester 1
experience in
the hamls of a regiilarlv educated
physician, whose
preparatory studies fits him for aU tlm duties he must
fulfill; jet the country is Hooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purjiorting to be the bestiii the world,
arc uot only useless, but always
iujuriena. The unfortunate should be particular hi
selecting his
jilivsician, as it is a lamentable yet inconlrovertabfo fact, that many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general
practice;
for it is a point generally conceded by the Vest syphil-

aud in

Torrant's Compound Extract of Cubebs

THE GREAT

am not

CAUTION TO THE PUELIC.
Every intelligent and thinking person must

train from Boston.

m

Returning wRl loam Bangor every Monday and
Thursday Morning aG o'clock, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Sear* port, Bucksport,Winterport and Hamden, both way?.
Passengers ticketed through on the Boston, Maine,
and Eastern Rni road at the Depots in Bobton,
Salem,
Lynn and Lawrence.
For Freight or Passage arply to
A, BOMEKBY, Agent,
At Office on the Wharf.
Oct
Portland,
27tli, 18G5.—dtf

♦♦There is no «uch Word as Fail.”

LOWEST RATES OF FARE,
And all needful information cheerfully furnished.
Travellers will find it greatly to their ad vantage
to proouze Through Tfekrti at the

March K), 1866.

perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
tact of his
long standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing butHclcut assurance of his s'.ill and suc-

Portland. May 31, 1885—dtl

for all the great Leading Routes to ChicaCleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Galena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, LaCrosse, Green Bay,
Quincy, St, Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
&o., and is prepared to furnish Through Tickets
from Portland to all the principal Cities and Towns
in the loyal States and the Canadas, at the

Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad iray
at this office.

standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease fr om the system, and
making u

N.

On and filter Monday, Oct. 30th,
new and fast-going Steamer

LITTLE

by early application

ARRANGEMENT!

Canadas.

Agent
IS go,
Cincinnati,

selAtbuse.
oi

profession,

the

Important to Travelers

W.

Devoting

own sex.

ing with tho

APPLY TO THE

General Western Ticket Office,

TA R HA MV

A CO.
27H Greenwich 8L, New York

W. POLAND'S

%

WHITE PI\'E

highly of their

cure

P0RTLAND&PEN0BSC0T RIVER

passenger lor every $50*> additional value.
C. J BIIY DOES, Managing Director.
H BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
nov^dtf
Portland, Nov. 1,1865

private

HOW

LINE.

The splendid and fast lit cam ships
C HK3 APEAK E, it lap t W. W. Sherwood, and FRANCONIA, Cant. H.
3 hub wood, wili until further notion,

Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 T. M., ana lt*ve Pier
9 North River, New York, overy WEDNESDAY

Lr*

privately,

VV

ographers, that the study and management
complaints should engross the whole time

STEAMERS

—

a. it.

Temple Street,

cess.

Lino.

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
now form the line, anu a steamer leave* each port

Summer

Leave Bostsn for Portland at 7 30 A.

notice:

Philadelphia

Steamship

SACO i PORTSMOUTH R. R.
»mi »fter Nov. 6
.o-U^***yy.-Tj~uina leave as foil.,*.*
Leavo Portland for Boston at 8 46

p.nd

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE!

Sol-1 by Druggfct* all

BRADFORD,

District.

JENan’anLed CONCORD
and

WAGONS.
For particulars enquire of
I* • If. RANDALL, on Ihc* i»remiRTH
1!audal) &

THLSMr, °U'lis
hoi/enat
PMuoMif6*’ at “m °clo<;k’ SsSjgS? £ANDALL-81
lvB1 lnc'eaae the
capitaletockof tbe Bmktklr the>
Ba»h

No. 20 Preble

appurtenances
lirLAh!" V,"1
Carriage Manufacturing

6 were 40

THN*TKI8:

John D Jones,
Charles Denuis,

other.

COMPOUND,
of
approach it in efficacy or real merit.
Is now offered to the afflicted throughout the country,
Having suffered for two years with the terrible dis- alter having been proved by the test of eleven years,
»n the New England States, where its merits have
ease—Bronchial Consumption—in its worst form,and
become as well known as the tree from which, in part,
having exhausted the fullest resources of the medical it derives its virtues.
iepartment for that special disease, employing the
best Doctors in the city, and my case given up by
TIIE WHITE PINE COMPOUND
them as being perfectly hopeless, I then resorted to
CURES
the trial of patent medicines; having tried them
Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diphtheria, Bronchitis
of
and
and
Pulmonary Affections
Spitting Blood,
thoroughly
receiving no benefit whatever from
generally. It is a remarkable remedy
them, I became disheartened and discouraged, anticfor Kidney Complaints, Diaipating that the frillcst expectations of my Doctors
betes, Difficulty ol Voiding Urine, Bleodand friends would be realized.
from the
Through my whole sickness I have studied fully the
and Bladder, Gravel, and other complaints.
Kidneys
working of this terrible disease through all its variFor Piles and Scurvy, it will be found very valuaous changes, and am prepared to say that no one,
ble.
unless having the experience and chance of study
Give it a trial il you would learn the value of a good
that I have had, is as well prepared to manage and
and tried medicine, li is pleasant, safe and sure.
cure the disease.
Therefore having merited the position I take, through actual experience, I announce
The White Pine Compound, advertised at length in
to the public ray competency to warrant cure of Conrur columns, is not only as to its name
inviting, but
sumption in all its various forms. Tills terrible disis a highly approved medicine.
Dr. J. W. Poland,
ease is considered the greatest
scourge to health in
the inventor, has the confidence of many who know
the New England States, because it has not been
him, a confidence which he enjoyed while laboring
treated in a proper way. This I have learned by subHis exyears as a Baptist minister.
mitting to a general treatment lor tlie disease and usef ully mauy
as a sufferer led to him to make experiments
realizing no benefit whatever, hut continued to grow perience
his
modi
which
issued
in
cal
case
until
was
considered hopeless.
discovery.—Boston
my
worse,
I therelore,in consideration of my returning health j Watchman and Reflector,
The Editor of the Manchester Daily and
and ol the agencies that have been the cause of its
Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Daily, thus writes of the
restoration, do announce to the public that I am prepared to supply medicines to order, to aDy part or the ! Compound.
“Tne White Pine Compound is advertised at much
country,and also hold myself in roadmens to examine
length in our columns, and we are happy to learn that
and treat personally or by letter anApase of a conthe demand for it is increasing beyond all previous
sumptive tendency,that moves obstin^iand unyieldexpectations. It the very beat medicine for' Coughs
ing under other modes of treatment.
and Colds we know of, and no family that has once
used it will bo without it. We speak from our own
M. -4.
knowledge, it is sure to kill a cold and pleasant as
sure.
The greatest inventions come
by accident, and
Portland*.Maine.
it is singular that the White Pino
Compound made
OFFICE—13 DOW STREET,
fov (.’olds and Coughs should prove to bo the
greatest
for
remedy
kidney difficulties known. But so il is.—
Where all letters for advice or business should be
We cannot doubt it, so many testimonials come to us
directed.
from
well-known men. Besides the character of Dr.
I may bo found there every day to examine proPoland is such, that we know that he will uot counfessionally cases of consumption, Bronchitis, or dis- tenance what
is wrong. For years a
eases of a consumptive nature.
Baptist clergyman, studying medicine to find remedies for his
If Advice FREE.
with a delicate consumptive look, standing
Board, with treatment, if desired, at $2.50 per day; ailments,
with one foot upon the grave, he made .he
dorse and carriage furnished daily in fair weather
discovery
which has saved himself, and called out. from hunfor out-door exercise, free of charge.
dreds
of others, the strongest testimonials
Invite
patients from abroad being afflicted
I would
possible.
We
have known Dr. Poland for years, and never
with this disease to visit me, where they can find a
knew a more conscientious, honest,
upright man
dome, and all the care and attention will he paid and are
glad to state that wo believe whatever he
diem to make them at once realize that they are rapidsays about his White Pine Compound.”
lost strength and health.
,y regaining their
I will warrant a cure in most eases.
Call and let
ne examine your case, or write by letter, enclosing
Sold by all Druggists, and dealers in medicine gen*
wo postage stamps, and I will inform you at once.—
ally.
I would also call the attention of tlu public to

States and State of New-York
Stock, City, Bank and othor Stocks,
$4,974 !7nl)
Loans secured by Stooks and otherwise,
2,187,960
Premiiun Notes and Bills Receivable,
Real Estate, Bond and Mortgages, and
other securities,
3,140,630
United States Gold Coin,
441 ,S9>i
Cash In Bank,
288,430

■

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

1Vo. ft

'1X7 HERE lie can be cousuitcd
and with
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
hours uily, and irom 8 A. M. to D P. M.
l>r. U. addresses those who are suffering under the
diseases, whether arising from
affliction oi
Impure connection or the terrible vice of
his entire time to that particular branch
the medical
lie feels warranted in Guar.
BAai'KEISG A CUBE IN’ ALL Cahes, whether of lung

over

Periodical

Lyon’s

Drops!

tho World.

m*yG Godly

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

near

United

by

A BARGA IN'!

rta,te

Congress approved April ?, 1814.

No. 2 Deer

a

*or

over

uiiuxuxg

for the

12,663,730

The Company has Assets,
Dollars, viz

ldtf1’ Traia

Dr.

lueso lueuicmus 10

speaking
there is nothing

of
$19,091,020
Ot which here has been redeemed by

Cash,

the 2d day of December.
For frciilil or passi«c, having super!! r Slate
room
accommodations, apply to
W. 11. KINSMAN & CO.,
No. S India Street
BRIDGE, LORD & CO.,
No. 6 India Street: or to
ISAAC EMERY,
Head .if Long Wharf, Portland.
nov2Dtf

POKTLAND

strength.

too

sum

PURSUANT

For Sale.

Two-story Brick House and Lot,
T„HE
street, at great bargain.

deemed.
The Dividends in the Years 1868-4 and
per oent each.
The Profits for 32 Years amount to the

United States of America, 1
District oi Maine, ss.
J
to Monitions from the Hon. Asliur
ot
tlic
United
States
District Court,
Ware, Judge
within and for the District of Maine, I hereby give
notice
that
the
Informations
and
public
following
Libels have been filed in said Court, viz:
An Information against TWO BARRELS OF
NEW ENGLAND RUM, seized by the Collector of
internal Revenue lor the first Collection District of
Ma>ne. at Portland, in said District on the eleventh
ilay of August last past.
An Information against FIVE BARRELS OF
NEW ENGLAND RUM, seized
the Collector of
internal Revenue for the First Collection District f
in
said
at
Maine,
Portland,
District, on the eighth
lay of August last past.
An Information against ONE HORSE; ONE EXPRESS WAGON; ONE HARNESS; TWO KEGS
BRANDY; ONE KEG JAMAICA RUM; THREE
KEGS WHISKEY; TWO KEGS WHISKEY;
FOUR CASES GIN, seize l by the Collector of the
District of Bath, on the thirtieth day of August last
»ast, at the Forks of the Kennebec River, in said

SEVERAL

health and

The whole profits of the Company revert to the
Absurkd, and are divided Annually, upon the
I’romlums terminated during tho year; and lor which
Certificates are issued, bearing interest until re-

U. S. Marshal’s Notice.

House Lots for Sale.
finely located House Lois in Cape Elizabeth. three minutes’ walk from the Cape Bridge.
of
E.
N. PERRY, at fheGliernPs Office, PortInquire
land, where a plan of Capo Elizabeth lots may be
seen.
mayl3tf

Company

ear. William. NEW YORK.
January, 1866.

Sept 27, 1865—d&wOm

JOSEPH N. WHITE,
No. Gi Union Wharf.

may25dtf

Street.

Insures Against Marine and Inland Navi
gation Bisks.

re-

appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or
most elegant head-dress.
Sold by all Druggiiu.
198
& 200 Greenwich St. H. Y.
Depot

Agt.

xu.

glossy

—.—ness.

In the above cases the Medicated Tonic and Life
Invigorator should be taken together. For an adult
a wine glass full of the Medicated Tonic three or four
times a day; if the patient is much reduced, a large
spoonful once in two or three hours.
The Life Invigorator is a very powerful Tonic, and
should be taken with more care. A half teaspoonfull
should be taken three times a day, in a little water,
after eating. It is purely vegetable and is sure to add
tone and vigor to the whole system.
One botttle of
the Life Invigorator, accompanied according to directions, with the Medicated Tonic, is warranted to
cure in most cases.
It is certain to restore vitality
and vigor to the system which will conquer and
throw off the disease, restoring the patient to perfect

MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.

M Wall St,

sult. Ladies and Children
will appreciate the delightful fragrance and rich,

For Sale.

State

Bronchitis, Sore

Throat, Coughs and Colds.

ATLANTIC

upon the roots

luxuriant growth is the

SPARROW,

Mutual Insurance

pears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and

Nov 29—dtl

Will be sold on
to
Nov 29—dlw

directly

Consumption,

Confirm these Facts.

Central Office 30 Exchange
Portland, July 18, 1865—dtt

of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disap-

For Sale.
HOUSE containing eight rooms, located on
Cumberland St., three minutes walk from Post
Office. Gas throughout, furnace, hard and soft water.
For futtber information apply to
w. J. FELCII,
Office of Claim Agency, No. 2 Fox
Block, (up stairs).

Apply

WARREN

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair. They

13 rooms, closets, &c., all in
complete order. Also well arrange. I Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beauty or location isunauri>asscd in this vicinly.
Term easy. For particulars enquire at

Unity

Nov. 6 lSCa

Jjife Invigorator,

13 the oidy reliable and sure cure for

Those who really wish to know all the facts, vitally
important to their own intereit, before paying out
their money, are invited to call at this office, where
every facility Is cheerluUy o tie red to understand the
whole subject.

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.

stories, containing

CottyresH

Comparisons will

Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

Elizabeth.

And

Tlie necessary result Is, it costs LESS to insure
In it than in any other.

EDW. H. BUBGIN.
120 Commercial Street.
dim

as any

Bradford’s Medicated Tonic! West, South, North-West and the

2nd,-IT IS THE CHEAPEST;

FOR

one

John If, Hunger & Co.,
oitSdly
Agents.

Because it is paying bach to its
members larger Dividends, and
more of them, than any other Co.
in the United States.

Oct 24—dtf

residence in Cape Elizabeth,
A VERYlndedesirable
from Portland Bridge. The liouso is
two

Co,

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the
United States.

and

Sale,

quarter to a half century.
CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. HINE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
OFFICE, 1GG Fore Street, Portland, Me*

1st,-IT IS THE SAFEST ;

A ffAA TONS square Hackmetack Timber.
Also, Ship Knees; Oak, Hackmetack
Ilardwood Plank, for sale by
L. TAYLOK, ‘61 Commercial St.

Sts.,

which thus within two years takes the lead ot scores
of other Companies that have been established from

BENEFIT

Life Insurance

For Sale.

Now owned and occupied by the subscriber.
JAMES M. CHUKCHI LL.
...
For particulars
enquire of his Attorneys, Messrs.
DebloiS & JkcKson, 63 Exchange Street.
July 6.—dtf

Keal Estate for

MUTUAL

House,

Meal, Meal.
Supplied to dealers in any quantity, at any place of
in the city, or by car load on any line
rail-

cor-

”

Carrying the U. S. Mail, will rail ir ,m eml „r I
Wharf; Boston, at 3 o’clock P.
oi“ nr ,.??*

Boston

HUGHES

FOUND AT HIS

I’RIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

an

a

prices.

SALE.

1 y

8 e

-IN THE-

High Mixed Corn,

City Mills, No.
November 14, 1865.

Wi

t.

CO.’S

PORTLAND.

business
road by

THOSE WHO

WHY

c

nov3TT&stf

REASONS

TWO

Yellow Corn,
A prime quality lor mealing, now in store, for sale
by car load free on track, at tlie very lowest market

Valuable Ileal Estate!
FOR

Portland, Nov. 1, 1865.

JUST

Estate for Sale.

where
given

29 Exchange St*

landing from schooner James Brophy. Also,
Cargo of Schooner Concord.

OUSE and LOT No. ©T Middle Street, known as
the Payson House.
House and Lot corner of Waterville and Sherbrook
Sts. Terms easy, to suit purchasers.
Apply to W, ft j Middle St.
July lldtf

indication of how this Company stands AT
HOME, we take the City business of 105 Companies
and Agencies, named in the Treasurer's Report of the
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
1864, and find that THE INTERNATIONAL RECEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ONE! Tlds list includes the English Companies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which fall
far behind the International in point of patrona e in
this City.—New York Commercial Advertiser.
This is a most gratifying and remarkable fart, best
understood by those who best know the real merits
and s illful management cl this stci iing corporation,
As

JOHN H. DOW & SONS,

6,100 BUSHELS

Goods business, or for the manufacture of Clothing, or
of Boots and Shoes. Will be vacated this month or
the ktexfc For further information inquire of DR.
NEWTON, Office 115 Exchange Street, up stairs, or
of J. E. DOW, corner of Milk and Exchange Streets.
Portland, Sept. 19th, 1S65.
dtf

H^TC,„Keal

freely.

No. 63 Commercial St.,

use.

To be Let.

MThe

&

I

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES

Commission

STORY BRICK STORE, centrally located
Exchange Street, suitable for a Wholesale Dry

FOUR

A

family

“
“

Against 'Accident*

INSURANCE.

New York Estimate of the International*

reliable Companies.

The public are invited to inspect our Rooms
all information in regard to Insurance will be

Oil,
Spirits Turpentine,
Wilmington Tar,
Wilmington Pitch,
No* 1 Rosin,

“

Dollars !

Marine Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find it for their interest
to give us a call.

*

INSURANCE,

Insurance
In the most

Kerosene

Nov. 15—dtf

State and Dan forth

Welcome to this reviving breast
Ana these rejoicing eyes.

A negro about dying

for work

“

Sugar,

—AT—

Spring street, several

Sept 13—d3m

M

RICE

Horses for Sale.

ATgood Horses, suitable

No* 2 Syrup,
No. 1 Syrup,
Fancy Baltimore Flours,

LIFE

Oider, Butter, Pickles, Buckwheat Flour, “A
Apples, &c.,

Brick store corner Commercial and Franklin
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jcfierson Coolhlge & Co.
Possession given Oct. 1st.
A. it S. E. SEEING.
c
Sept 27—dtf

wood

*•

MARINE

Steamboat.

And

Route

On and after Monday,
trains will run as follows

Farm Buildings, Stocks, Tools, &c.
|3F’Ocean, Coastwise and Inland Marine Risks
solicited, and Goods in Transportation by R. R. and

“
No. 2 Rosin,
75
G30 Boxes Manufactured Tocacco,
4G Cases Manufactured Tobacco,

Store to Let.

on

250
115
50
50

50

ocfldtf

Eailroad Stable

Granulated

“

Million

We are prepared to issue policies on DweUing
Houses for a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

Special Risks taken at the lowest Tates.
Particular attention given to insuring all kinds of

fob

“

8

THE

the

boom

100

lOO
200

For Sale and to Let.

Me.

to

this

^^^oosc

Factories, Mills, Tanneries,

250 Barrel* Choice Dried Apples,
“
500
Jackson Potatoes,
“
250
Coffee Crashed Sugars,

Stock of Goods for Sale, and Store to rent in
Payson Block, No. 37J Middle St. Apply to P.
S. W., on the premises, or at house No. 12 Middle
St.,

Portland,

stold

make
Must
LABGE CONSIGNMENTS.

organ-

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

Or OPEN, FLOATING, TERM and PERPETPOLICIES, and open Marine Policies
Issued.
Binding Certificates Given nt this Office*

Bargains!

by

C. M.

UAL FIRE

Merchandise.

of Lintwelve
two families, with
and soft water. Lot 35 by 70. It

ever

Original Capital

$500,000

Liverpool, London, and Globe Ins. Co’s,
of London, Eng., Assets over
Twenty Million Dollars in Gold!
Assets of the New York Branch,
$1,537,000

orfreight.
Also,

Low

as

Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, and for
Solon, Anson, Norridgew°ck, Athens
Head Lake at Skowhognn,
and lor China, South China, East and North Vassalhorn at Vassalboro’, aud for
at Kendall’s

CAN MS

STEAMSHIP C'oktkx.
A. W. S.VMISON,
Master,

Through

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

New York Life Insurance Co.,
Assets over $4,000,000

•,

For particulars,

The two- Btory house and lot corner
/gr^ coln
and Mayo Streets, containing
Sgm
lfeLJoroomB. It is finished for

by a nigger blacklet him emigrait. Brother Snipes,
wuns

10—d&wfiut

two

or

1603,

To load lumber at same place for Galveston, Philadelphia and Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE,
No. 4 Central Whart.
Aug. 29— dti

bale.

or

He intend-

says

Pure

Travellers Ins.

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
B.. tor English and Irish Ports, at high-

For further particulars address P. O. Box No. G9.
novl0d5w*
Portland, Nov. 8th, 1865.

For Sale.
LOT in Evergreen Cemetery,

one

!

Wanted.

Stock and Fixtures of
THE
cery Store, with good
as

suitable

INSURANCE COMP’Y

Y.,

excepted)

daily (Sundays
at fl.30 P. M. (Mixed
Train.)
Leave Skowhegan for
Portland and Boston at 8.30
A M-> AuKusta 10.30 and
Bath at 11.30.
ini* is the only route
east without break of gauge
at Portland.
ticket* for all Stations on this
line, .also on the .Maine Central K. U., can be purchased in Boston at Eastern
or Boston and Maine
DeiAots. 1 assengers with through tickets going east
wdl change cars at the
first depot they arrive at in
Portland, where ample tune is tnero allowed to dine
(4$ minutes) at a first class eating house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are
run with the through
trams.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

INTERNATIONAL

And all

wood starve

Portland, Not

tenement

Tenement,

S. U. McALPIXJE,
State Agent for Maine.
aug2G'65dly

Nov. 15.

$360,000

Assets

for
small tain dies, with good water privileges.
WANTID
Please address
Box

Office Ho. 64 Middle Street, Room No. 1,

Charter Oak Insurance Company,
of Harttord Conn.,

a rare

should call on, ov addresss,
J. HANKERSON & CO.,
130 Middle Street,
Portland, Maine.

For Sale.
good

State of

wishing

or

$1,000,000

Hampden Fire Ins. Co., of Springfield,
Assets $200,000

Wanted.

THE

A

W. F. CH1SAM, 9C Exchange St.

a

to make money

of N.

Assets

Makers—HIGHEST

town in the

These facts in connection with its well-known character for integrity, commend this Company to the
consideration of all desiring Life insurance.

Y.,

Piscataqua Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
of So. Burwick, Maine,
#
Capital and Surplus $400,000
Springfield Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
of Springfield, Mass.,
Assets $576,000

CO.,

In every
Maine to
ANsellAgent
new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies
for
Gentlemen
chance

House for Sale.

as

Company

15—d4w

two-story Brick House No. 28 Fore St.

D. II. INGRAHAM,
4—dtf101 Middle Street.

Nov

Pant

and

$1,312,000

Commercial Mutual Marine Ins.

Wanted.
Coat

Also—The
Inquire of

Wanted,

distinguishing feature

C ABE
Also in the selection of risks, its losses for the last
six years having hecn from 30 to 70 pr. ct. less
than offany other Co. ofaaloag standing.

Co., of Phila.,

Insurance

a

IT NEVER HAVING LITIGATED A CLAIM!

$1,300,000

Assets

EITHER

J

Liquors

Enterprise

Ladies or Gentlemen. Remember that
WM. GRACE & CO., oiler bettor inducements
to returned Soldiers, and others, than any other
house in the Eastern States, to sell fine Steel Engrav-

Valuable Real Estate

$1,518,000

Hanover Insurance Co., of N. Y.,
Assets $495,000

For Sale.
particulars enquire of, or address
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of Stevens, Farrmau & Co.
Nov. 11—dtf

In the payment of losses is
oi this Company,

Columbia Insurance Co., of N. Y.,
Assets $560,000

Wanted.

Trains leave Portland daily (Sundays

gjgg

Fare

PROMPTNESS

Assets $697,000

Nov 17—dti
UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT
THE
MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For further

$1,430,000

North American Insurance Co., of N. Y.,

Two Schooners trom 80 to 100 tons
burthen to load tor Boston.
Apply to
U. T. S. RICK & CO..
03 Commercial St.

ed to by a nigger hisself; and bild his bowse.
The sheer buty ov the grate
system, and the abundance of hard
one that makes it altogether
luviy, is that you is pleasantly situated and iii good repair. Terms
ldn by your own labor.
easy. Apply to
JOHN E. PALMER,
“But.” said Kitt, “what kin I do if you I
^
Oct 24—dtf
144 Middle St.
work nigger carpenters ?”
sez
“I
kno
“Trooiy,”
not. A
Podliammer,
For Sale.
carpenter kin be purcliast for 1,000 dolleis, the
desirable LOT, situated on the northerly side
interest ov which is 00 doliers, and his
keepin
of Free Street, above Oak St., with the Stable
say 100 more par annum. Now ef brother
thereon.
Kitt’ll cum to them w.igis, and he modritely
For particulars apply to
A. B. STEPHENSON,
umble, I mite, for his saik, forego the exqusit
Oct
3—iscltl
121 Commercial St.
pleashure uv hevin a nigger to flog, and still
employ him.”

°V

Assets

Nov 23—dtf

spring

Y.,

Manhattan Insurance Co., of N.

National Bank.

At Canal

and—”

“What!” exclaimed Kitt.
Brother Podliammer resoomed.

Boston.”

Assets

A

to

rep-

Lorillard Insurance Qo., of N. Y.,

Lost!
CHECK drawn by Mathews & Thomas, on
Canal National Bank, dated Oct. 26th or 27th,
for One Thousand Dollars.
Payment has been
stopped. All persons are cautioned against receiving
the same. The finder shall be suitably rewarded by
A turning it to
W. W. THOMAS,

Let,

ter.
I interdoost the matter thus: lly Hager I
proved that slaivry was scriptooraL By “cussid is Kanan,” et settry, I shode conclusively
that the nigger was the identisle individjule
who was to be the sed slaiv atoresed. Then it
wuz put to vote, and it was unanimously
resolved thet Aferken slaivry be interdoost

Assets

ON

Great Baraaiu

a

are

Niagara Insurance Co., of N. Y.,

the 28th inat between State and Boyd Streets,
a black and white onyx
Breast-Pin; the finder
will to suitably rewarded by leaving it at
DUN YON’S JEWELRY STORE,
Nov 30—dlw*
On Middle St.

and

Dec 4—tf

Sx.aivtep.ed innocents, 1
Chxjbcb
(Late Valandigcm), Jan. 16, ’64. J
Trouble air a cumin upon me thicker and
faster. “Men change, but principles never,”
hez bin a favorite motto ov mine ter ycers,
and bleevin in the grate priucipple ov the
strong owning the week, or in other words,
slaivry, I shal newer sense my efforts to mailt
it universal. Ther bein a unreasonable prejudis in the minds ov the week ov my congregation aginst bein the perpetooal servanee ov
them as nacher hez maid to rool, I called a
special meetin of my flock to consider the mat-

Assets

Lost I

For Sale.

try the

small

Nov 30—dlw*

—dtf

Land on the corner oi Brackett and
Spring streets. Ijot about 50 feet on Brackett
bv 100 fcet on Spring Street.
Two storied house containing nine rooms with
good
out-buildings. Enquire of
JAMES E. FERNALD.
87 Middle Street.

the Labor Question.

Assets

JOS. ILSLEY.

11, -1865.

November, O, 1S65.

Brunswick

RETURN.

this way.
The Dividends of the Charter Oak are equal in
value to those of any Life Co.
Dividends without interest payable in four or five
years, or at death, suffer a remarkable diminution
when reduced to their present value.

Phoenix Insurance Co., N. Y.,

property.

en-

Offices

Metropolitan Insurance Co., N.

money. The owner can have the samo
by calling at No. ICC Congress Street, and proving°

for

When I left the man in gnlten,
He was grumbling o’er his gin,
At tho charges of the hostess
Of that lainous Flemish inn;
AnA lie looked a very ■Briton,
(So metMuks X sec Mm still,)
As ho pocketed the cand.e
Tnac was mentioned in the bit*.

a

IMMEDIATE

advantages of this system over that of dividends payable after a term of yearn without interest,
are obvious.
No other Company pays dividends in
The

Life and Accident

The followin'; First Class Insurance
resented by this Agency, viz:—

Clerk in a wholesale or retail
Good references given.
H. h. O
Daily Press Office.

Found.
MEMORANDUM BOOK, containing
sum of

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1S65-C0.

au

Insurance In all it branches.

as

grocery store.
Address
Dec 2—dlw*

been

Fire, Marine,

Wanted.

XI.

Company.

I>1{. J. B.

The Brat

Skowhc#»n via Watcrrillc
heudttll'> Mill.*

Gommeneinj;

Thirty Million Dollars,

conowner:

THOS. ASKNCIO
& CO., Custom House Wharf, shall l>o suitably rewarded.
Dec 2—d3t

can

<luil'e0f

a

to

Medical.

STEAMER EOR HAVANA.

nud

CHARTER OAK Life Insurance Company
declares Dividends each year, and pay3 them at the
payment of the second and each succcding premium,
thus aiding the insured in meeting their payments by

the State,

over

w“

Kuin

Fin* Insurance
Agency iu
LARGEST
Capital represented

same

Its original estimated cost
J.iMSt9’,.£ 2? mi
about §14U,00U
ol the land
thiH
of progress,
exwnde“tobH.mTtm«spresentsiage
notwithstanding
present
and^ isbebeved ituiat be completed lortheoccupancy
A
enhanced prices,

Then we talkod of other countries,
And he said that he had heard
Thai 11 amor leans spoke Hinglisli,
But h: deemed it quite habaurd;
Yot he felt the deepest ^interest
In the missioniry wont,
And would like to kuow if Georgia
Was in Boston or New York!

posed the ricli

ARGUS OFFICE.

tlio Boston

or near

1 KENNEBEC R. R.

PORTLAND
Portland

Steamboats.

TIIE

Depot, SMALL BOX
INtaining nothing of value
ercept to the
whoever will return the
to

aw:

Railroads.

MAINE.

Lost!

an

fcet It Is Five
M?eitv-ttvc tiro
kttntlretl

nt

Life Insurance

Exchange St., Portland,

horses,carriages,

n me

When I spoke with admiration
Of St. Peter’s uiighly dome,
He remarked:—“’Tis really nothing
To the sights we ’ave a ’omel”
Anil declared upon his honor—
Though of course 'twasvery queer;
That he doubted if the Homans
»Ad the hart of making beer!

29

MAN AND WIFE to live witli a family in this
to be a first rate Cook, and the
city The woman
the care oi
man to understand about
the house.
about
Liberal wages
work
and

teen thousand square feet ol
ClU^cu,ac»abonl
lanil°vFitb aggregate frontage of live hundred and

addressed the man in English
And hj answered in the same,
Though he spoke it iu a fashion
Thai I thought a little lame;
For the aspirate was missing
Wlvre the letter should have been.
And where it wasn’t wanted.
He was sure to put It iu!

“llut,”

J? 3S JL>

general

oflCrelfor sale ami

tains about

Insurance Agents,

r

will be

1*

I

hisself,

JkTTi

w

and Silver Sts.,

,Ou Middle, Willow

Ho was clad iu chequered trousers,
And his coat was of a sort
To suggest a scanty patera,
It wa* bobbed ho very short;
And his cap was very little,
Such as soldiers ojten use;
And ao wore a pair of gaiters,
And exttemely heavy shoes.

on

■

Insurance.

JOHN L DOW & SONS!
CHARTER OAK

FEW single gentlemen can be accommodated
Cumberland Street*

board at 54
ADecwith
4—dlw*

UNFINISHED
HOTEL,

THAT SPLENDID

__Insurance.

Boarder8 Wanted.

Property

fob sali’

ill my loreign travel,
famous Flemish inn,
Tliat I met a utoutisli person
With a very ruuy skin j
And his hair was something sandy,
And was done 1n knotty curls,
An J wa, parted in the middle,
In the manner of a girl’s.

It

Petroleum V. Naaby

Wants, Lost and Fo.tihd.

d

Bradford’s Diphtheria Remedy!

;

XT'.

M. A.
No.

13 Dow

Street.

BRADFORD,

Portland, Maine.

These medicines are kept constantly on hand at
I. H. HAY A Co.*, Wholesale Druggists, Portland:
1 nd Druggists generally
the county.

Nov 19—l»wtf

J. W.

W. F.

to the palate, cause no ]utin, act
never require increase ol dose, do not
lor
amt
exhaust,
elderly persons, females and childTwo taken at night movren, are just the thing.
the bowels once the next morning.
Warranted
iu all cases ot Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a cure lor all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,
such as Oppression alter eating, Sour Stomach, spit-

PLEASANT
promptly,

ting
lood, Palpitations; ulso. Headache, Dizziness,
Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness ot the Skin
and Eyes, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Llvor Compliant, Kiss ol Appetite, Debility,
Monthly Pains, and ail Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Travelers find the Lozenges Just
Faintness, Ac.
what they need, as they are so compact and inodorous
hat they may be carried in the vest pocket. Price BO
cents iter box; small lioxes 30 cents. For sale by ,1.
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Treinont
Temple, Boston. Will bo mailed to any address on
ot

enclosing 80

cents.

name

and lirm of

KINO

&

a

copartnership

Agpni*

DEXTER

Anil having purchased the shick of Chase, Littlefield
Co., will continue the gon. ral HAUDWA KE BUSINESS at the old stand, 175 Middle and 118 Federal
Streets.
JOSEPH A. KINO,
J. D. DEXTER.
Mr. D. I>. Chase,

1865.

lung and fiivorally known
of Portland, will remain with
sep2® '65 If

so

to the llardwaro trade
the new firm

■■■«-!■•-»

ness,

sumption,

and ami all

Lungs.

...nigu,

nront, conthe throat and

sore

affections of

a

copart-

general COAL BUSINESS
of High Street.
S. R. JACKSON.
OSCEOLA JACKSON,
too.

Piles.
It gives immediate relief, and effects a
permanent cure. Try it directly.
It is warrantee! to
cure.
For sale by all Druggists. 50 eta. per bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street,
uovlOdffm
Boston, Sole Agents tor New England.

Horses lor Sale Cheap.

a

to
Portland, June 12,1866—tf
r»

C. G. CLARK Jc CO., Gen*l Agents,
For U. 8. and Canada.

Coe’s

Cough

Balsam!

No Medicine ever known will cure

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Influenza, Whooping Cough,
RELIEVE

quick

as

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!
It does not dry up a cough, but loosens It so that (he
patient con expectorate freely. It is within
the each of all, the
Price Being Only 35

A

Cents!!

Druggists.

C#.,Proprietors,

Now Haven, Ct.

*r CO., J. w. PERKINS lr CO
HAY, Portland Me., Wholesale Aumts.
August31,1865.
eod&w lyr

W. r
and H.H.

S. K. JACKSON & SON,

throughout

CASES

forbidden in the directions which accompany each bottle.
Prepared by JOHN L. LYON, M. D. Sold by
Druggists every where,

C.G.CLARK

Notice,
formed

Complaints,

and if for rale by all

cured
Bleeding

flu's

all times

especially

as

t

STRICKLAND’S PILE REMEDY lias
[>R.
thousands of the worst cases of Blind and

Copartnership

Powders !

A CONSUMPTIVE COUGH!

sinic

undersigned have of day
THEners1,
ip under the style

at

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

PHILLIPS,'

lor

use

For all Female

OR

a01*"11**

Oct 5—cl&wim

for the purpose of doing
at Sawyer’s Wharf, foot

and is safe to

or

un-

&

Portland, Sept. 22,

I ills

J. W. PERKINS If CO.. W. F. PHILLIPS It CO.,
ami H. H. HAV, Portland, Mo., Wholesale Agents.

Copartnership.
rpiIE undersigned have formed
X dor the

Better than any

july4dly

H. H. HAY,
u,nrnn

PREPARED

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

Druggists. 50 cents per Kittle.
& CO., 37 Hanover Street,
Sole Agents tor New England.
Boston, s‘i

PERKINS,

SCIENTIFICALLY

FLUID PREPARATION

For sale bv

kVar ran ted a sure curem all cases. Directions given
with every package. The only sure remedy used by
irmy surgeons during the war. and am safe in waranting every case if the directions are followed.
Every family should have it on hand, as this disiase is most terrible, and sudden in its effect, and this
b the only remedy now known that givvs immediate

md substantial relief.
TRY IT 2 2
TRY IT I
TRY IT 2 2 2
Orders received from any part of the country will
to.
attended
promptly
Every article is put up and
\ lacked in the best manner.
Address all letters to

A

Four ov five nice HORSES Ibr SALE,
aSfttJl either tor Harness or Saddle, or both.—
May be seen at ihe RIDING SCHOOL
■i>l"STABLE, South Street. nor24 d4w
_

Try Them! and bo convinced of their
superiori-

over
everythin* els*
ty
the

of the kind ever offered to
pnblie for Urouehitis, Coughs, Colds, Hoists*weaa Sore Throat, Catarrh and indnenza
Numerous testimonials imm tue Clorjrv, and others, acFor
each
box.
the
sale
companying
prino’pai
by

Druggists throughout the oity.

may27eodU

